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SYNOPSIS

More emphasis is falling on sonar systems to display the data
received from the undert·mter environment in a form which enables the
observer to classify the echo patterns as being due to a particular
target shape.

In high resolution monostatic sonar systems,

~vhere

the

resolution cell is smaller than the target dimensions, difficulties arise
because the echo patterns formed tend to be specular in nature and shoH
only the acoustic highlights of the target.
In this thesis, echo formation is examined in terms of the angular
distribution of reflected energy in the medium.

The way in which

echoes are formed resulta in a less than optimum display in terms of the
number of samples of the target outline.

An increase in the number of

resolution-·cells displaying the target outline and an improvement in
target shape portrayal can be obtained by using a multi static sonar system,
but it is shovID that this improvement is dependent on a number of factors.

An experimental, high resolution multistatic sonar system is described
which was used to verify and measure the improvement in target shape
portrayal.

Selected echo patterns obtained 'Ni th this equ.ipment are ",no,-;}:

and the measured performance compared with the predicted performance.
_An empirical equs:tion, which was derived from the measurements, relates

.

the improvement in the displayed echo patterns to the number of bistatic

I

receivers employed:.
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CHAPTER I
TIfTRODUCTION
1.1

The sonar system functions
Sonar systems have evolved from early sets employing audio detection

methods for target recognition, to present day systems employing highly
sophisticated time domain correlation ,receivers and a variety of information display techniques.

Throughout these progressive stages of

development, the functions of the sonar equipment have remained the same
and can be stated as,

and

(a)

detection of target like echoes,

(b)

localisation of detected echoes,

(c)

classification of detected echoes.

These three objectives are self explanatory.' However, the processes
involved in achieving them are related and interdependent.

An overlapping

of the operations occurs which means that the performance of a particular
post-detection echo classification scheme depends to a large extent on the
performance of the receiver or initial detection device.

For example,

an increase in the receiver signal processing gain of say 3 dB is achieved,
then the subsequent classification process can operate with a 3 dB increase
in signal dynaI:1.ic range.

'l'hi.5, in turn, means that additional echoes which

would normally be undetec-:ed

~gai!},st

in the classification process.

background noise can nO\" be utilised.

In this thesis, echo

cl~ssification

is

regarded as an overall system function rather than as the final operation
in the signal processing chain, and in the work to be presented echo
pattern formation by the sonar is considered from a system performilllce
vieHpoint.
1.2

Sonar

dis,pl~s

The sonar display is usually the final

lin..~

in the signal processing

chain and refers to the device or devices which interface to the human

16

observer in the system.

All dioplays have the objective of aiding the

obnerver in interpreting the information about the UJla.erv;ater environment
which the sonar system provides.

Emphasis is falling increasingly on the

display techniques and signal processing to extract Hud present data to the
observer in a form Ivhich optimises not simply the process of detecting
targets in noisy backgrounds, but in addition, the correct classification
of the detected echo pattern as being due to a particular shape or form.
The information vThich is presented to the observer can usually be
placed in one or more of the three categories belO1,..
(a)

Geometrical or spatial info~mation.

For example the plan

position indicator (ppi) display.
(b)

Time series information.

For example a simple A-scan

range display.
(c)

Frequency domain information.

For example a po\ver spectrogram

for a passive sonar.
Of various ,'lays in "lhich the data can be presented to the obf3erver,
the visual display, in the form of a ppi or E-scan, is the most widely
used.

'llhere are slight differences between

displays, but in general the information

~.h8 ~pi:md

presen~2i

B-scim type er

on this type of display

is in the form of echo patterns ,vhich are 'Espl2.yed. :'n the relative spa.'Cial
locations in which "they actually occur in the,:led.ium.
displaying the data is an attempt to present

~hs

This method of

echo patterns in a

fo~m

which is similar to a horizontal section of the environment when
illuminated by the more familiar light,vaves.
natural choice if it is desireri to utilise th2
capabilities of the

hill;13...'l

Snch a display is the
~at-tern

recognition

observer.

:rlhe Tli"ork to be d.escribec. he!'8 is ccncerned !!:2.inl:;/ 'N-i.th the
presentation of geometrical data to "the o(;Serv';l'.
of the familiar ppi display for -this purpose

in the experimental system to be descr:'bed..

17

Use
F.i.S

~he

jg

C)ade

~xclusi'!ely

malT: output <levieG

-

1.3

Echo patterns on the display
The phrase 'echo patterns' has been used in the preceding section

in conjunction with a brief discussion on the output information display.
In a wide sense the echo pattern can refer to the ensemble of

fpaints~

on a ppi display occurring during one complete transmission cycle, ie the
time behwen successive 'pings f

•

In the context of this '"fOrk hmvever the

term refers to a much more localised event.

Namely, the cluster of echoes

which are considered. to arise due to one isolated target.

Implicit in

this meaning of the phrase is the assumption that the sonar is capable of
producing a cluster of echoes from one target.

In other words, it must

be capable cf resolving individual echo producing regions on the target.
The resolving po.ver of any sonar is an important parameter.

It is

usually expressed in terms of the resolution cell dimensions for the
system.

The resolution cell can be a four-dimensional volume describing

the range, doppler, horizontal and vertical angular resoluticns available
at the output of the sonar, and is a function of the receiver bandTrfidth,
transmitted signal parameters, and sOlxud projector and receiver dimenGions.
In this ';>lork onl;y static targets were studied, and ::J.oattempt t.,ras made to

resolve in the 7ertical plane for -the reasons given in section 1.6 be101-:.
The four-a.iT!lension resolution cell therefore reduced to

Cl

two-dimensional

area defined by the range and azimuthal resolution of the system.
In order that the sonar be capable of

producL~g

a cluster of

independent echoes from one target, a large number of resolution cells
must be contained trithin or overlay the area of the target.

If the

target lies entirely within a resolution cell, neglecting for the monent
possible range and bearing

a~big~ity,

from the corresponding cell.

then a

5L~gle

echo can be expected

As the cell size is decreased in relation to

the target, ah-rays assuming that the echoes are detected, more Gchoes will
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appear and ideally, the target shape will be displayed Hith increasing
clarity.
An example of an idealised echo pattern display is shown in

figure 1.1.

This Requence of displays 'l>Jas synthesised from a plan

projection of two target shapes as shown in figure 1.1(a).

The set of

figures 1.1(a) to 1.1(d) illustrate the effect of a relative decrease in
the total number of picture elements, or resolution cells, in the target
area.

A transition can be seen between a well defined display of tvlO

distinct shapes to an ambiguous display with no target shape portrayal.
The displays are binary in nature, each cell is either on or off, in
keeping with the type of display used in the experiments to be described.
The two ends· of the sequence (a) and (d) highlight respectively, the high

-

resolution and low resolution cases in terms of the,number of spatial
samples of the target area.

No attempt has been made to define the

absolute spatial dimensions involved because the problem of

classific~tio~

shown here is one of r-elative resolution rather than absolute resolution.
In other words, if the targets which it is desired to classify or
differentiate are sufficiently unrelated in terms of their geonetric
shapes then it is possible that they could be classified at level (c) for
example.

The absolute definition of a target echo pattern does, of coursE,
!

depend upcn the absolute spatial sampling rate in the target
Additionally,

~~important

~rea.

aspect is the ratio of target surface

roug~~ess

,

to the wavelength of the acoustic energy.

If it is desired to resolve

i,

small surface irregularities on a target in order to classif;y it, then a
correspondingly high bandwidth and short wavelength must be employed.
Hm-rever, in- traversing the scale of events from Cd) to Ca), by
increasing the range and angular resolution, the response of the syst2::l
does not necessarily conform to that depicted in this idealised sequence
for a number of reasons.

Firstly, the range and bearing
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ambi~ities

FIG.J·I

THIS SYNTHETIC DISPLAY SEQUENCE SHOWS THE
APPROX. RESOLUTION OF THE EXPERIMENTAL SYSTEM
COMPARED TO OTHERS REFERRED TO IN THE TEXT

(a )

THIS DEPICTS THE MAX. DISPLAY
ACCURACY AVAILABLE FROM THE
DISPLAY FO RMATTING PROGRAM
( SEE CHAPT ER 3)

(b)

THIS DEPICTS THE RELATIVE
RESOLUTION CELL SIZE USED IN
THIS WORK

(c)

THIS DEPICTS THE RELATIVE
RESOLUTION CELL SIZE USED IN
REFERENCE I

(d)

THIS DEPICTS THE RELATIVE
RESOLUTION CELL SIZE USED IN
REFERENCE 4

FIG. I· I T HE E F FE C T OF IN C R E AS IN G T HE SY S T EM'
RESOLUTION CELL SI lE ( FROM (a) TO (d,) ON
TARGET SHAPE PORTRAYAL
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caused by finite bandwidth and aperture size for the signal and
beamformer respectively, are present at all levels of resolution and
manifest as additional false echoes on the display.

The relationship

betl'V'een the target surface roughness and geometry with respect to the
incident energy bandwidth and beam width affects the formation of echoes.
In particular, where the target surface is acoustically smooth the

resulting echoes are highly specular, or directional, and result in
discrete echo regions on the display, which, under these conditions,
bear little resemblance to the actual target shape.

This aspect of echo

formation is discussed in CHAPTER II which deals more fully with this
topic.
A D Dunsiger (1) showed that under conditions of high resolution,
back-scattered acoustic echoes characteristically exhi bi t a vlide dynamic
ampli tude range, typically 80 dB or more from one target.

'I'hi s in turn

makes stringent demands on the signal processing equipment in terms of
d~le~ic

operating range and signal to noise ratio which, if not

that certain low level
and reverberation.

~et,

me~~

echoes are not detected against background noise

This feature of the echo formation process is a

consequence of the speculaI' nature of the echoes from the target surface.
Certain areas of the target surface .lill not receive any direct
insonification and ,vill reside in the acoustic shadow region.

The all

round look of figQre 1.1 (a) must be replaced by a more realistic
situation in which a large part of the outline is obscured due to
shadowing.
The sum total of these various effects is that in a high resolution
system, in which a narrow acoustic beam and a wide band signal are used to
produce a large number of spatial

s&~ples

of the surveillance area, the

resulting echo patterns fall short of that expected from a consideration
of the transmitted signal energy and resolution cell size alone Nith
respect to target shape

portra~Tal.
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1 .4

The background to the ..l'!'.esent vlOrk
The preceding sections have briefly described the important

limitations of high resolution sonar systems and displays in general
terms and the overall problem area with vrhich this thesis is concerned.
This section describes some relevant previous work and studies \'lhich
relate to the project.
An understanding of the echo formation processes in the underwater

environment is obviously mandatory for the efficient use of the available
transmitted and reflected signal energy.

Consequently, a great deal of

effort has been directed at gaining such an under-standing.

A ltlealth of

published material exists dealing with the analysis alld s;}-'11.thcsis of the
time series signals reflected from target and other surfaces of varying
roughness and complexity (see for example references 1, 2,

4).

A large proportion of the published Hork deals with the estimation

of the backscattered and foniard scattered power levels of sie,"nals
reflected from non-deterministic surface.:;;
the sea and the sea bed.

:01'

exampJe 1 the surface of

In these insta.nces the reflecting surface is

both time varying and random in nature and. its

a~oust i

c proper"c i A S cnu on1;;-

be described in terms of a set of statistical para2cters.
This present vlOrk is concerned. :",ith reflecti.ng surfaces 'rJ-nich do not
change "with time in the
above.

mffih~er

ex~~ples

of the sea surface and sea bed

A representation of the reflected 3ignal

in the terms of linear network theory.

C2n

therefore be obtained

Thus, the reflected time signal

is assumed to be the result of convoluting the transmitted Signal set)
with a target impulse response R.!. (t).
~

1'Tri tten forr.lally the refle~tion is:-

•

yet)

'1

I • ,

-

""
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In his vlOrk on acoustic echo formation A Freedman [4, 5J presented a.
detailed account which described the response yet) as being composed of anumber of echoes whose amplitudes and phases are functions of the target
surface geome+,ry.

The reflected signal yet) is the result of convoluting

the transmitted signal set) with a response fundion Rt(t) which is
calculated directly from the target parameters.

The response function

obtained by this method consist of a set of' weighted impulses, the
weighting and physical separation of these impulses being proportional to
the strengths and physical separations of the reflecting regions on the
)

target surface.

An important aspect of A Freedman's studies discussed the portrayal

of the target shape by the sonar system

[6].

The echo patterns, as

displayed on a ppi, v,hich resulted from the insonification of some basic
target shapes \"lere examined and related to the echo forming mechanism at
the target surface.

A general conclusion was that, due to the localised

or specular nature of the echoes, and the effects of the sonar beam sidelobes, the portrayal of target shape was poor and made classifications 8f
even simple shapes difficult.

At this point it is useful to consider some

of the basic parameters of the equipment used in the study mentioneci
above.

Freedman used only range resolution in his experiments.

The test

targets were resolved into a number of range discontinuities, but the
width of the main lobe of the insonifying beam "tJas such that the "whole of
the target was enveloped by the bea.m.

In most cases the targets ,-;ere

sampled by a limited number of resolution cells and the angular resolution
was such as to produce only one
for' the target.

unambi~~ous

bearing or azimuthal response

Figure 1.1 (d) ShOHS an 2.."1alcgous effect -I'lhere the target

is sampled by only a few resolution cells.
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---------------------------------------------------------------------

Visual classification of the ppi displa;)rs wc.S made difficult beoauce
the theoretical maximum number of target samples vias small, eg two to
three cells.

Different target shapes could produce essentially the same

echo pattern3 as far as the observer was concerned.
In a subsequent study A D Dunsiger [1, 7] considered the target
recognition problem in detail.

By employing the image echo technique used

by Freedman, Dunsiger predicted the variation in amplitude, and physical
location of echoes from simple target shapes, ie cones, spheres,
rectangular blocks and cylinders, with changing target aspect 8l1d
position.

By establishing experimentally whether measurable differences

existed between the echo patterns, he 'vas then able to attempt target
classification.

The hypothe.sis was that, if differences in echo patterns

existed and could be reliably predicted and measured, this would a110'l1 a
classification procedure to be proposed which utilised these differences.
An important aspect of these experiments 1rlaS that a model son?r

system was employed in '-,Thich the resoluticn cell i'JaS very much saaller
than the targets used;
beamformer

desig~

Dunsiger pointed out -l:;hat current

tr~l':.is

in

enabled increasingly narrow beams to be produced.

the experiments a very narrOi'l sound beam of 2.2 degrees betwsen the
points was used in the horizontal plane, together ,vi th a range resclu-';ion
of approximately 5mm, which ,vas achieved by using a 2.4 MHz

6 ;as duration.

C"."l

pulse

or

At the mean ranges quoted of about 59 cm this resulted in
I

the targets

bein~

overlayed by approximately 50-60 resolution cells,

compared with Freeman's experiments in which a much larger resolution cell
i'!aS

emplcY2d.

Figures 1.1(c) and (d) shoH qualitatively the d.ifferences

in t'he tlrlO systems in terms of cell sizes.
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I-Iowever, even with the much improved resolution of the system, the
echo patterns vlhich Dunsiger obtained on a ppi display exhibited a similar
specular nature and did not provide the classification potential which
might have been expected from a consideration of the number of resolution
cells overlaying the targets.
Parts of the insonified areas of the targets did not show any eoho
structure, a feature which was attributed to the highly localised or
specular nature of the sound reflection mechanism.

Note that these

results referred to the measurement of baokscattered signals at the
transmitter location.
One other result from this study, 1'ihich is relevant from the·
classification viewpoint, was that the variation in amplitude of echoes
measured at the sound transmitter position due to changes in target aspect
and position, was very large.

Even from one location on a

particul~r

target, variations of 100 dB were recorded due to slight changes in aspect.
The implications of this are that firstly, a very large

dyna~ic r~~ge

is

required in the signal processing equipment to accommodate s"';lch variations
ra.~ge

and :secondly, since the display device is unable to cope Hi ih such a

(a typical eRa screen has 12-15 dB of intensity variation before saturation) a dynamic range compression device must be incorporated to match the
display.
If the only differentiating echoes between two otherwise similar
target responses lie at the low amplitude end of the scale, or if they are
characterised by small amplitude differences, then in either case the
cla3sification potential of these echoes is likely to 00 mar'ginal.

The

inadequate dynamic range of the display and the ambient noise level in the
system will mask these marginal echoes unless special precautions are
taken.
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Summarising so far, in order to improve the portrayal of target shape
and reduce the ambiguities in the echo pattern produced by a sonar' system
in 1vhich the target produces a single response, baElic changes in the system
parameters must be made.

The number of resolution cells which sample the

target surface must be increased above the single response situation, but
an increase in the number of resolution cells in the surveillance area
may not, per se, solve the classification problem or remove the ambiguitieG
between different target responses.

All the cells which coincide with

insonified areas may not contain a corresponding target response.

rrhe

number of independent data samples of the target surface is, at least in
part, limited by the speculaI' nature of echoes generated by the target.
It is against this background that the present work is set and it takes

its origins from the target shape portrayal problems discussed briefly
above.

In order to obtain the desired number of resolution cells in relation
to the target size without recourse to using large targets and a large
experimental tank, a high frequency model sonar system was used..

The use

of a relatively high tra..'1smission frequency of 2.5 MHz enabled the d.esired
narrow sound beam in be generated
resolution

.iaS

l~i th

a small aperture, whilst good -range

achieved by utllising the short wavelength of sou.'1d

high frequencies.

.,
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a~

these

1.5 Aims of the project
The area of research has been discussed above, and oome work
,
. '
conducted by other researchers briefly outlined.

The results of these

previous studies influenced the course of the present work.

In particular,

the limitations of high resolution sonar systems in fulfilling their
purpose regarding target claSSification, prompted further study of the
mechanisms of acoustic echo pattern formation when the resolution cell is
much smaller than the target dimensions.
Reducing display ambiguities was the overall general aim of the
present study.

In one sense this Was quite a specific objective, but in

another sense, because the study of echo patterns on a ppi display tends
towards the subjective end rather than the objective end of the scale of
things, i t was

also a somelvhat open ended study.

One of the needs vlhich emerged at an

ear~y

stage in the project, was

to evolve, a technique for assessing the improvements in the echo pattern
displayed which, as far as possible, did not require a human observer to
make any subjective judgements.

As a consequence of this need, one result

of this Iv-ork was a more objective, graphical mea.."YJ.s of q112.Yltifying :?l='i
display

improvemen~s

for a particular

which enablsd

syste~ ~d

a.."YJ.

optimum display to be

sp~cified

improvements evaluated in terns of how closely

they approached tb.is optimum.
The aims can therefore be summarised in the follOl...-ing terms.

The

characteristic highlight structure of the target response gives rise to
poor target shape portrayal.

Consequently, it was intended that a study

be made which i10uld result in improvements in terms of an increased number
of independent samples of the target outline.

Such an increase should

immediately improve the intrinsic target classification potential of the
high resolution sonar by providing a ppi display which ;no re closely
approached the optimum display for the particular system.
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In this

conte~d,

it 1vas proposed to investigate the use of additional acoustic sensors in
the form of a bistatic or multistatic arrangement of receivers and
transmitter, an a means of increasing the number of detected echoes
providing independent data about the target outline.

Thin neglected

area of study seemed to offer the possibility of a fresh approach to this
topic.

JS.f

attacking the problems to do with target shape portrayal from

a different direction, it was hoped that some of the difficulties outlined
above could be circumvented, or an avenue opened which would lead to their
solution.

1.6 Assumptions and limitations of the work
Some simplifying assumptions are discussE;ll briefly below because they
affected both the theoretical and experimental aspeots of this study.
As already mentioned, A D DU113iger [1

J

sho'Vled that the range of

ampli tudes obtained from the Sf11ne target can vary by 100 dB,llnon-linear
dyna~ic

range compression device was therefore necessary between the

receiver output and the

~odulation

in!)"cl__ ~ ef the display.

Such

2.

device

compresses the dynamic ra."lge at its input to ma.tch the limi t~d intensity
range of the display tube and consequently distorts the amplitude
relationships oetween adjacent ffild neighbolITing echoes.
Dunsiger also performed a series of subjective tests with a number
of o-bservers to measure the classification potential of the high resolution
ppi displays.

His results indicated that, although preiictable amplitude

relationships existed bet1"1een echoes, very careful -Jbservation "lvould be
required. to utilise this information because of the large variations i:'1
amplitude possible frcm the same echoing region.

The geometrical relation-

ships of the ech06s on the display gave the 3t~onge3t clues to the
observer as to

~he

target shape.
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Collectively, these factors

resu~ted

in a decision by the author to

exclu.de amplitude information from the ppi displays.

A simple threshold

test Has performed on all received data to determine v1hether the
corresponding displa;y resolution cells were oi ther filled or eopty.
The displays used l-Jere therefore of a binary nature, with cells
corresponding to a detection or non-detection of target echoes.

As far

as the experimental equipment Has concerned this gave the additional
advantage of reducing the number of degrees of freedom in the system
with a corresponding reduction in the amount of information input to the
display formatting processor (see CHAPTER IIr).
display has been

sh01~

The nature of the bina~J

in the synthetic displays in figure 1.1.

In the analysis and

work v1hich is to be described a

exp~rimental

two dimensional model for the targets and sonar system v1;:18 assumed
throughout.

The system an a whole was considered -Go possess only ra..."1ge

and angular resolutions.

The targets used in the experimental part of the

work "!ere constructed to present a vertical reflecting surface to the
incident energy as far as possible.

3y this means it ,-las hoped to exclude

seconda.ry echoes formed by a convex surface reflecting via the '.-later-air
interface directly above.

It should be noted, however, that such echoes

can in certain circumstances provide a differentiating echo between

ot~er

wise similar echo patterns; for example, from a cylinder and rectangular
block with the

sa~e

plan outlines.

Nevertheless, because of the additional

time delay incurred due to the non-direct

refle~tion

do not correspond to the physical target outline.

path, these echoes

Furthermore, they are

also very dependent u.pon the scattering properties of the water-air
interface.

For these reasons this type of echo was

display in the manner described above.
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e:~cluded

from the

As mentioned previously, the information from the surveillance area
was presented en the ppi display in the form of a binary echo pattern.
method of measuring the inforQation content was

requi~ed

A

in order to

evaluate and compare the performance of the experimental system tmder
different operating conditions and with chcmging target aspects and
location.

If the final decision

and ,evaluation of available data is

performed by a human observer, it would Geem reasonable to measure the
classification potential of the display by requiring the observer to
differentiate the echo patterns as being due to orJe of a sot of n targe-cf;.
This method of dir::play evaluation has been used in the past 8..'1d has
provided informative results particular'ly regarding the importa...'1cG of the
\

geometrical correspondence of target shape and ech6 pattern.

The dra~'Jbac]:

with this technique it the amount of a priori information Hhich the
observer is given.

If the observer is told to look for one of a class ef

n shapes, then an infinity of possible target shapes is irmnediately
excluded from consideration.

In many Cases this may be a valid
diffic~lt

however in zubjective tests of this nature it becomes

assunr~:,tic>n,

to

separate basic information due to the echo pattern from cl
applied by the observer.

Qilerr~a concer~s

The classical example of this

the Rayleigh resolution criteria for two closely spaced target time
responses.

This argues that, since the response of one target will al12Ys

differ from the response of tvw, i..'1. the absence of any noise the t'iro
targets

c~n

be resolved to any level of separation.

The point about

~nlS

statement is -that the obsezlver has already been gi-ven all irrfinte amo-..;.::'::;
information in the fact that the response is that of t'No targets.

:./1-"

,-

the bs,nQ'tlidth of the signal observed i,s say W Hz, then the number of de,;res:;
of freedom or amo'll-nt' of independent data provided by the sigl'l'?l is :::~i=c::.Q
by the l11ell knmm sampiing theorem as being inversely
twice the band"ricith 21i1 3:z.

proportional-:;o

A detailed discussion of the

correspondGE~e
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between resolving pot-rer and information is given in reference 8.
A direct parallel between this example and the ppi display situation
is not possible and vIaS not intended, however the situa-tion in which a
priori knowledge obscures the absolute information presented is a factor
to be considered and the above example was quoted to illustrate this.
In order to remove this factor as far as possible in the evaluation
of the ppi displays shown in CHAPTER V, an alternative method of measuring

Elf utilising a basic

the information presented on the display was used.

parameter of the system, namely the two dimensional resolution cell
discussed earlier, it was hoped to obviate the need for subjective assessment of the displays using a human observer.
Consider a fixed rectangular surveillance area D.
sampled by a

Let this area D be

dimensional sampling function comprisi..1'1g

t~lO

resolution cells.

a total of N

If the output of every resolution cell is subjected to

a simple threshold test then a binarJ display

c~~

be generated of the form

shovm in figure 1.1.
The maximum amount of information which can be presented on the display
is N picture eleI:J.ents or bits per scan.

If a target occupies an '3.re3.,

T say, withi..1'1 the surveillance area D, the amount of independent data
1\Thj.ch can be displayed about the target is NT/D bits per so<,. .11.

In this

preser..t work it wc,s '3.ssumed that no internal echoes would be received
targets, al4.;hough A D Dunsiger

fl~sm

[7] reported that such echoes can be used

to separate a class of solid targets from those which are hollm-r.

Thus

the tar€8t area T must be replaced by a contour G representing the sampled
t
target out line in the IDaJ1Jler shmm in figure 1. 1 (a).
ir..depe!lden~

·rhe maximum amount oP

target data displayed is now equal to the nUiTIber of odls in

the contour end is et bits per scan.

This simple measvxeI:J.ent is

independent of the observer since the nurnbe!' of filled cells de;Jends upon
the perfor:JJ.."1ce an(1, parameters of the system on2.y.
obvious d,2n3er i 1l. :;,pplying thi s t ech.."1ic..":le
l
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,;.Q thout

Hm-lever, there is 2Jl
due care.

In general

the echo patterns presented on a display contain red.undant information
in the form of range and bearing ambiguities.
former side-lobeR for example.

TheGe manifest as beam-

The above techniqu8 canno-G differentiate

on a resolution cell basis between these ambiguous responses and the rea.l
target.

The tendency vlOuld therefore be to over estimate the amount of

independent target data displayed.
necessary to employ what knowledg8
controlled manner.

For this reason it was considered.
,.JaS

available about the target in a

In particular, if a contour C was availa.ble for
t

display, together Ivith the measured response, a quantitative evaluation
could be made in terms of this reference.

Such a technique

i'JaS

employed

to study the displays obtained experimentally and is discussed further in
CHAPTER V.

"
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1.7

Organisation of the thesis
In this introductory chapter, the overall problem area, the back-

ground to the vlOrk, its main aims and objectives together with the
assumptions made, have been briefly described.

The hurried reader

requiring only a brief overview of the work and its conclusions should
begin with the synopsis, then skip directly to a summa.ry of the work in

CHAPTER VII, section 7.6.

A more detailed account of the work, including

the main objectives, achievements and suggestions for future work can be
obtained by reading this chapter follovled by CHAPTER VII.
In CHAPTER 11 a method of evaluating the display and the performance
of the system is presented.

This method is then used to predict the

performance of a high resolution multistatic sonar system via an example.
Echo formation is discussed in terms of the spatial characteristics of
the echoes, and the sonar system is viewed as a spatial sampling device
which samples the target co-ordinates.
In

CHAPTER III a description is given of the experimental system

constructed together 'W"ith an aCCOlL"YJ.t of its operation.

Where pcssible,

the features of its construction 3.."YJ.d operation iv-hich affected the overall
performance are quantified and isolated as artifacts of the system.
cha.pter

C2ll

This

oe skipped by the hurried reader who is not interested in the

details of heIv the rnultistatic sonar system was implemented.

CHAPrER IV briefly describes the objectives of the experimental work
carried out, catalogues the actual records taken, and also describes some
experiments necessary to calibrate the system.

This chapter can also be

skipped in the interests of brevity.
In

CF~PTER

V some experimental results obtained with the sonar system

are presented. and bri.efly discus:3ed.
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In CHAPTER VI, these results are analysed and presented in terms of the
display loss curves discussed in CHAPTER II, and comparisons are made
vlhere possible with the simulation also described in CHAPTER I1.
CHAPTER VII discusses the achievements of the work and the extent to
which the intial objectives were fulfilled.

In a.ddition, the limitations

of the work are summarised and suggestions made for improvements and
possible future work in this field.

Finally,APPENDIX A includes the

transmitter beam pattern plot and detailed circuit diagrams of the analogue
sonar described in CHAPTER Ill.

"
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CHAPTER II
ECHO PATTERN FORrMTION AND PERFomaNCE
PREDICTION

2.1

n~

MULTISTATIC SYSTEMS

Introduction
CHAPTER I briefly discussed the background

areas which formed the basis of this work.

a~d

outlined the problem

The need for a method of evalu-

ating the performance of the sonar system in a more objective manner suited·
to this study was also briefly discussed.
This theme is developed in this chapter.

A simple measure of

performance is described in an attempt to obviate the need. for the subjective assessment of the observed echo patterns.

A mechanism of echo

formation is then outlined which suited the requirements of this work in
terms of predicting the response of the sonar when additional sensors are
incorporated into the system.
The likely gains from this increase in system complexity are shown
using the measure of performance developed.

They are also related, via some

examples, to the parameters of the system which affect the

perform2~ce i~

terms of target shape portrayal.

2.2 A method of

measurin~

the performance of. the system

It was mentioned above that some previous relevant work utilised the
judgement of hu.'TIan observers to differentiate oet"reen echo patterns due to
targets insonified from various orientations.

In an attempt to remove at

least part of this subjective aspect of assessment, the amount of
independent data samples of the target -;vhich 11Tere displayed was evaluated.
The method used was based on a cell by cell count of the data on the
display.
The concept of the resolution cell is a familiar one,
be discussed in detail here.

In this work it

w~s

~~d

it will not

considered to be a two

dimensional area defined by the beamwidth of the projected sound beam

3·5

bet",,-een the 3 dB response points on the beam pattern, and

id(~ally,

the

uidth of the signal autocorrelation function.
In practice, the factor' which determined the llwllper of range bins
in the m-lOep time Has the inadequate data processing rate of the system

and not the signal autocorrelation function.

HOHevcr t:his is discussed

further in CHAPTER Ill, and for the purposes of this chapter it is
assUIlled that no such limi tatiol1 applies.
Consider a surveillance area, D say, as depicted in figure 2.1.

The

sonar system is assumed to sample this area into non-overlapping
resolution cells each of area Q and IT il1. number.

If the range to the

surveillance area is large compared to its dimensions,

~hen

the cells can

be considered as approximately rectanbrular in nhape.
Into this surveillance area is placed a target descri-bed by its -b'lOdimensional ccntour C , representing the boundary bct1'leen the target and
t
the

medi~

supporting the sonar transmissions.

than a single resolution cell, then the
of a maximu8 of say, m

other WG:-d::;,

~ells

disp~ay

If the target is larger
,rill ideally be composed

';vhich coi...""lcide ,'lith the contour et'

In

-the target is larger than a single cell cy' some 'displr:.y

magnifica:ti0rl I3.ctor' m.

For a:r...y of these display r.ells to contain infor-:natiOl1 about the
contour G_,
a. number of c'Jna.i ticns must be fulfilled:.,

(a.)

'I'he target must be i.nsonified. i.n the regi.cn of a !iC'.rticular

cell, and. energy must iDpinge upon the contour

et

TN'ithin

particular cell.
(b)
the
(c)

A refLsction of all or part of this incident energy back into
mediu~

must occur.

The sonar system must detect the pr::33enCe of this energy 3..7J.d

localise its source as being a particular cell.
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Insonification of the target is the function of the sound projector, vlhich
in thi,s case scans a narrow sound beam across the contour C • The target
t
will not be completely insonified because of the conditions which are
assumed to apply (see CHAPTER I, Section 1.6).

Only that part of C
t
'\<ihich faces the sound projector will receive energy from the transmissions,
and the target will therefore have associated shadow zones.

Only those

cells ,shown shaded in figure 2.1 can display any information about G •
t
Reflection of the sound impinging on the target is necessary for ru1
echo to be detected at all, and the general topics of sound reflection and
scattering have received,and still do receive, a great deal of attention
in the literature.

Of the many teclmiques and methods proposed for

calculating the reflected sound components [eg refs 9, 10, 11', 12, 13 ] ,
a particular method was selected to describe the reflection process, and
is discussed later.
However, for the purpose of the present discussion, consider the
maximum information displayed to an observer from an area D as described
above.
I

Let the basic measure of this information be:-

= log2

( number of possibilities), • • • • • • • •

where I is the information level in bits.

2.1

For the sinple case 't',hen the

contour Ct occupies only one binary resolution cell, the information on
the display is:I = log2 (2)
:0

1 bit.

wnen Ct is overlayed by

ill

binarJ resolution cells, as asgumed here,

then the maximum. irdormation is given by:I

= m log2 (2)

= m bits • • •

....................
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2.2

It is tacitly [I,ssumed that a cell must be 'on' in" the sense that a bright

spot appears on the display before any useful information is presented to
the observer.

HOKever, decisions Kill be made as to whether an echo is

present or not at some fixed probability of detection Pd' \-lhilst the
sonar is actively scanning the surveillance area.

Under these conditions,

=-------==-----=---'-"---only-a,"--quantity=of-"b-cel-ls,whcre-b<-m--'wi-D=be=detccted in all likelihood.
Then the information displayed is defined as b bits and a loss has occurred.
For convenience a loss factor, L, can be defined as:-

L ~ 10 10g10 (m/b) in dB re 1 cell. • • • • • • • • •

2.3

For example, if L = + 3dB, then only 50 percent of the total number of
cells overlaying the target contour et contain echoes.
It can be seen that L is a normalised quantity and imparts no
information about the parameters of the system to which it refers.
in

which~he

(m

= 1),

cell.

A system

target contour et lies entirely within one resolution cell

will have a loss factor L

=0

dB if any detection is made in that

A system in which m» 1 .rill have

(l

loss factor L> 0 dB if less

than m cells are detected when scanning the same contour.
the point of view of target shape portraya1 7

~hen

H~1vever, from

the latter system will

certainly be better as long as L is less than a maximum loss defined by:L

max

10 10g10

(m) • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •

Note that even in a system in which m = 1, a loss of 0 dB is still sensible
because it ind.icates that the maximum amount of data is being presented on
the display with respect to et.
These cases illustrate that in applying this technique,

cO~lisance

must be taken of the fact that the loss factor L does not indicate the
fidelity of target shape portrayal.

Rather , it indicates the perform2nce

of the system in presenting independent spatial samples of et"
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The main disadvantage with this scheme is that there is no intrinsic
discrimination between cells filled by either noise exceeding the detection
threshold or by side-lobe interference from the main transmission, and
cells filled by echoes from the contour C .

All cells are equally

t

weighted regarding their information content.

In the experimental phase

of this project, an attempt was made to resolve this difficulty by using
a priori knowledge of C available in a bit map format, to remove the
t
spurious echoes from the display.

The bit map Nas used to form a reference

display against which the real display 1vas correlated.
explained further in CHAPTER V and the result was that
of the value of L was obtained from the experimental
In conclusion, this display evaluation

The technique is
Cl,

better estimate

res~lts.

techni~~e

provided a basic

. measure of the information displayed b;:r the sonar syst e:,,i, and allowed
quantitative comparisons to be made of the
and multi-static systems investigated..

perfOr~allCO

of "he monosiatic

But there remainG the dravlbad:: th?t

all filled cells are equally "Ieighted 'iJhen calculating L.
pective of the reason

::::~or

detection

display.
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Cl'

This is i1"res-

(;heir relative positi9n on the

2.3

The formation of .echoes l,dthin a resolution

~.!

A model was needed Vlhieh described the echo formation process

vd thin a resolution cell in a Nay ltThich wag relevant to a mul tistatic
environment, and ,.. ould enable estimates to be made of the parameter L.
H G Booker and P C Clcmmow [14] were perhaps the first ."orkers to
denfolfstrat-e--'tliat-a-Fourier=-transforrn-relationship-existecl-,-betvlCen,---the-,-=-,-,-~--"'---__ ~

far-field response or Fraunhoffer diffraction region, and the apertm'e
or excitation function of an ant81ma or array.

This fundamental

relationship has been widely USGd by array designel"s for synthesising and.
analysing far-field 1)eam patter-ns due to complex a:nplitude distributions
across the arrays in question.
In the field of underwater acoustics, and in particular in con.."1ection
with the problems of acoustic echo formation, this relationship has been
used to describe the beam patterns due to particular amplitude dis+.ributions at b~undaries and reflecting surfaces (see reference 10 for example).
The way in which an aperture distribution

c~

be

tr~isformed

into

~~

angular spectrQm makes this method of analysis attractive here r because
the response at receivers outside the surveillance area can be
terms of the angular spectrum at the echo formati"on point.

writt~n i~

Consequently,

in this section a way of de::;cribing~the eeno created ~-lithin ,a resolution

cell in terms of its angular

spectr~~

is briefly discussed.

This method

is then applied to the problem of modelling the multistatic sonar
environment so that the performance of the system can be assessed in terms
of the loss factor L, 1-:hich

1iJaS

discussed in the previous section.

The notation used here follows that of J A Ratcliffe [9] .,;ho applied
this method to a similar problem concerning diffraction and reflection of
E-M waves by the Ionosphere.

EOl-lever, there exists a great deal of

published material describing the mathematical pri..."1ciples involved, and
only a brief non-rigorous description is given here.
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As mentioned in CHAPTER I, the problem of sound reflection considered
\ms confined to a 2-dimensional (X, Y) system, ,,,,rith no variation in tile g
direction.

Throughout this discussion capital letters X, Y have been used

to denote distances measurEd in terms of the unit of length (metres) and
small letters x, y to denote distances normalised in terms of the l>laVC-

To further simplify the discussion at this stagc, the time variations
of the sound field have been omitted and only CW signals are considered.
It is shown below in section 2.10.1 that under certain conditions this is
a reasonable and justifiable simplification.
Consider therefore the 2-dimensional situation shown schema-tiically
in figure 2.2(a).

A reflecting surface at Y

=

0 is insonified by an

infini te plane Nave of complex amplitude AI Nhich makes an a.."1g1e G 'iIi th

r

the Y axis as sho'im..

At the reflecting o01Jndar;y this wave sets up a

distribut.~on fI (X), which describes the amplitude and phase of the

incident ,'/ave field as a function of position X across the boundary.
If the surface at Y

= 0 is a simple pressure release type, the

reflection coefficient R equals -1.
has this characteristic.

For example, an

air-~'/ater

inte:r-f2.ce

To satisfy the energy equation, a reflected.

~·J8..V8

fR is set up with an associated surface distribution so that:-

This wave propago;tes oui;"t-vards from the surface at an angle G 'iIi th
R
respect to the Y a.."'{is as shown in diagram (a).
Let a set of these outgoL"1g plane waves, each having the

s~~e

temporal frequency, and travelling in directions making angles G w.i th the
R
Y axis, constitute an angular spectrum of plane ,v-avez.
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By using superposition, any general wave field propagating away from
the reflecting boundary can now be synthesised from a distribution of
uniform plane waves as described above.

Each component wave travels in a

different direction G with a particular complex amplitude
R

~,

and the

resultant complex amplitude of waves propagating in directions lying

=

between GR and GR + dG is assumed to be
R

~

G dG •
R

The variation with X

and Y is given by,
exp(jk(X sin G + Y cos G)) •
where k = 2rrlJ..

. ........

and is called the \'Javenumber.

x, y is found by integrating equation

The field at co-ordinates

2.5 with respect to G, thus,

fl/2

=

fR(x,y)

J

A

R

(9) cos 9 exp (2rrj(x sin 9 + Y cos 9)d9

2.6

-rr/2
where x =,

xl}..

and y =

Y/}...

B,y expressing the angles in terms of sin G and cos G, and substituting

a function FR(S) for the function ~(O),
where

S = sin G, C = cos G and

FR(S):: AR(G),

equation 2.6 can be re-;lTritten in the form below.

'rhus,

+1

fR(x,y)

=/

FRCS)

exp (2rrj(Sx + Cy)) dS •• • • • • • • •

-1

Equation 2.7 is simply a representation of the wave field at spatial
co-ordinates x,y in terms of an angular spectrum PR (S).

At the plane

Y = 0, the distribution fR(x) is given by the Fourier transform of the
spectrum FR(S), apart from the limits of the integral which should be
This discrepancy can be resolved by notingthat values of

ls I>1

± ~.

correspond

.to pure imaginary values of cos G = (1_S2)t, and equation 2.7 then
contains an exponential attenuation factor corresponding to propagation
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-------------------------------------------

in the Y direction.

Uo energy is transmitted in this direction l.y these

waves which are called evanescent modes and such Haven are not important
in this context.

HOvlever, strictly speaking, if the limits of equation

2.7 are extended to +

00

then they are included.

By including these modes, and invoking the inversion theorem of

Fourier transformn, the transform pair ,'lri tten belo,,, can be obtained.
+00

fR (X)

=/

FR(S)

exp (21Tj SX) dS

-00

+00

FR(S)

=/ ..

fR(X)

exp (-2ffj Sx) dx

)
)

ll

•

•

•

•

•

•

$

•

•

•

2.8

This familiar result says that a distribution fR(x) over the plane
Y = 0 ,,,ill produce an angulc;tr spectrum FR(S), ,,,here fR(x) a..'1d FR(S) are

a

Fourie~

transform pair.

In this case the distribution fR(:C) results from the reflection of

an incident wave fr(x) at a reflecting boundar-J, and i t is the reflec"ted
spectrum FR(S) which is of interest.

2.4

Propag~tion

of the echo

~nto

the far field

Propagation of the angular spectrum FRCS) through a 10ssles2 acd
uniform medium involves phase retardation of the individual plane ivave
components of FRCS).
distant plane (Y

The new ~~gular spectrum, PRCS) say, ~t some

= constant)

is found by multiplying FR(S) by a~ allpass

propagation function which results from a solution of the wave equation

[ 9 ].

For non-evanescent modes, this function reduces to a ::limple form,
G(S)

=

exp (jk Cy) •

...............

and propagati.on is an entirely linear phenomenon as e.::cpec+,ed.

The

angular spectrum PR(S) can now be written as,
PR(S) ~ FR(S). a(s) • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • ••
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2.10

Important modifications of equation 2.10 are obtained by applying
the Fresnel (near field) and Frauenhoffer (far field) ~pproximations to
the propagation function G(S).

Let,
-

2

.1..

a(s) = exp(j ky(1-S )2)
now a binomial expansion of the

....... ....

squa~e

2.11

root part allows the Fresnel

approximation to be applied, thus,

2.12

Also, if y » kx

2

in other words, that the field point is a

2

sufficiently large nwnber of wavelengths from Y = 0, then the pha.se
factor becomes approximately constant.

This stronger Frau nhoffer

approximation means that the observed far field distribution PR(S), can
be found directly from the Fourier transform of the distribution fR(x) at
Y = 0, thus,

..

......

2.13

where K is a comple:c constani; depencihlg upon the raJ:!ge y to the plane in
question.
.1..
Examples of echo Iorma"lon
~

The infinite

reflectin~
~

auerture
"

Consider the eX2..mple shmm in figure 2.2(a) in i-ihich an i..YJ.fin~te
Plane 1lave is incident at
Y

211

2r...o-le
-G.l linon
a reflecting boundary
at
~
.
v

= O. ?he incident distribution across the boundarJ is,

where AI is a complex amplitude fw::ction dependent upon the angle of
incidence, and -8_1.

= -

sin GT
_"

For the case of a pressure release

boundary the distribution fR(:c) is given by
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fR (x) == -AI exp (-21T jX( -SI)) • • • • • • • • • • • • •

2.15

where the minus sign attached to AI indicates reflection.
The reflected angular spedrum set up by this distribution is fou."1d
by evaluating the integral transform,

.. ,0

which upon substitution of the appropriate fR(x) is,

FR( ~) -- J+'"
u

-AT: exp [-21T jxS]

cxp[-2rrjx(-sI)] dx • • • • • •

2.16

...

In this simple example, the

spect~al

shift theorem of Fourier

transforms can be invoked tt> shmv that equation 2.16 evaluates to a unit
impulse of amplitude AI shifted by an amount +SI along the S-plane a..>::is.
This

co~responds

wi th the Y axis.

to an outgoing infinite plane wave making an angle G
R

=Gr

This result is of course expected from a straight:or'tTard.

consideration of the rule of equal 2..."'lgles of incidence 2...l1.d refles-;;:.cn
from a plane surface and the situ2:i:;ion is shovm diagraTIlio1a'tica.lly in
figure 2. 2(b).
2.5.2

JEe

spatially limited ':1nertl1_l'e
-~

i

In the example
above the distribution L(
x) ';-ras considered. to
1
to

oe

unbounded in the x direction in keeping with the description of AI being
I

due to a uniform, infinite plane ~1ave.

I
spatially limited to a region defined by

If the distribution :r(X:) i::::

Ixl~L,

the effect upon the

angular spectrum is analogous to the effect on the frequency
time Haveform lIhich has limited temporal exteni:;8

spect~~~

of a

Such a trarrsient ,!aveform

produces a non-band lim.ited frequency spectrum and Similarly, the limited.
aperture extent results in a non-band lim:Lted angular spectrum.
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For example, let the dictribution across the
-217jX( -Sr) ,

Ixl:o L

f

Ixl> L

as shovm in figure 2.2(c).

FR(S) = -AI

bo~~dary

bc:-

Now,

+L·
exp [-2rr j x(S-SI)] dx

J-L

which gives a familiar result,

FR(S) -- -2LAr

{[Sin 2rrL(S-Sr)]}
217L(S-8

...........

2.17

r)

This function still has a maximum in the specular direction, but
the reflected energy has n011 been distributed across the S-plane as shm;n
in figure 2.2(d).
,.

In this present context, this situation can arise due to two

reasG~s,

,

(a)

because of a spatial limitation of the reflecting surface;

the" insonified region contains either a discontinuity or a
boundary in et'
or

(b)

because the sound projector has a narrow beam pattern ~~d ~he

resolution cell dimensions are smaller than the extent

G:

C.
(;

(ie m »1).
Thus, subjyct

~o

certain limitations, the concept of the angular

spectrum FR(S), formed ,vithin a resolution cell by the aperture ciistri c'-".-tion fR (x), can :.be utilised to describe the spatial distribution of ~he
echo from that cell.
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2.6

Echo levels at the receiving plane
It has been stated. above that provided observations are made at a

sufficiently large distance fronl the reflecting boundary, the measur.ed
signal can be obtained from a consideration of the Fourier transform of
the aperture distribution within the resolution cell.

To investigate

the effects of insonification of a contour et by a scanning sound beam,
a computer program
utilising the well

was written to evaluate the far field response by
kn01ffl

Fast Fourier Transform algorithm [15, 16] to

compute the angular spectrum FR(S) from eqLl_ation 2.8.

This program had

as its input a sequence representing the complex amplitude distribution
within the resolution cell (see figures 2.3(a) and (b)).
in the form of an angular spectrum

whi~h

The output was

was then used to produce the

familiar polar diagram representing the angular distribution of the
reflected sound.
Both outputs, ie the angular spectrum and its corresponding polar
diagram, were subjected to an amplitude threshold test which resulted L"Yl
amplitudes less than the particular

t~~eshold

being discarded.

The

effect of this thresholding ,(las to produce an arc of detectlon as sho':ITl
in figure 2.4 '(lithin which a detection of the echo from that cell wocid.
be made at a suitable plaCed receiver.
The reason: for such a threshold can be see..'1. by examining the active
sonar equation,

;

I

EL = SL

!

i

where EL
re 1

ra,
SL

- 2 PL + TS - NL,

........

2.18

!

=

the signal or echo level at the transducer face in dB

the vroJ-ector source level in dB re 1 uPa.
.
I

PI. -- the transmission loss of the signal ,in lE,

TS

the

targ~t

strength in dB "ihich is defined below, and

nIl = the equivale:'lt noj_38 and other interference level in dB.

Normally monostatic target strength is definC'i as ten 'times the leg
ratio of the echo intensity ::tlong the
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nominal range of 1 yd, to the incident intensity.
Thus,
TS = 10 log10 {EChO intensity (Ir)

.}

Incident intensity (I.)
~

The incident intensity I.- iB the source level minus the propagation
:!.

loss to the target so,
I. = SL - PJJ, in dB.
~

From this can be obtained a prcGsure Pi in microPascals (?a), ,,,hich is
the pressure across the reflecting bOlmdary due to the source, and Hl1ich
is the realisation of 'the function fI(x) in this context.
angular spectrum FR(S) ce.n be f01LYJ.d, and if there are
reflection (R

=

no

From thi s the

)

losses upon

OdBs), thml the echo intensi ty ~n a particular direction

S is f01illd from

Target strength can 110:-1 be

;lri tten

as

. so that in the pari;:'cular case ,mere the resol:.l.iion c811 :'s· very :n1:!.ch
smaller tha..YJ. the target,
TS

=

10 log10

[FRCS)]

2

- (SL - ?L).

Substituting this into equation 2.18 gives
EL

=

10 10g10 [FR(S)] 2 - PL -

~L,

.....

2.19

which represents the zitu2,iicn at the receiver ';'1hen the insonified region
or resolution cell is !:,fuch zmaller thall the target dimensions.
A threshold applied to the f1L"lctiol1 FR (S) is therefore equivaleni;
to specifying a minimulll echo level at the receiver, req:uired for
detection.
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For the purposes of this study it

VlaS

assumed for the case of a

resolution cell at a given range, and at normal incidence

'l'li th

respect to

the sound projector, that the specular echo from this cell exceeded the
minimum required echo level.

This echo excess depends upon the source

level, propagation losses and the background or reverberation level, and
is found by substituting the appropriate numbers into equation 2.19
above.

As the insonified cell moves away from normal incidence ''li th

respect to the sound projector, due to the scanning of the sound beam
across the contour C , the echo level will change in any' direction S in
t
accordance with the function FRCS).

A detection will only be made at a

receiver coincident with the projector if the echo level in that
direction exceeds the threshold value, ie lies within the detection arc
determined by the threshold.

" of threshold values
In this study a number

were used corresponding to echo excesses of 30 dB, 40 dB, 50 dB and 60 dB.
The'discussion so far has been limited to a consideration of each
resolution cell being insonified by a narrow sound beam without
lobes.

side-

~~y

The existence of side-lobes in the far field means that the

region of the target insonified during a transmission sequence can exceec.
the extent of the resolution cell coinciding with the beam pOlllting
direction.

However, any increase in the reflecting aperture size

resultL~g from incorporating the side-lobe effects L~to fRCx) woul~

result

L~

an increased specularity of the resulting echo and c:. red1.:.ction
,

in the detection arc for a given threshold.

Usually, the angular

separation of the side-lobes from the main response

mea~s

be treated as separate insonifications of the target.

ca~

that they

To prevent side-

lobus confusing the target shape port.rayal, the echo excess ::rust be
reduced by an amount equal to the difference between the
side-lobe levels.

~ain-Iobe

and

This further limits the detection arc for a given

situation, and no matter from which point of vie,.; they are considered,
side-lobes degraa.e the performance of the system, as of course they :I:1.1st.
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2.7

Echoes from a simple target contour
In order to quantify the various effects described above, the computer

program was used to ,simulate echoes from a simple contour et which ,,,as a
linear reflecting surface of finite dimension in -the x axis of 20
resolution cells.

The amplitude function shown in figure 2.3(a) ,\Tas

used to form a complex amplitude distribution
insonification on this contour.

representing the

The 'phase being that due to a linear

delay across the aperture due to an angle of incidence of the sound
beam - S..

For the purposes of this simulation the range to the

~

receiver plane in i'lavelengths was taken as approximately 2000, and the
beamwidth G was taken as approximately 2-3 degrees to the first zero
crossing (1.5 degrees to 3 dB points), both of these parameters being
chosen to coincide with values of
experimental work.

With these

beam~-;idth

pa~ameters,

and range propo::oed for the
the insonified region on the

target due to the angular extent of the main-lobe of the transmitter
beam is approximately 70 wavelengths, neglecting side-lobes.

Thus a

sampled version of fR (:c) iU th samples every half wavelength was
construct<=::d and is shown diagram.rna;tically in figure 2. 3(b) as a .set
samples on the complex

pl&~e.

Th<=:: polar diagra8 obtained from the

angular spectrum ,ius to a. normally incident sound beam is shown in
figure 2.4.

On -this diagram a 50 dB dynamic r2.nge has been 3.ppliea ar.,J.

reflections beloft! this value have been suppressed.
threshold

~'las

This value of

considered a reasonable one uncleI' these condition;:, a.nd

represents the echo excess required in the

spe~ular

direction

L~

oriel'

that an echo be detected at a receiver anywhere within t!J.e correspoDriing
detection aro.
The bea.'TIilid th of -the transmitter det eI'mi..~e.::; the scan increment,
(which is approximately 2 degrees), required to insonify the next
resolution cell on the coni;our C..
1;
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A series of plots

'iT3.S

therefore
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constructed showing the reflection polar diagram at each cell as the
transmi tter beam

vlaS

incremented by 2 degrees.

For brevity only the

salient plots are reproduced here, corresponding to those beam steers
at which the echo is just lost and falls below the 50 dB threshold.
For the region around normal incidence the transition occurs at about

±

4 degrees of steer.

In other v-TOrds after moving av-JaY from the normal

incidence cell by an amount + 1 cell the echo is no longer vi si bl e cl; the
monostatic receiver.

This transition is shown in figure

2.5.

At this transition point the outer edge of the detection arc is
approximately 8 degrees away from normal incidence.

At the receiver

plane this corresponds to a region around the transmitter position given
by

±

2R tan G, where G is 8 degrees here.
When considering the placement of additional receivers along the

receiver plane to form a multistatic environment, cognisance must be
taken of-this region.

Receivers should not be placed inside this region

because at least one echo

co-o~inate

not be independent data.

The same resolution cell can be detected by

from this multistatic receiver will

the monostatic receiver at the edge of the corresponding detection arc.
At the limits of the scarmed contour C , the aperture funciion !R(x:)
t

undergoes a spatial limitation due to the physic:al limits of the
reflecting surface.

The effect on the

an~~lar

spectrum FRCS) is to

cause an increase in angular bandwidth as the reflecting aperture is
spatially limited.

This situation

i

,-laS

simulated by changing the sequ.ence

fR(x) to model the effect of scanning across the target b01L~dary.

A

number of polar plots were made assumrngs.'1 a.'1g1e of incidence of 2.pprox
20 ?-egrees which corresponded to the target contour of + 10 cells (m

=

20).

The transition point at which an echo exceeding the 50 dB threshold is
reflected or scattered back tOi-ards the monostatic receiver is shm-m in
figure 2.6.

A reducticn in

signal level in the syecular direction ccc-u.C's
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FIG.2·6
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because the total ·reflected energy has been redistributed and limited
by the reduction in aperture size.

In this particular example this

transition from no detection to detection occurred when the full
aperture or resolution cell viaS reduced by about 50 percent.
Scanning of this simple contour is now complete and an estimate of
the number of detections or filled cells can be made for this target on
the basis of this simulation.

2.8 Estimation of the loss factor for this target
At normal incidence a detection arc of approximately

8.5

degrees

ensured that a total of 3 cells were detected with a 50 dB echo excess.
Because of the C1.'1gular distribution of reflected energy avJay from normal
incidence no more detections are made illl}iil the target boundary discontinuity causes an increase in angular bandHidth.

The symmetrical

nature of the scan either side of·· normal incidence therefore means tts:t

5 cells are detected out of a total of 20 for this mono static situation.
Substitituing this value for b in equation 2.3 gives a value of +603
for L
t t· , and this point is shown plotted as the firs-t poi..'1.-7; en
monos a lC
curve 2 in fig.ITe 2.7.
Consider now the effect of introducing an additional recei ""Ier

the receiving plane.

In -this particular case it has been

2ilm~n

C!]::;()

th2:t

-7;}~e

I

existence of

8.."'1

arc of detection at each re301ution cell fer the

illcnos"':c.-:;i~

case meant that the recei'ler should not be placed Ni thin such a regior.. i:'
the best use is to be made of the extra degree of freedom in the

sys~e8.

T.w such regions e:dst for this example; one at normal incidence ar:Q

other at the edges of the contour.
at

~

-:~'2

Asmlme that the receiver is placed

position corresponding to a tra'1.smitter steer a'1gle of 10 degrees.

Figure 2.8 shm-lS the polar diagram of the reflo::ci;ion from the correspor:.cii!:.€
cell at this steer.

Thedetedion arc spans approximately 12 deg.cees,

corresponding to a region of about
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±4

cells on the receiver plane

~.;i -:hi...'1

FIG 2.7
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FIG.2·8
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----------------------------------------------~~--~

vlhich a detection Hill be made.

This in turn means that the bistatic

receiver \viLl detect echoes from approximately 3 resolution cells as the
beam increments across the target.
Hith this additional receiver the value of b increases to 8 and the
value of L becomes + 4dB after making the appropriate substitutions.
A sensible arrangement for another bistatic receiver \.,ould take advantage
of the

s~~etry

of the geometry about' the transmitter position to reduce

L to +2.6 dB.

Finally, Hith a total of 5 bistatic receivers properly situated on
the receiver plane L reduces to +0.46 dB.

These points are Sh01ffl plotted

on figure 2.7 as curve 1.
An equivalent set of ca.lculations Has performed assuming threshold

values of 30 dB, 40 dB and 60 dB.

The results are plotted on figure 2.7

as curves 4 (30 dB), 3 (40 dB) and I (60 dB).
-

'

The 40 dB detection arc at normal incidence has an rulgular extent of
4 degrees,

~d

at 2 degrees of steer of the transmitter beam the echo is

already outside the detection range of the receiver.

At the target

boundary the spatial limitation of the apertllre causes an increase in
angular bandwidth as before.

~he

However the reflections back towards the

monostatic position never exceed the required 40 dB threshold.

Ftrrther

reduction in the aperture only serves to reduce the amplitude of the
specular echo.

The situation is show'11 in figure 2.9 ;vhich shOivs the

polar response after the aperture has been reCi.uced by 35 percent.
Therefore the monostatic system results in a loss factor of + 13 dB.
This is a limiting case because the required receiver density on the
receiver plane for 1etection of individual cells approaches the number
of cells on the target contour itself.

In other words, e3.ch acldi tional

bistatic receiver only detects or.e additional resolution cell, except
at the target boundary ,,,here the corresponding receiver ,-rill detect both
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the specular echo 'from the resolution cell adjacent to the boundary and
also the echo from the diffracting bounda~.

However, in plotting

curve 3 in figure 2. 7 it was considered more appropriate to show the
case where a small number of additional receivers were included in the
system.

This was on the assumption that for any given contour, C , the
t

bistatic receivers would not necessarily be at such fortuitous points on
the receiver plane, and that the system bandwidth might limit the number
of receivers (this point is discussed further in CHAPTER Ill).
If the echo excess is further reduced to 30 dB, then a smaller
detection arc will be delineated on the receiver plane, but this region
'"lill still be finite and detections made as per the 40 dB case.

The 40 dB

case therefore represents an upper bound on performance, and the curve
for the 30 dB echo excess is the same as the curve for the 40 dB echo
excess.

A performance threshold has been reached at 40 dB, and further

reduction in echo excess will not affect the loss factor curve.

This

is true at least until the echo excess is below some arbi trar<J recognition
differential for the system.

Stated the other way

aro~~d,

for a given

number of receivers no improvement in performance (as defined here) ~~ll
result as the echo excess is increased, until +.he 40 dE +.hreshold is
reached.

~ihat

will change is the false alarm rate on the display, but

this is not being considered, here.

This situation is shoim as curve

4 in figure 2.7.
In contrast to thiS, at the other end of the scale, the calcula:ticn

with a 60 dB echo excess showed that when two bistatic receivers T;;ers
added to the system (placed one either side of the monostatic position)
the loss factor >vas at a minimum.

No sigflificant increase in perfor:r:ance

could be achieved by adding more receivers.
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ntatic system
Because of the difficulties of generalisation in this situation:,
in particular with regard to the target contour, the discussion in the
previous section necessarily dealt with a specific case involving a
simple linear target model.

Nevertheless, it illustrated certain aspects

relating to the performance of a multistatic system

~'lhich

must be

considered when assessing likely improvements in target shape portrayal
provided by the system.

These are summarised here under the

f'ollO'\'ih~g

general headings:(a)

The echo excess available at the monostatic receiver for

the normally incident specular echo.
~

(b)

The value of 'display magnification' cho:;;en for the likely

class of targets to be portrayed,
and

(c). the effect of changing the width of the scar.!.ning sound
beam \-JHh respect to a given target.
Considering the first of these, if other parameters such as

projector beamwidth, range to the surveillance area and the -TaIue of
tdisplay mag:lificaticn' for a given target rem.ain constant, ther. figJ.':'8
2.7 shm·/'S the changes in the loss factor or performa.."1ce index L

f~r :J.

30 dB range of echo excess.
The ..wrst case considered at 30 dB was shmm in curve 4
an upper limit in terms of L.

:Llld

Further reduction in the echo exce3s,

always provided it is sufficient for any detections at all, does
the performance curve.

repre3e:::::w.

~ot

altol'

A system operating at this end of the rang::: ·,lill

gain most from increa3ing system complexity by
bistatic receivers.
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i~corporating

a number of

At the other cnd of the scale, when a large (60 dB) echo excess
exists at the monostatic receiver, much less improvement is seen by
incorporating bistatic receivers.

The 30 dB ra..l1ge .-{hich separates

these extremes might be considered small compared 'iTith the large changes
in echo amplitude reported for small changes in target aspect [ 1 ] •
HO\vever, it does mean that a trade-off between echo excess and the number
of bistatic receivers needed to reach a given level of performance is
possible at the system design stage.

The nature of this trade-off, ie

the shape of the curves sho ..m in figure 2.7, will depend upon the nat1.ll'e
of C •·
t

For example, on how many discontinui ties are encountered d11ring

the scan, and only one example has been considered here.
The value of the 'display magnification' m chosen for the system
and class of targets combination changes the performance curves by movi..l1g
them up or down according to

whet~er

m is decreased or increased.

In

other ..lOrds, the more cells which overlay C , the more there is to be
t
gained by increasing the number of bistatic receivers.
tive evaluation
the

exp~ple

c~~

A more qua..l1tita-

be obtained by constructing a set of curves, as Fer

above, for the likely targets under survsillance.

If m was doubled in the example above then all the curves shmm :""'1.
figure 2.7 \'lQuld be moved up away from the X axis by approximately 3 i3
per curve, but it should be noted that this applies if

ID

is increased

by introducing correspondingly larger targets into the surveilla..l1ce area
whilst keeping the system para.::neters constant.

If m I'ms increased by

reducing the proijector beam,-Tidth and thereby changing the size of the
basic resolution cell in terms of the. number of wavelengihs across the
reflecting region, a different effect would occur.

The aperture

fun~tion fR(x) . . :ould be reduced in spatial extent and the reflected
angular spectrurn FR(S) ,.,ro.uld increase in spatial bandl-lidth.

Assumir..g a

constant pm-ler input to the projector, then i is source level ·;lOuld be
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increased by 3 dB.

The increased spatial bandHidth ,,",ould reduce the

peak speculaI' return by a corresponding 3 d.B which in turn mea..l1S that

In the

the same echo excess would result at the monostatic receiver.

example above this means that a compariscn can be made between the two
systems ,do th different beaml'lidths using a common 50 dB threshold, for
example.

Figure 2.10 shmvs the polar response of the specular reflection

from an aperture vlhich has been reduced by 50 percent by reducing the
projector beamVTidth.
threshold level.

The detection arc is nO'l'1 14 degrees at the 50 dB

At a projector steer of approximately

4 degrees the

transition occurs from detection to non-detection of the corresponding
insonified resolution cell.

A count of the number of detected cells on

the contour reveals that the monostatic receiver detected four cells
either side of the normal incidence cell, making a total of nine.

At

the contour boundaries, when the reflecting aperture is reduced by about

14

perce~t,

a detection is made at the monostatic receiver.

Therefore

the mono static system can be expected to display a total of eleven cells
scanni."'1g the same contour.

A bistatic receiver placed outside th<3

delineated regions defilled by the detection arcs at the boundary ar.d a,t
normal incidence of the sound bea.'1l detected five cells when
program ,'ias r 'm with the new parameters.

th~

simulation

The resulting 'performance

curve is shm'ffi i.11 figure 2.11, ""hich also shm'is the corresponding curve
for 50 dB threshold taken from figure 2.7 for comparison.

The conclusion

is that the performance index L has not been changed significantly
doubling the value of m in this way.

A similar argument applies if

ay
;n

is

reduced for a given contour C by increasing the projector beamwidth.
t
What has deliberately not been discussed here, and ";\'"hat the figures
do not convey, is -the likely value of L at which satisfactory por-trayal
of target shape is achieved.
contour

~vill

Changes in the value or

ill

for a fixed

involve information rate chanQ'es and aL::osubjective chanees

to do with target recognition factors.
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2.7)

No conclusions can be dravffi from the discussion here

concerning

the choice of mfor recognisable target shape portrayal, but i t is
significant that the performance of the system does not seem to be a
function of the projector beamvlidth, provided that the 'display
magnification' m, lies between sensible limits for a given contour.
B,y this is meant that,

(a)

m is sufficiently greater than unity to justify any

additional receivers, and the situation 'vith m = 1 and
L = 0 dB does not apply, and
(b)

m is not so large that the Fourier transform method

no longer applies (see section 2.10.1 below).
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2.10 IJimitati,ons of the method used ~o predict s;vstem
2.10.1

Applicability of the Fourior transform

pc~~

tech,'1i~

The transformation of an aperture function into a far field

be~~

pattern is an accepted method of dealing with the problems of beam
pattern anaylysis and synthesis.

In or(ler to apply this technique hero

it was assumed that the aperture fun'?tion fR (x) Has well behaved 'vi t.h a
linear phase shift due to the angle of incidence of the sound beam being
the only disturbing feature.
In practice the reflecting surface is rarely smooth and usually
possesses surface irregularities ",hich contribute random changes in
fR(X).

These surface features can be described by their RMS height

about a mean and if the RMS height is less than

t

wavelength, then

Rayleigh's criteria says that their effect on scattering is small o

An

average smooth surface can be postulated onto "hich is superimposed a
function describing the distance of perturbations from this average in
fractions of the wavelength of interest.

The phase distribution across

the aperture is now described in terms of a phase slope due to the
angle of incidence plus a randon phase d.ue to surface roughness.

I:'1 a

similar fashion, ch2...'1ges in reflectivity C2...'1 be incorporated. into 4;he
amp I l, t u d e

~

..

Iunc~lon

~
~o

+"
me di~~ylng

+'

~R

(

x ) ;_n

l• t

'
s +"wo d egrees

-'" f reeUOffi.
'

o~

The effed of these pertur'baticns vd.ll be generally to ,'!iden the
angular ba.'1d\-Jidth of the reflection from each cell and thereby increase
the detection arc for each cell.

fro~

This mitigates against the gdns

adding mu. I tistatic receivers to the system by moving the performance
curves in figure 2.7 dO ,[11"rards towards the 0 dB line.
T

not the objsct of the exercise

~~d

Hm-rover, thi s

~t1'3.S

a target ca'1 always be chosen with a

sufficiently rough sur-face to caUGe "Tide angular spectrum bandwidth on
reflection.

The problem studied here 'das concerned >-rith hm·[ to impr')v6

the perfor:nance of a system li:nich was a.lready limited by

scarJ1i.i.~g

a.

sufficiently smooth target surface to cause highly zpeculal' and narro""
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band angular reflections.
Eventually f as surface roughness increases to the point ,.,here
acoustic shadovling occurs vIithin an individual resolution cell the
transform approach as described here becomes no longer applicable.
Hmvever in this case the situation has again changed from the consideration of straightforward reflection to that of sound scattering by each
resolution cell.
An important simplification 'vas made initially by assuming that the

narrow band nature of the transmissions allowed the time variations to be
omitted from equations

2.5 to 2.17 for the purposes of clarity. Finite

bandwidth in the transmi tied signal is of course necessary if the
resolution cell is to include the range resolution dimension.

The

extension to the method used here to include finite bandwidth signals
is based on the assumption that the processes of propagation and rcflection

are~inear

so that superposition can be applied.

The transmitted

signal is therefore Pourier analysed into its component sinusoids 2nd
each compcnent then treated a3 above.
then

f01h~d

The echo at the receiver plane is'

by a synthesis of the reflected components.

If time variations are included in the transform equations 2.8,
the

an~~lar ~pectrum

can be re-written a8:exp (-jkXS). exp (-j21Tft) dxdt

...

2.20

-.

""

If fR(x,t' is ~vritten as the product of tvlO functions :f'R(x) a!ld 1'3.(>;;),
where fR (t) represents the time variations, the double integral :lbove c:m
be -.vri tten as the product of

t-NO

single integrals thus:~

00

PR(S,f)

r
=j

...
J.

,

( x). exp(-jkXS)ax
R

-"

wll'~re

k = w/c,

w

27Tf,
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f-

f~(t). exp(-j21Tft)dt
!I.

• • • • • • • •

2.21

c = velocity of sound,
and

f

temporal frequency in Hz.

Independence of the two integrals is a function of the magnitude of the
change in k with frequency.

In this work a Q-factor of 10 was used in

the transmission and reception circuit filters which implies an effective
aperture 'vi th modulation of about 10 percent.

Applied to the example

used above in section 2.7 f the nominal aperture of 70 l'lavelengths

"TaS

changed by 10 percent and changes in the detection arc for a 50 dB echo
excess evaluated with the simulation program.

The result was that the

detection arc at the monostatic position (normal incidence) changed
from

8.5 to 9.5 degrees. This 1.0 degree change did not materially

affect the performance curves shown because the scan increment exceeded
this, and it was concluded that for Q-factors of 10 or more, independence
of the t,'lO integrals can be assumed in this situation.

Range resolution

ca.l']. therefore be considered separately.
2.10.2

The target contour C

t

Of necessity a very simple example was chosen to illustrate the
effects on system performance of a :nultistatic environment.

Targets

are not ge.'1erally so TrieH defined in terms of C , a..'1d the performance of
t
a mul tistatic system 'tlhen portrayi.'1g a more complex contour is not so
easily deter3ined.

The technique described above in section 2.6 must

be applied with care if a sensible prediction of performa..'1ce is to be
obtained.

The experimental work described in

CHAP1~RS

IV and V was an

attempt to evaluate a real 'tlOrld situation and compare results with the
,general predictions made.
An importa. . lt aspect of the target contour to be considered in S-'1y

event is the number of discontinuities likely to cause aperture function
changes as described in section 2.6 above.

The word discontinuity
... is
,

taken here to mean some departure from linearity of the contour.
cases can be

enw~erated,
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T'\-lO

---------------------------------

(a)

-------------

If the change in the contour occurs over a nu.'Ilber of

resolution cells, then the curvature within any cell 1-nll
be small by definition.

Each cell can therefore be given

an average phase slope in addition to that due to the angle
of incidence of the sound beam.

The total phase slope 'h'ill

steer the direction of specular echoes in the normal way, but
will not cause any increase in the angular bandtvidth due to
aperture limiting for example.
(b)

The second case has already been mentioned in section 2.7.1

which discussed the applicability of the transform technique.
It concerns changes in the contour vlhich occur within the

resolution cell, and one case in "'lhich a

dis~rete

range' change

occurred 'Ivas considered in 2.7.1, where a physical limit on
aperture size v;as caused by a target boundary •
wha~

Reiterating

was stated previously, this case can be treated by

incorporating an average phase slope plus a random component
into the function fR(X).
The first case Ca) is unlikely to mitigate agaL~st the"multistatic
environment, but the second case Cb) has been
gains from such an

environma~t.
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ShOm1

to reduce the likely

CHAPTEr{ III
AN EXPERD'JEHTAL HIGH RESOLUTIOn MULTIsrrNI1IC SOUAR ·SYSTEM

3.1

Introduction
This chapter describes the sonar system .vhich ...ras constructed in

order to observe and study the acoustic echo patterns from specularly
reflecting targets placed in a multistatic sonar environment.
In

COIT~on

with any sonar system, the experimental equipment

included certain basic components, namely a beamformer or scanning system,
a receiver and transmitter subsystem and an echo pattern display device.
The beamforming and scanning vJas performed by mechanically sweeping a
naxrow beam of

ultra-solli~d

across the surveillance area ill1d measuring

the angular po si tion of the beaTJl.

Echoes from the target s u8ed Here

detected by three acoustic hydrophones suitably positioned in the
experimental tank.

Their outputs were threshold processed and used to

trigger the tr8nsmission of data to a

~nall

digital computer for display

and analysis.

.

\

A schematic diagram of the aomplete system is shoir.'!l in fig""'J.re 3.1
and it can be seen that the :sonar comprised

ti{o· f~ctiona,lly

a..'1.d

_.

geographically separate parts linked by a data cable.

The analogue

sonar end generated the data necessary for the digital computer to for:na"t
and produce the echo pattern displays.

It comprised the mechanical

components such as the SC2x.mer and hydrophones, and all the electronics
needed to perform its function.
Some photog.raphs of the various equipments which ,,,ere constructed
by the author are sholV"n in the accompanying i'igu.res.
these, figu.re 3.2

ShO"l"lS

ifi -th reference to

the mechr::..."YJ.ical scarmer arrangement, which

jncluded the sound projector

transducer.

the three receiver hydrophcr:es via a
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This also doubled as one of

t,r~~smi t-recei ve
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electronics.

Figure 3.3 shows the additional hydrophones, mounted on

support plates, which l1ere needed to form the multistatic environment.
Finally, fig"Ure 3.4 sho1vs the double layer electronic rack which "las
used to house the various circuit cards constructed.

The function of

each of these cards together with the signal flow and interconnections
between them is showTI in figure 3.5, ,and a description of the operation
is given in the next section.
The digital processor end accepted the analogue data sent by the
sonar and processed this data to produce the ppi displays shown in
CHAFTER V.

Certain other utility functions were included in the

as indicated in figure 3.1.

progr~

These are explained in section 3.3 belml

which describes the operation of this part of the system.
A description of the operation of the complete system divides
naturally into two parts dealing firstly with the analogue sonar, and
secondly with the digital display processor.
chapter is consequently devoted to

~his

The remainder of this

description and then a brief

analysis of the performance and errors introduced QY the

e~ipments.

..

of the high resolution ~~alexue sonar
3.2 Operation
~~~~----------~,----~~~----~--.~--~~

3.2.1

General
As stated above the

f~~Gtion

of the sonar was to provide

data to enable the digital computer to format
display of :the target echo patterns.

~~d

provide a ppi

This data was input to the

computer via an analogue to digital converter (ADC) interface
designed specifically for operation :vi:h the computer.
salient parameters of the ADC, ie resolution, dynaJnic
timing and mode of operation,
equipment because it

'tlaS

i~fluenced

The
r~YJ.ge,

the design of the

necessary to previde analogue data

..las compatible with'the specification of this device.

'rlIl.lCn

These

parameters are listed briefly for reference purposes in table

3.1.
80

TABLE 3.1:
----

_.

SALIEN"T PARll.METERS

Qll'

ANALOG llJPUT MODULE.

TIPE 1.722 FOR fi9.pUL.I\R ONE COMPUTER

Clocked Input Mode

Input Range

-5.120V to +5.115V
(:!:15V overload)

Input Accuracy

±.5mV

Number of Bits

10 plus sign bit

Timing
Transfer Data from Old Conversion
Set Multiplexer to nmi channel
Held and Digitise Signal
Total Time (excluding variable track time)
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0.21

S

The most important

2~spects

1-lere, as mentioned, the time for

conversion of one data channel, the accuracy or value of the least
significant bit, and the maximum input voltage

ma~litude

before

overload.
Operation of the system can be understood by reference to
figure

3.5

which shows information flow and interconnections, and by

reference to figure
equipment.

3.6 which is a schematic timing diagram for the

Four output signa.ls can be identified in figure

are transmitted to the computer.
figure

3.6 as traces K, e,

l~,

3.5

which

rrhese signals are also shown in

and N respectively.

An expla.nation of

the p,eneration of these signals vTill describe the operatio!1 of the
complete system and is given briefly belmv-.

3.2.2 Generation of the clock pulse ..cHIn) trace K in figure 3.6
Generation of thi s signal iv-ill be described first because it

vIaS

the control signal which informed the computer that data was available,
and initiated the seciu.ence of e'lents culminating in an echo 'paint' on
the ppi display.
The periodiC seque!1ce of events shmm in figu:r.e 3.6 W2.S controlled
by the master timing oscill.2.tor shown as trace A in figu..1:'e 3.6.
positive going edge of this '\¥,2.veform triggered the transmitter OSCillator,
.which generated a fixed number of oscillations controlled by the pulse
length circuit.

The output from this circuit '\vas fed via an impedance

matching netvTork to the transmitter power amplifier driving the· piezoelectric transducer used for transmission.
Echoes from the target ,.,ere received on one or more of the thre'2
hydrophones employed in the system,

~~d

after an initial affiplificatio!1

stage were pr.ocessed in the receivers of which figure
schematic diagram of one

chal'h~el.
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OPERATION.

-<

The receiver consisted of a simple two-3tage cascaded tuned
amplifier follmved by a buffer stage, and finally a bias netvmrk.
The output of the bias nehwrk, shown as traces D, E and F, formed the
input to a threshold detector in the form of a temperature compensated
Schmitt trigger.

When the signal plus the bias exceeded the preset

threshold voltage the Schmitt trigger generated a pulse at its output
corresponding in time to the duration of the signal above the threshold.
The output from each detector

\''laS

input to a channel selector circuit

which generated a unique 80 ;Us output pulse corresponding to the input
channel and also inhibited the generation of any other outputs during
the 80

tS period.

These outputs are shown as traces G, H, and J.

The

outputs from all channels were logically combined by an OR function to
provide the clock pulse, which was then used as the sampling pulse for
the ADC and the sweep sampling circuit which is described below.

3.2.3 Generation of the time delay (PL) trace C in figure 3.6
The positive-going edge of the master timing oscillator also
triggered a linear time base circuit which is shown as trace C in
figure 3.6.
This sweep generator provided a linear ramp voltage in the

o - 5 volts which was proportional to the elapsed time after

r~~g9

tr~~smiszio~.

The linearity of the sweep was designed to be compatible ,-lit:n the
resolution of the ADC, and the time period of the sweep

determ;~ed "~e

I

maximum range of the sonar and therefore the size of the range bins.

I

This was because: the number of range bins \-las fixed by the mleep
amplitude which

alway~

unit cell increments.

corresponded to a digital

r~~ge

of 0 - 1000 in

Thus a maximum of 1000 range bin increments

were possible within the sweep period.
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A track and. hold circuit continuously monitored the m"l'eep output
and. \-;h8n a clock puloo ,,,as generated, as dOBcribed above, the si"leep
voltage, at the instant of the front edge of the clock pulse, ,,,as he·ld
on a buffer capacitor for the 801s duration of the clock pulses.
This voltage, suitably buffered, was then transmitted to the ADC at the
digital computer as

ShO,ID

in figures 3.5 and 3.6.

3.2.4 Generation of the receiver x co-ord.inate (DB) trace M in figure 3.6
The output of the receiver bias circuit Has fed to the Schmitt
trigger corresponding to that channel and information about ."hich recBiver
had generated the particular signal ,,,as implicit in the
Schmitt trigger circuit which",V"as stimulated.
from each pulse

pal~ticulp.x

Consequently, the outputs

stretching mono stable (one per Sch.r:ti tt trigger), ",ere

inp·ll.t to a simple operational ueighting net,wrk in "which each input vias
weighted according to the physical separation of the transmitter and
receiver.

of this pulse-ampli tude modulator (PAM) ,,;as a ./-.
.,:'.11e

series of weighted. pulses and formed the input to the ADC ·.-lhich
corresponded tc the receiver x: co-ordinate.
Weightili.g of the pulses :"a1:: on the :2a:ue scale as -,;he range s,.;eep
a."2d }laS aff<=;c1;ec" by adjustment of the s-tlmming resistors in the circuit
(see APPErruIX A for detai.ls).

The calibration of -':;his circuit iz

described. in the next chapter 'tlhich d.eals 1jli·th experimental prccedurt:=.

The infcrTIaticn concernll1g the azimuthal angle of the
projector was co(led into a slm.;ly var:ring dc voltage.

sOlli~d

The '(Thole

transmitter 2nd mcnostatic receiver arrangement was mounted on a
mecI;-anically scar. .'1ed
.
rig driven "by a stepper motor, and 'the a..."2gular
posi tion of the

trs.nG\iucel~s ,~as

coupled. to a linear potentio!l!eier by a.

mecha..."'1ical linkage ,(lhich can be seen in figure 3.2.
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A voltage

~~-s

applied across the potentiometer and the slider output

iva:::: -then proportional to angle.

This output was fed into a high

impectance buffer circuit for amplification and rescaling before being
transmitted to the ADC interface; note that since the rate of change of
bearing voltage was small during the sampling period of 80 ;as no sample
and hold circuit was employed

here~

Typically, the scanner speed t"las approximately 14 rpm for a
traverse of 0 - 90 degrees.
from 0 to 4.5V and in the 80

The triangular output voltage was scaled

lS

sampling period the change in bearing

voltage t,as calculated as approximately 0.33 mV.

Since the ADC least

-

significant bit value tva8 5 mV no holding circuit was deemed necessary.
The voltage range quoted above gave an accuracy of 0.1 degrees,
which ivas consistent with the requirements of minimising errors in thE::
bearing measurement (see section 3.4.2).

In practice the angular

resolution of the equipment \,;as much less than this figure, beir.g
defined by the beam pattern of the transmitter.

3.2.6 The receiver and threshold detector
As mentioned in section 3.2.2 above, the received echoes were
required to exceed a preset threshold before causing data to be strobed
. +

~nuo

the digital computer.
The tre...'1.smi tted signal was a siIJple pulsed cor-ti:r.uous ilave (Pc\-l)

2.5 MHz.

signal at a carrier frequency of

This signal set) can be

represented as,

where

set)

A(t) sin

ACt)

A for O::s; t

(\w

~

ot

-+-

a).•

3.1

T

-- 0 for t> T

A(t) is the envelope function ~t:hich was ideal1y a rectangular
pulse of duration T seconds and amplitude A volts.
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Assuming the linearity of the echo formation process as described
in CHAPTER I and the absence of reverberation interference, then the
received signal at any one hydrophone vfill, in general, be a linear
combination of signals of the form of equation 3.1 above., This
combination process is the convolution of the target impulse response
Rt(t) and the incident signal set).
Thus yet)

= set)

*

Rt(t) + net),

where yet) represents the received signal,

, *'

represents the convolution integral, and

net) represents an unwanted noise com~onent in the received signal.
If the noise net) is stationary, vfhite and Gaussian distributed,
G L Turin [17] shows that the signal to noise ratio at the output of the
receiver is maximised by a receiver whose frequency response H(f), is the
complex conjugate of the transmitted signal S(f), ie a matched filter.
However,· in the case where the signal is of a simple form then it is the'
bandwidth of the receiver which is important and M Schwartz [18]

shows

that for a simple rectangular signal of the form equation 3.1 above then
the loss in SNR for a first order network is of the order +1.0 dB relative
to the matched filter.

This augurs well for the use of a simple

receiver, and a tuned ba..'1dpass neti·rork ",'as employed here with a centre
frequency and bandwidth corresponding to that of the signal set).
The output from the tuned filter was input to a bias network which
introduced a :positive dc offset voltage into the signal.
from the bias !leti-rork was therefore b( t)

=

output of the filter and B is the dc bias.
to the threshold detector
value Vt.

~vhich

q( t) + B, where q( t) was the
This signal formed the input

operated on a fixed positive threshold

The output of the detector was,
met)

The output

=

1 for bet) > V

=

0 for b(t) ~ V.

t
"to
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The way in t>lhich this scheme worked is shOiVl1 diagrammatically in
figure 3.8 ",here i t can be seen that a variation in bias B was
equivalent to a variable threshold.

The detector effectively operateu.

on the sum of rectified cosine shaped signal pulses and noise.

This

would give a false indication of the number of targets for a finite
length bandpass signal as shown.

If the detector output is used to

trigger a pulse lengthening circuit or monostable, then this problem
does not occur since the first half-cycle of the signal to exceed the
threshold causes a fixed length pulse to be output from ·the monostable.
Provided this is not a retriggerable mono stable, then only one
detection can ensue.

In this case the monostable circuit t'fas incorporateo.

in the channel selector circuit as described above, 3..YJ.d the pulse length
was dictated by the needs of the ADC interface rather than being
matched to the length of the signal envelope after filtering.

3.3 The digital Erocessor
3.3.1

General
The digital processor ;.;hich was interfaced to the analogue

sonar system, described above, NaB a type 'CTL Modular

One'~

sixteen-

bit, parallel-~rithmetic computer with hardware multiply and divide
logic.

System peripherals included

-1:;';'10

teleprinters 3.."l.d

:;l.n

an.'=tlogue

input/analogu.e output converter module as described above.
The primary reason for incorporating the
system

"laS

digi~al

computer into tne

to format the analogue data from the sonar into a rectanguh.r

co-ordinate system

~itable

for display and analysis

p~poses.

Study

and assessment of the performance of high resolution sonars revolves
around the final display to the operator, a."l.d the digital computer

~"l.d

software programs used provided an easily controlled display T"hich
enabled analysis of the system to be made.

The format of the output

X,Y co-ordinates :vas arranged. to provid.e a display of the sca..."l.11ed area
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of 1000 by 1000 range increments, thus providing a resolution of 10
picture elements or cells.
t

1 t or

to'

6

Each of these cells was given a 'veighting ef

according to 'vhether a signal was present or not in each cell.

As mentioned in CHAPTER I, the binary nature of the display simplified
the formatting of data, reduced the quantity of data input to the
computer and also the amount of storage required to store a data frame
per scan by approximately 30 percent.
Since the display was of a binary nature, target echoes were
defined by their X,Y co-ordinates and occupied t,-lQ words of storage.
However, even with this order of data reduction the total storage
requirements were clearly far greater than thecwailable memory of some
16K words (K

=

1024).

Under these circumstances it is sometimes more

efficient to store the display as a bit pattern which in this case ~';ould
require 10

6

bits of store.

The disadvantage with this technique is the

increased complexity associated with decoding and coding the disph:: in
the computer and in the interests of simplicity this method 'ilaS
(even assuming that less than 10

6 bits are stored) in favour of

the co-ordinates as 2 word vectors.

In practice, most of the tota2.

scanned area contained no echoes at all and the display "Tas conf:'?!s·i
a small cluster of 'echoes around the target.

It was

:0

fo~~d experi~e~~-

ally that on average only approximately 100 echoes occurred per

sc~

so

I

that 16K of memory was more than adequate.
The actual method of data storage used was based en an

~~gular

addreSSing mode lwhich made subsequent retrieval of target data a IT!a-:~er
of

defL~ing

an angular sector only.

Associated with each detected

ec~o

which was input to the computer was a bearing word which was quantisei
This corresponded to a scanned

into the range 0 - 900 decimal.
of 0 - 90 degrees
previously.

~ld.th~s

seC~8r

gave the accuracy of 0.1 degree quoted

This bearing >vord. ',ms used as an angular

91

bL~

address :.?!to

co-ordinate~3

\'lhich the computed

"lere placed.

The stored display "las

therefore represented as a maximum of 901 segments in the range 0 - 90
degrees, and the echo co-ordinates Here represented a.s the elements of a
tvw-dimensional array with subscript B, "lhere B 1'laS the echo azimuth
bearing.

The total storage required 1'laS thus 1802 vlOrds for a 90 degree

sector.
The disadvantage with this method was that multiple echoes occurring
in the same azimuthal segment, but at different ranges, were overlaid
in the memory such that only the last occurring echo

vIaS

retained.

In

other words, if three echoes, E , E , and E3 occurred at times t , "t2t
2
1
1
(where t1 < t2 < t ), but each had the same bearing address B say, ~hen

3

only E3 would remain at the end of the epoch t1 - t3"
It 1'laS stated in CHAPT;ER I, that the targets used. in the experiments

''lere constructed vii th ho11o"l"l air filled interiors.

This '!das specifically

to present a unity reflection coefficient and avoid the generation of
internal echoes.

These multiple iniernal echoes '"10uld. 'by defini ticn all

occur vd th the S3,me bearing add.:'ess B and therefore only the last
would be retained.

However, .t'iJO

o~cher

ecr~c

possi bili t ie3 e:ds-:;ed regarc.i..""cg

the loss of data due to overlaid echoes.' ?irstly, random noise in l;ne
system could occur at 3...VJ.y range 3...7J.d on any aearing

';v'i. -th

equal pro'Gab:'li t:,-.

Target echoes vlould be overlaid by noise generated false echoes 'tInier..
occurred at greater ranges than the T.c.rgct, ;:;,~t -:n the za.'ne bea.:-ir..g
i
addresses as the stored echo co-ordinates. Secondly, because the
transmitter bean pattern had side-lobes of finite amplitude, -there
the possibility of spurious echoes due to side-lobes occurring
g£eater ranges than the current main-lobe echo.

"iTe.S

~t

Because the bearing

address :1as the same for the side-lobes and main-lobe, the ~lantec.. echo
could be

oV'2~·-~'iTi tter..

by the side-lobe response ..
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3.3.2 Display noise reduction
Returning to the first possibility mentioned above, ie noisegenerated false echoes, a simple display noise reducing feature was
built into the software programs vlhich utilised the physical stationarity of the target.
The noise was assumed to be Gaussianly distributed and stationary
(statistically), so that there was an equal chance of noise exceeding
the signal threshold at any range and bearing.

Noise on the displqy

will therefore be evenly distributed spatially
to scan.

~Dd

will change from scan

By spatially correlating each scan with a reference display

by some means, only those echoes which consistently remain in the same
geomet:r;-ical location will be retained as genuine echoes.

The effects

of noise overwrite described above could then be reduced by allowing a
sufficient number of scans to integrate in the display store.
The. correlation process was simplified by the method of data
storage which assigned a unique location for each echo.

To perform the

spatial correlation, the reference X,Y data with address subscript, 3,
corresponding to the bearing of the current echo co-ordinates (XI i

I

),

was used to calculate a difference vector

fn

=

i

Y

ID

II

r~
lYR

XI

....

Y

3.1

I

i

where

~

and YR tare the reference co-ordinates
I
~ ~

Then

[::J

[::J

,.,-i th

TX and YD

~

the same addre3s 3.
T

y

3.2

~

~ > TX or YD > Ty
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where X ,Y are the displayed echo co-ordinates and T ,T are spatial
o
0
x
y
tolera..."1ces.

In other vlOrds, the echo vIaS displayed if it lay within an

association area defined by TT, otherwise it Has rejected.
x y
This was a straightf()rward method which required only a small
number of operations in the processor.

In order to work successfully

hOvIever, a suitable reference display was required.

Since no a priori

knowledge of the target echo patterns vvas available, the reference display
was itself a representation of the actual surveillance area.

The

reference display VIas the accu.'IlUlation of a number of scans chosen to
ensure that good target echoes \.;ere present and also that undue
saturation of the reference by noise was avoided.

During the course of

the experimental work with the sonar, the problem of noise on the display
'-TaS

found to be less severe than was anticipated.

This was attributed

to the near ideal operating conditions in the experimental tank, ie
uniform temperature, freedom from turbulence and surface and bottom
echoes etc.

Nevertheless, this feature illustrated the flexibility

introduced by the

computer which enabled this sort of

progr~~able

sophistication to be introduced by straightforw"ard modification to

t~e

software, and ,:vi thout the need for additional hardware.
Brief descrintion
of
-

nrOgTa~
,<

oneration

The computer formatted the input data derived from the monostatic
a.l1d bistatic receivers and placed echoes obtained from this data into
the corresponding display cells.
Calculation of the display, X,Y co-ordinates of the echo was made
using the transformation from cylindrical to rectangular co-ordinates
vIhere,
X

and Y

R cos q,
R sin

)
)

3.3

<}
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In equation 3.3,
R _. PL for the mono static case and,

'2
(PL 2 _ DB2)
R

for the bistatic case
2(PL - DB cos ~ )

The bistatic range

vIaS

the solution of the triangle for'med between the

transmitter, receiver, and target echoing location or cell.
represents the total

~ath

PL

length travelled by the signal from the

transmitter via reflection to the receiver, and DB represents the
receiver-transmitter separation or ~ata £ase.

The allgle betHeen the

data base and the transmit direction is represented as

~

•

The data input to the computer ...ras defined by these relationships
a.l1.d was discussed above in section 3.2.
A flovi diau"Tam which illustrates prcgrsun operation is shmffi in
figure

3.9.

When the program is started a number of resolution parameters
entered from the keyboard.

These par3.l:leters zet up the CDle..p:tizing

size for the range delay and beari..l1.g "iord..

Quantisation of the input

data has the effect of combining a number of input celJ.s to fern
cell.

SI;2p

This process was illustrated schenatically in CHAPTER I,

01":'8

ne'l-1

:::~igure

1.1, a..l1.d gives a measure of control over the output display defini tien.

However, in the experimental work the most used parameters

~ere

unity

range and bearing quantising, ie maximum definition, and nearly all the
display results presented are with these values.
A cosine table is then generated in the form of a 90" elements
corresponding to values of cosine from
steps.

° - 90 degrees in 0.1 degree

The sine-cosine f1L.l1.ctions required in the program are e:dracted

from the look up table by generating an ir..direct address from the
bearing word.

This standard method enables high speed sine-cosine
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generation from a simple address offset at the expense of increased
core storage.
At this point the program enters the real-time segment proper and
initiates the input ADC to the track/clocked mode of operation.

The

program now reverts to a quiescent or suspended mode until triggered
by the clock pulse from the analogue sonar which causes the program to
sequentially scan and store the selected input channels.

When the scan

is completed the digitised parameter values are passed back as arguments
to the calling segment, and the data is converted to X,Y co-ordinates
by the subroutine 'Echo' which is shown in flow diagram form in figure

3.10.

The X,Y data pairs are then output to the display drive together

with a loJ'rite pulse as shown in figure 3.6.
A measure of remote control of the program is achieved by sampling
a fourth input channel and conditionally branching dependent upon the
value of· the dc voltage impressed on the channel input (see figure
location ~).

This dc control is a simple switch incorporated in the

analogue senar which gives five options in the software.

These options

are:(a)

to stop a..YJ.Y more data coming into the computer and

display in

cor~

working

ay ,

(b)

2..1.'1.'

refresh

~cde

echo patterns 3tored in the

to stop any more data coming LYJ.to the computer and

display in core refresh mode echoes stored in the reference
aI'l~ay

(c)

3.9

(noise reduction process),
to enter~urrently computed echo co-ordinates into the

referenCe arrays for the purpose of building up a reference
display,
(d) -to compare currently computed echo co-ordinates 'ditn
the reference ar'ray as per equations 3.1, 3.2 and store or
reject these dcp.::nding on the re::mlt, ·311d lastly,
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(e)

to compute the echo co-ordinates as they occur and

?utput these in real-time to the ppi display.
During the experimenta.l vTork a typical sequence was to start 1'Ji.th
option (e), in order to orientate the ta.rget and equ.alise the
receivers (see next chapter for details of this procedure), then a
sv.Titch to (c) to store a reference display follovred by a return to (d)
when a suitable reference display was available, or alternatively to

(b).

Options (a) and (b) provided stable ppi displays for visual

eY~mination

and recording, in addition, in order to obtain a punched

tape containing all stored echo co-ordinates it was
either of these non real-time modes.
data for the off-line analysis

necess~J

to enter

This facility was used to produce

which is described in CHAPTER V.

Hhatever option 'l"Jas cliosen, the program eventually returned to its
quiescent stage of tracking the input data channels of the ADC module.
The implications of this synchronous mode of operating are discussed
further below in section 3.4.4.
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3.4 Analysis of the performance and errors introduced by the systen
3.4.1 General
Assuming all signals exceeding the receiver thresholds V .are
t
treated as valid echo data, the performance of the system can be
described in terms of its ability to display the echoes in
precisely the right resolution cell on the ppi.

Any shortcomings

in terms of either echo data being placed into the wrong cell,
or data being rejected due to insufficient throughput rate in the
computer

will obviously affect the evaluation of the lllultistatic

environment as a shape portrayal system of superior capabilities
compared ''1ith the monostatic system.

It was therefore important

to quantify those shortcomings due to the system alone, as distinct
from those attributable' to the general hypothesis.
The performance can be discussed in terms of:(a)

the errors introduced by the system, .,.,hich result in

incorrectly placed echo 'paints' on the ppi, and
(b)

the throughput data rate of the system and the

implications of insufficient oand.v-idth i..'1 the processinG'
side.
With regard to (a) above, the system divides natur~lly in~o
the digital and analogue parts shown in figure 3.1.
Firstly, it was assumed that the analogue data transmitteu
i
I

to the
terms.

com~uter

was the sum of the correct signals plus error

I

Secondly, it was assumed that the conputer, in processing

this data, introduced further errors in the form of roundo:f and
truncation of intermediate results as the data was processed by
the program.
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).4.2 .Sensi ti vity of the range equations to meEtSuremcn-c errors
The outputs from the system were the X,Y co-ordinaten of the
target which l-fere computed using the range eQuations 3.3.

The way

in which these echo co-ordinates were affected by errors in the
independent variables was important, both during the initial system
design stage, and during the actual

e~~eriments.

An analysis of

this dependence was therefore carried out to determine the effect
of such errors on the performance of the system.

The X,Y co-ord-

inates Nere functions of three independent variablen, tlius,
~,

DB) , and Y _

Y

If the individual errors in PL,
derivatives of f

x

and f

per'unit errors in PL,

y

~

(PL, i, DB).

f

Q

and DB are small, the total

relate the per unit errors
and DB..

L~

X,Y to the

The total derivatives are, for

small errors,
df
f

a.nd

x

= af x .
aPL

x

if = of'
--2. --L •
+'
aFt
~

Y

where

d.f

dPL

• Pt

2L

."

iPL

PIJ

?t

+

Y

x

j<f

---ai

+x

f

af

+

of

"

--"-

a~

~

• dt?
~

.

•

,]

f

af x:

• dDB, • 1)E
i'
DB
aD!?
x

+

x

~

.'.. Y

-

at~

+

y

aDB

.

dDB
DB

~

DB

.'

~

..

L

Y

is the per unit or relative error in X,

x

f
x

af x

etc are the partial derivatives of X with !'espect to Pt etc.,

aPL
dPL etc are the per unit or relative errors in the 7ariable
PL
PL etc, and
f

x

is the value of t.he function of X 1'or
§

and DB.

Similarly for Y,
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Cl

set of inputs Pt,

~

'"
.,,'.

-

~

"..'

df

is the per unit or relative error in Y etc.

--J-'[
f

, Y

By setting two of the relative error terms to zero for the

independent variables, the error in

X,Y due to errors in the third

variable can be easily calculated.

For example, if d§

to zero, equations
df
x

r-x

=

df

J.. f

y

3.4

cH

x

aPL

and

dPL

PL

of

dPL
PL

...J..
aPL

3.5

and d])B are set

reduce to,
and

PL

fx

PL

fy

The relative errors in X, Y 1'1ere then calculated as PL was varied by
assuming fixed values for DB, q, a...'YJ.d the rela'Give error in PL.

An

equivalent calculation was carried' out for the other t~lO variables DB
and

<R • "

In order to be representative of the system itdelf, the Y'2.nges

of PL, q, and DB "lere chosen to be the same as the expected measured
values, ie,

and

1500 < PL < 2500

range units

250 < DB < 1000

range units

30 <

qi

<

60

d.egrees.

For each of the tl'1..ree separate evaluations of the relative errors in

X,Y, a per unit error of one percent

w~s

assumed for the appropriate

variable as being the ~"orst case.
For clarity only a representati'le set of plots of the relative
error in X is reproduced here in figure 3.11.

The three plots show the

error in X as a fWlction of each of the independent variables in turn,
with appropr~ate consta."lt values of the other t •.;o variables.
behaviour was obtained for the Y component.

Similar

Figure 3.11(a) shows that

the effect of bearing errors on -the computed echo X co-ordinate is
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FIG 3.11
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largely independent of the total path length travelled by the echo over
the range considered.

It Has also largely independent of the value of

transmitter-receiver separation DB.

A one percent error in DB and PL

represented an actual error of about 10-20 range units, \-,hich was
considered a pessimistic estimate for both.

HOHever a one percent

bearing error Has not considered pessimistic and the conclusion Has that
the system Has much more sensitive to azimuth bearing errors than to
linear range unit errors.

In descending order of priority, figure 3.11(b)

shows that at large values of DB of about 1000 range units, the relative
error

ch~~ged

rapidly from PL = 1500 to PL = 2500.

co-ordinate errors

~-lould

Significant echo

therefore result from errors in DB ,,,hen DB

~-las

large and approaching the value of PLo
This analysis shoHed that in designing the system, great care
needed to be directed towards making accurate azimuth bearing measurements and this variable Has quantised to an accuracy of 0.1 degrees.
To an approximately equal degree, distortions in the echo co-ordinates
due to errors
approached DB

could be expected at large values of DB
~~

and when PL

magnitude, although errors due to these causes were

more dependent on azimuth, as can be seen

L~

figure 3.11(c) for example.

Despite taking suitable precautions in respect of the measurer:lent
of PL,

~ ~ld

DB, displacement of echo co-ordinates from their true

position occurred in the displayed echo patterns

~~d

accounted for at

least some of the 'jitter' in the position of adjacent echo co-ordinates.
The only remedy at this stage was to allow a tolerance

L~

the echo

pOSitions on the display when ccmparing them with the reference display,
and later on during the analysis of the results, with the reference
contour ,"v •
t

This latter aspect is discussed further in CHAPTER V.
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3.4.3 Display formatting program accurasy'
Notwithstanding any errors introduced into the measurement of the
parameters input to the computer, there remained the fact that the
combination of software program and computer hardvlare Has only capable
of a finite dynamic range.

The software program itself used integer

arithmetic throughout and this viaS confined to single precision except in
certain operations, as indicated in the schematic flow diagram figures

3.9 and 3.10, when double precision (ie double word length) was used.
In order to check the accuracy of the main display formatting
program, a separate program 'vas used to compare the output X and Y
co-ordinates produced by a floating-point computation and the integer
or fixed-point algorithm used.

The inputs to this simulatioh program

consisted of a set of random values of bearing, path length a.'1d separation.
First, three random numbers, with a flat probability distribution in· the
range

O.~

1.0, were generated and then suitably scaled and

t~lcated

to

represent the correct range of data values normally input by the ADC
converter.

Using these three values, two computations i'lere performed

to produce the display co-ordina:tes; firstly using the floating-point
algorithm and secondly using the fixed-point routine.

Af-ter each·

calculation the differences between the two sets of co-ordinates wers
computed and averaged, together with their RMS difference and sta.'1dard
deviation.
After IT such calculations the final mea.'1 errors and standard
deviatio~

of the fixed point co-ordinates with respect to the floating

point co-ordinates were printed out.
The average error in the displayed X and Y co-ordinates with respect
to the floating point calculations after 1000 such iterations were:-

Ex = -0.35,

and

Ey

-0.27,
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measured in r3nge cell units, vlhilst the standard deviation about the
m8an for the X and Y outputs were:-

The X co-ordinate output has both a greater mean and standard
deviation error than the Y output.

This was a result of the bias

towards the X-direction of the echo points.

In other Hords, for a

particular error in the calculation of the range vector from the
position, the X component tends to be the larger.

tra~8Dit

The negative mean or

bias in the X and Y outputs indicated that the fixed-point algorithm
tended to produce echo ranges which l'lere smaller than the more aCCW'2,te
floating-point range.

The conclusion Has that for the X direction i;he

displayed output could be

i~

error by up to approximately 1.3 cel13

(standard deviaticn plus mean) Hhilst the Y direction could be in error
by'approximately 1 cell.

3.4.4

Compute~Drocessing

speed

limitation~

For a monostatic sonar the information rate at the receiver ::;u-::;:1:".;
along a fixed bearing is defined by the sampling theorem "ihich sta:tes
that the resolution or independent sa.'Ilpling L'1.terval is given cy ~ /.7:i,
where H is the system bandTtlidth.

For such a single recei'ler

~:r2"tS:::,

'~"r.7

signal processor capable of accepting data samples at a rate

each bearing increment will be capable of prccessing all the i...."1.c.epc:::::c.s::t
data available from the medium.
In the syst:em being described here, the data from the analogue
was the tot.al of three separate channels, and

~

extension of

~he

scr..3...~

2~~5~e

channel case suggested that t:b.ree times the ba"1.dwidth would be
to process the information on a continuous bads.
alleviate this situation.

T:"1O things

Firstly, the thresnoldir..g of data

receivers reduced the data input to
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burst~,

~el:;:ei
~t

of 3ignals associa:t8Q

~he

~'ii ~n

'U

target echo clusters, interspersed with periods of inactivity.

Secondly,

in cases of simultaneous detection in more than one receiver, since by
defini tion the echo must have originated in the same cell , it

only

vJaS

necessary for one channel to pass data to the processor to properly fill
the cell on the display.
Even so, difficulties were encountered in trying to ensure that
sufficient system bandwidth
echoes.

available to process all the detected

l-mS

Each receiver channel had a theoretical resolution equivalent

to approximately 6 jls in time delay, corresponding to approximately
150 KHz of band ..ridth.

The cpu and GoftNare program combination were

not capable of this processing speed, 5 jls being the order of one
instruction time in the cpu.

There was therefore a kno ..m upper limit

on the data rate into the cpu ''Ihich resulted in the rejection of a
percentage of target echoes.

The response time of the system ..1as

measured from the front edge of the clock-pulse to the trailing edge of
the
200

z axis

f

modulation (see figure 3.3) and was approximately 180 to

secs.
'l'his meant that echces would only be accepted provided, they

separated by more than 200
range.

fS

in time

1 ie> approximately

15.0 cm

';;Je!'8

;V'!

Only approximately 3 percent of the total possible resolvable

echoes occurring during a ping cycl8 could be processed'Jy the systel2.
This is a small percentage, hOTtTever, the targetz 1-18re constructed in a
way to ensure that only one discontinuity echo could occur on each
bearing scan.

Under these conditions "the data tnroughpllt rate '-Ioulc.

therefore only need to be less tnan the time ce't"tleon successive piLgs.

In practice, side-lobe and noise echoes could occur before receipt
of the target ecno on a particular bearing, and if tne time difference
between echoes T/JaS less than 200

18,

reject8d.
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then -the true target echo :'Iould be

This effect is considered further in CHAPTER V, \vhen an attempt
is made to

~uantify

the magnitude of the data rejected by the system

for the above reason.
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CHAPTER IV
EXPERllvlEN"TAL PROCEDURES

4.1

The objectives of the experimental work
The main purpose of

~he

experimental phase of the project was to

observe and record the echo patterns obtained with the sonar system, so
that comparisons could be made with the expected results where possible.
In addition, the differences between the bistatic and monostatic systenlS,
in terms of target shape portrayal, were to be observed under various

target orientations and system configurations.

This would

en~ble

quantitative measurements of the performance of the sonar to be made anc:
also point the way for future "improvements and modifications.
Some of the runs with .the sonar. were also intended to highlight
errors and limitations in the displayed echo patterns, due to inaccnra,cies
in the analogue sonar and in the display program.

4.2 The venue for the exneriments
.
All of the experimental work was carried out in a small t2lL.1<::
measuring approximately 3 metres long by 2 metres :vide by 1-.5 me'tres
deep, constructed from concrete blocks anQ lined with a tough,
plastic membrane bonded to the sides and bottom.

~~te~pr~cf,

The tank itself Nas

housed in a small laboratory in which the analogue sonar

circu~~~J

measurement equipment described in CHAPTER III )-[as also 12.id out.

and
After

suitable conditioning, signals produced by the equipments were
transmitted via:a multicore cable to the remotely situated digital
computer ''Ihich was housed in another part of the Electrical Engineering
Building.

Figure 4.1 shows a schematic diagram of the tank

le~cut

together with transmitter and receiver hydrophones and other equipme!!ts.
It can be seen from this diagram that the transmitter and receiver
tr~~sducers

were

~rranged

at one end of the taille with the transmitter in

cne corner and the hydrophcnes spaced across the tank.
transducers were

~upported

These

on a rigid framework which provided the
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required stability for both the mechanical scanner ru1d hydro phone
supports, as well as providing a linear base line reference for the
receiver plane.

The targets used in the experiments were suspended

belmv a moveable trolle;)r which ran on a similar rigid framework
positioned laterally on t?e tank above the designated surveillance area.
This arrangement allowed both lateral movement of the target parallel to
the receiver plane and rotation of the target about its support axis in

5 degree steps.

4.3 Target models
Figure 4.2 is a photograph of the three targets used in the experimental part of the

~vork.

As already mentioned, the targets were constructed in a manner so
as to exclude as far as

and

po~sible:-

(~)

air-water reflections from the surface of the tank,

(b)

internal reflections caused by acoustic energy penetrating

the body of the target and being internally refracted then
re-radiated.
If the target is constructed such that it always presents a vertical
reflector to the incident sound, then the echo will be reflected normally
to this surface ru1d back to the receiver via the direct water path.
ensure that this was the case for the main-lobe of the transmission
least, it

~~s

'ro
~"

necessary to ensure sufficient depth in the construction

of the targets.' 'tli th a main-lobe of approximately 2 degrees at the 3 d13
points the required depth at 1 metre

rang~

is approximately

3.5 cms,

~d

the targets used therefore all exceeded this depth.
The results ,resented in the next chapter also indicated that no
echoes "tlere received from the targets other -than via the direct path.
Internal reflections from within the target can be prevented by
ensuring a near Qnity reflection coefficient at the target-water
interface and high attenuation of energy penetrating the target volume.
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sensitivity.

Furthermore , it was assumed that both r ece iver systems had

equal dir eGt i vi ty indi ces CDI' s ).
Thi s was n ot true in both cases in pract ice , firstly because different
tran sducers were u sed for the monostatic and bistatic receivers , and
secondly be caus e th e transducer s were of different sizes .

It was

convenient to u s e the same tran sducer for both tran sm is s ion and
recept i on in the monostatic sys t em , but thi s meant that with the same
source l evel the monost atic r ec eiver, with its n arr01rJ r eceive beam )
operated lrJi th a l arger echo excess than the omni directional bistatic
rece i vers.
Whether or not it vias a just i f i abl e approach, an at tempt was made to
redress this imbalance by making an estimate of the difference in
sensitivity and DI of the two sy stems .

This in turn allowed corrections

t o be appl ied to the results of CHAPTER V which are con se quently
presente~

in both corrected and uncorrected form .

A difficulty

encountered during t he experimental work ,,,as the lack of sui table
apparatus and calibrated transducers to enable absolute
beam pattern measurements to 'oe made .

~his

sens i t~ vit y ~d

meant that esti'mates of the

different sensit':'vities had to be made in terms of relal;ive measurements
betwe en the monostatic and mu - tistatic systems .
Two sets of measurements were made , the _irst resulted i n a
comparative p_ot of receiver sensitivities in terms of the required.
threshold settings for a 100 percent detection rate , and t he second
i nvolved

btaining a measUJ'ement of the numbe r of echo co-ordinates

det ect eQ by the monostatic system as the receiver thresho l d was varied .
For the first of these , a flat plate reflector shown as target 2
figure 4. 2 ;v-as in-trcduced im;o the surveil lance area and an attenuato r
incorporated into the transmitter feed so thatGhe source level could be
vari ed .

The

assump~ion

was

~ade

that the target

sl;rengt~s

in the

monostat ic and bistatic modes Vlere equa , :?rovided -;;he ref_cccor -;vas
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orientatecl to direct the speculaI' echo at the receiver.

This meant

adjusting the target until the signal at each receiver was a ma..'drnum
in turn.
At the two orientations, a plot l1as made of the receiver thre8hold
setting required versus source level for 100 percent detection rates.
·This was achieved by monitoring the respective chroLnel selector outputs
over a large tiine interval to ensure that no pulse dropouts occurred
during any'transmission.

If any l'iere detected r the source level Has

increased by 1 dB and the pulse train again monitored for missed
detections.

This procedure resulted in the relative sensitivity plot

4.4.

shown in figure

For the second measurement, target 1 l'i"aS placed midway along -the
receiver plane and at an orientation of zero degrees relative to -Ghe
receiver plane.

A measurement of'the nlLllber of XI co-ordinates produced

during a· scan as the threshold of the monostatic receiver 11as varied

,'laS

made with the source level set at that used during the experiments.

The

results of this test are shown plotted in figure
with the plot of figure
obtaine~

4.5, and in

conj~~ction

4.4 an estimate of the correction factor was

as described below.

Most of the runs

in CHAPTER 11 were performed -:rl'i th the receive

ShO'Vffi

sub-systeill relative thresholds
With this assu;nption, figure
source level of about

at approximately 14-15 dB.

4.4 showed that with a constant relative

35 dB, the difference in performance or echo excess

...ras appro:cimately 3 dB.
on the graph.

const~~t

This situation is indicated by the dotted. line

This same situation was also found to be approximately

correct over the threshold.

r~~ge

at a 6 d.B threshold setting.
bistatic system

'~TaS

10-16 dB,

increasL~g

to about

5-6 dB

In other words, it was found that the

typically 3 dB less sensitive in terms of the

required receiver threshold or echo excess than the monostatic system,
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under conditions of constant source level and with this particular
receiver threshold range.
In order to estimate the change in the loss factor, as defined in
CHAPTER 11, which would result from thisimbala."lce, reference was made
to figure 4.5 at two log thresholds separated by the above figure of

, 3 dB.

It can be seen that from about

9-16 dB of threshold, the rate of

change of the number of data points expressed in dB units was roughly
constant at 1.1 dB per dB of threshold change.

Therefore a 3 dB reduction

in the monostatic receiver threshold to equalise the receivers could be
expected to result in a +3.4 dB change in the calculated loss factor.
Consequently this derived value was used to correct the results of the
next chapter \'lhere this was necessary.
It must be emphasised hm.,ever, that the basis of this experiment

was an average situation regarding the choice of orientation and posi tiO!l
of the target, which was intended to be representative of the geometry
'-

used in the other runs.
quantity i-lhich

""faS

The resulting

corr~ction

figure was a sampled

considered typical of the differences

monostatic and bistatic

syste~s

which could be

bet~.,een

expecte~ an~

the

which was

valid within the threshold ba."ld quoted.

4.5 Setting up

~

data

~

and calibrating the

~quipmen~

A data run was defined as the sequence of events compriSlrlg chOOSing

a~ settL"lg up the
.syste!l1 geometry in terms of transmi tter-rec~se:Qaration,

and positioning the target in the surveillance
required

calibrating the analogue sonar, scanning and obtaining an echo pattern
in the computer, and finally dumping the stored echo co-ordinates for
subsequent study andfurther prOCeSSL"lg.
The position and orientation of the target in the 'surveillance area
was intended to provide a set of results for the system under various
operating conditions a."ld system geoffie-tries.
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Table tl.1 isa list of the

rlms performed which are presented in the next chapter and which \-lere
designed to validate the concept of the multistatic sonar system.

It

can be seen that a variety of orientations and positions along the
receiver plane were evaluated.

This was an attempt to obtain

quantitative data relating to the average or expected improvement in
target shape portrayal provided by the system.
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TABLE 4.1 LIST OF EXPERDIJENTAL RECORDS TA...T{EN

RECORD NUMBER

ORIENTATION

TARGET

208

o Deg

1
-

_.-

--

.~-

APPROXINT..A TE
AV X-COORD
OF TARGET

RESOLUTION PARA.METERS

352 cells

1 cell, 0.5 Deg

CPU overload correction
required
CPU overload correction
required

--

-

Cor.rr1fl.ENT S

209

1

-40 Deg

354 cells

1 cell,

0~5

Deg

214

1

o Deg

498 cells

1 cell,

0~-1

Deg

215

1

-40 Deg

498 cells

1 cell, 0.1 Deg

CPU overload correction
required

216

1

-90 Deg

403 cells

1 cell, 0.1 Deg

CPU overload correction
required

220

1

o Deg

891 cells

1 cell, 0.1 Deg

219

1

-140 Deg'

891 cells

1 cell, 0.1 Deg

, 218

1

··90 Deg

897 cells

1

222

2

-20 De[;

220 cells

1 cell, 0.1 Deg

202

3

Var'iable

1 cell, 0.1 Deg

Experiment to measure
co-ords as fn of X

1 cell, 0.1 Deg

Experiment to measure
co-ords as fn of threshold

203

-

1

--

o

and 60 Deg

o Deg

---

-

cell,

0.1 Deg

Calibration of the system prior to gathering data proper consisted
of adjustment of the parameter measuring circuits to ensure a
correspondence between the analogue voltages and the physical separation
of transmitter and receivers.

This was followed by a quick look at the

echo pattern to ensure that large specular echoes from one receiver were
not overloading the cpu.
The method of calibrating the system was straightforward and is
described briefly belovT.

B.y pointing the transmitter directly at the hydrophones, ie zero
azimuth degrees, the time of arrival and consequent triggering of the
corresponding receiver channel represented the time of direct transmission
betvJeen transmitter and receiver.

The sampled sweep waveform (trace C in

figure 3.6) was monitored on an oscilloscope together ,vi th the PAJ·i output
(trace M in figure 3.6) for that channel.

It vlas necessary to check that

the PJlj.i output voltage was equal to the sampled SI'leep-vlaveform to ensure
calibration of the transmitter - receiver separation measurements in
terms of the sweep-waveform.

This voltage was aQjusted by

me~~s

of the

preset potentiometers shmm in the circuit diagram included· in

APPENDIX A.
After calibrating the analogue sonar and

taki~g aY! L~itial

look

a~

the echo paiteTIl, -the display program was restarted and ·the appropriate
parameters controlling the display resolutions (n~~ber of range anQ
bearing bins) entered.

The software ,'las controlled remotely as described

in the previous chapter

~~d

the control switch was

This resulted in the real-time display of echoes,

L~itially
~~d

set to zero.

after setting the

position and orientation of the target, the display was observeQ to
ensure that no new echces were being displayed, apart from noise spikes,
and that a steady state coudi tion existed.

The control switch -ims then

set to position 2 ",hich caused the data being currently displa,yed to be
simultcmeously deposited into display store 1.

The control s,..r.i tch ,-las

then set to position 3 which gave a refreshed display from this
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previously loaded store 1.

This allovTed a critical examination of the

storec:l echo pattern to determine its suitability as a reference display
for noise reduction.

This examination

l'laS

mainly to ensure that overload

of the cpu due to transmitter side-lobes was not obscuring echoes which
should have been received had this not occurred.

It vIas of necessity

a qualitative assessment and the display usually included an acceptable
number of false echoes.
The control was then switched to position 1.

This presented a real-

time display which was the result of correlating incoming echoes with the
pattern in store 1.

In addition the correlated echoes "1Ore simultane-

ously deposited into store 2.

The scan was continued until such time as

it was judged that no new echoes were being added to the display which
was then considered to be saturated.

The system was then sHitched to

refresh the display from store 2 only and the scanner and trilllsmitter
switched. off.
This completed the data gathering phase and after deciding on
suitable limits of arcvlhich encompassed the target echo pattern, -the3e
limits were entered into the computer via the keyboard.

Wnen these

~~

been typed in, the program then proceeded to output a record of all non
zero echo co-ordinates bet1-Jeen these limits
display records

~'lere

onto paper tape.

All .L.'
"ne

preserved in this way for later re-processing b-:/ a

non real-time display program.
Some

probl~ms

to do with the display processor bandwidth were

i

i

encountered during the experimental phase for reasons which were
described in the previous chapter.
th~s

In order to minimise the effects of

system artifact, most runs were divided into separate data recorQs

for each channel,3.s ';'le11 as for the combined. three charmel sys"teI:l.
In other words, initially, only cha.nnel one was enabled in the syste!:J

and a data record obtained in the man..11.er described above, then cha.."'IDel
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"
tlvO 'vas enabled followed. by channel three and records o"btained for
each in turn.

Finally all three channels 'vere sNitched on and a record

of the combined display obtained.

This method of obtaining display

records enabled the non real-time display program, described in the
next chapter, to compare the effects of enabling all three chalme1s
simultaneously l'lith the separate respom:e from each ch8..11.11e1.
The procedure outlined briefly above was fol1mved for all the runs
and the results obtained using the system are presented in
the next chapter.
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CHAPTER V
ECHO PATTERNS OBTAlliED WITH THE SONAR SYSTEM

5.1

Introduction
In this chapter a selection of the ppi display results obtained

with the experimental system

used to investigate the multistatic sonar

concept are presented and briefly discussed.
The basis of these results were data sets obtained from a number of
experimental runs performed with the system, a run being defined as in
CHAPTER IV.

Each data set comprised a number of groups of X, Y co-ordi-·
~vas

nate pairs, representing the output of the digital computer uhich

fed

to the ppi display, and constituted an echo pattern from the' target.
Each group of co-ordinates was derived from either the output of one
receiver channel or any combination of channels as detailed in Table 4.1.
HavJ,ng initially punched out the results for each run onto paper
tape, the data was in a form '\-Thich could be easily a..'l1d rapidly retrieved
for subsequent processing, and all the displays of echo patterns

sho~m

in this chapter :vere obtained from this data stored on papsr tape.

This

facility, to be able to reprocess the data without the need for realtime speed, was merely a convenience which enabled some additional
procedures to be added to the real-time display program which was
briefly described in CHAPTER Ill.

For example, this improved prograw

incorporated a better display routine with the ability to display both
the echo patterns and a reference outline for comparison, also a system
geometry picture showing -the layout of the system was available at the
start of the reprocessing run.

5.2 The methcd of reprocessing the results
The basic fu.'l1ction of the reprocessing program I"ms to re-..i.isplay
the echo patterm; on a grid representing the surveillance area.

This

was achieved in a noise and interference free envircnInent ;vhich wa3
suitable for good reproduction a..'1.d further study of the echo patterns.
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The form of the data which Vlas input to the program is shown in figure

5.1, "lhich is a part of the data set recorded from run number 209.
Each data set had exactly this format so that dealll1g with each run
merely entailed reassigning a different data set to the program data
input channel.

A further: reference input channel ,vas used to input a

data set comprising the X,Y co-ordinate pairs of the projected plan
outline of each of the targets used.' This data set was obtained by
placing a full sized plan projection of the target (see figure 4.4,
CHAPTER IV) onto a graphical digitising machine and then sampling its
')

outline.

This contour, comprising a set of X,Y co-ordinates relative

to some arbitrary zero point on the digitiser, was then input to a
reference processing program.

The function of this program

~as

to

perform a linear interpolation between points on the non-uniformly
sampled contour, and to resample and rescale the d.ata so as to produce
a reference display which was correctly scaled to the 1024 x 1024 bit
display of the surveillance area.
This reference display l-vas stored in a

t~10-dimensional

data array,

set aside in the display processing program, where it. could be quickly
retrieved for use in the manner described beloH,
Depending on the combination of channels recorded, the display
program enabled a separate display of the output of each receiver channel
to be obtained.

In addition, all channels could be combined. into

2Jl

overlayed display which was compared with the combined mu1tichannel
output obtained vIi th the real-time system.

This enabled the loss of

data due to the 'processor busy' condition described in CHAPTER 111 to
be estimated, and a simulation of a non-processor limited display to be
obtained.

The next phase in processing

~he

results entailed a manual

alignment of·the reference display with the measured echo patterns.
The progra.'ll enabled the reference display to be rotated, and moved along
the X,Y axes relative to the surveilla...l1.ce area, 3.r..d

~hus

alJ.m';cd this

reference display to be accurately positioned over the echo patterns.
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FIG

5.1

DATA

EXPLANATION

209
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0404 0448
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0389 0463
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0324 0400
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0320 0409
0318 0415
0313 0416
0311 0420
0282 0410
0277 0411
0273 0413
0271 0418
0268 0420
9999 9999
1
209

RECORD NUMBER
RUN NmffiER
TARGEl' NUMBER
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ANGULAR RESOLUTION PARAMETER IN 10ths DEGREE
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MTIlll,l[[.J]"r RANGE ACCEPTED BY PROCESSOR
ANGULAR SECTOR ACCEPTED BY PROCESSOR (40-60)
SEPAR~TION BE~~I TRANSMITTER AIID ACTIVE RECEIVER
N1ThIDER OF RECEIVER ACTIVE, THRESHOLD, A'I'TENUATOR
SETTING
START OF XY DATA
X CO-ORDINATE, Y CO-ORDDIATE Dl RAllGE CELLS

.... _.

~

-

,

.
END OF SGATT LIMIT
STORE NUNBER OUr;:PUT
START OF NEXT SCAlJ IN SEQTJEtlCE

-

1

4
,

FIG

5.1

PART OF THE DATA· COI-1FRISTITG THE RESULTS
OF RECORD 209 IN THE FORMAT TITFUT TO THE
DISPLAY PROCESSDTG PROGRAl'\1
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Ii'or example, run 219 1-laS made Ni th the target at 40 degrees orientation,
and the reference display was sampled at zero degrees relative, so before
correct alignm.ent could be achieved it 1-laS necessary to perform a 40
d.egree rotation of the target contour.

In addition X and Y offsets

were required before the reference was aligned with the echo pattern.
These X and Y offsets were a matter of judgement on the part of the
author, and the echo pattem and reference display were observed
simultaneously in order to ascertain the magnitude and Sign for each
offset.
Hhen a satisfactory alignrnent was obtained. a command Ivas given to
the program calling a sub-routine which performed a two-dimensional
spatial comparison between the stored reference and the echo patteln
being c1.isplayed.

The binary nature of both sets of data enabled a simple:

logical AITID to be performed across the display between the reference and
measl~ed.patterns.

The result of the}J[D process for each separate

display group was stored in a ne'lv area set aside for the purpose,
enabli..'1.g both the original and processed data t9 be examined sepa!'ately.
Because of the possibility of errors being introduced into :he e8ho
patterns by the sonar system and to a lesser degree by the display
formatting program itself, a parameter was passed to this sub-routine 1-'1.
the form of a cell tolercmce \vhich 3.11owed

8.J."1

area of u..'1.certainty to be

defined around the target reference contour.

(X

t1

Y

t1

, X Y , ••••• ) be the echo pattern,
t2 t2

then for each reference co-ordinate ,.nail' Xq' Yq' the calculation
R
p

(X -X
q

tp

)2 + (y _y
q

tp

)2
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for 1 < p < P, 1 < q < Q

,,,here Q = total number of co-ordinates in the reference contour et'
and

p;: total num"ber of co-ordinates in the measured echo pattern,

was performed.

R represents the magnitude of the vector difference
p

beivJeen each individual reference and measured echo pattern co-ordinate
pairs, and its value was
for errors.

~omparcd

with a display tolerance, T, allowed

If the magnitude of R was greater than T, the echo
p

coo-ordinates Xt' Y were rejected and not placed in the processed data
t
store. At the end of this masking operation, what remained of the raw
echo patterns Ivere those co-ordinates ,,,hich corresponded to the reference
outline co-ordinates to ;-1i thin the tolerance T.
The filtering of the echo patterns by this means was specifically
to remove, as far as possible, echoes due to either noise or side-lobes
of the main beam.

The resulting cell cOlmts output by the program for

each echo group were considered to be better estimates of the
independent information rates froQ the system, than from the raw
unfiltered data.
The value of the tolerance T ':'/'as based on the c:.nalysis of errors
described in CHAPTER III and corresponded to an area of uncertainty of

+ 3 display cells around each target echo co-ordinate.
All the

experim~~tal

echo pattern results obtained with the system

were prccezscd in this way by this program.

Each complete set of display

results tberefore comprised:(a)

The unprccessed outputs from each echo pattern together

with the reference display (not aligned yet),
(b)

The X,Y co-ordinate counts for each echo pattern measured

when the run was originally performed,
(c)

The cOQPuter real-time combined display ruld the simulated

combined display so that a data processing rate could be
estimated and losses due to processor rejection of echoes
.evaluated,
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and

(d)

The filtered outputs from each echo pattern,

(e)

The final X,Y co-ordinate counts for each filtered display.

In order to help clarify the procedures used to process the results,
all

example of the' sequence of events is described for run number 220,

this being a typical run.
Four separate data sets were obtained for this run, being assigned
as follows:display 1 - mono static, channel 1 cnly
display 2 - bistatic, channel 2 only
display 3

bistatic, channel 3 only

display 4

combined display, channels 1, 2 and 3.

The geometry for this run is shown in figure 5.2(a) \vhich is a
plan outline of the experimental tank together vIi th the relati vc locations
of the target and bistatic channels as measured by the computer display
program.

formatt~~g

The target was thus at a range of approximately

0.8m from the monostatic position (shown as '~1).

The box marked

surveillance area in this figure corresponds to the expanded display
area sholi,'!l in the accompanying display records for run 220.

Thus, Hi tn

reference to figure 5.2(b), which sho,vs the first of these, the
co-ordinates of the corner nearest the sound projector, in figtITe 5.2(a),
are X

=

7~1

=

O.74m and Y

= 353 = 0.35m. tfuen studying these display

results, therefore, reference can be made to figure 5.2(a) to see the
geometrical relationship between the target and the multistatic system.
The box marked 'insonified area of target' in figure 5.2(a) refers to
lL~e-of-sight

2-

vector representation of the directly insonified regions

of the target as 'seen' by an idealised transmitter with no side-lobes
and situated at the origin

tot.

It ,vas included as an aid to indicate

the target outline 'iJhich would be displayed under conditions of deteciions
from each

~nsonified

resolution cell and no ambiguous responses from

beam sid.e-lobes or sY3tem noise.

A similar plan showing system gecmetry
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and insonified area was provided for every run.
f\.ctual display records for run 220 sho,., the details of the echo
patterns obtained within the surveillance area.

This area is showa in

an expanded format depicting a region of 250 by 180 display cells
calibrated in 10 cell increments.

These cells represented the accuracy

of the output X,Y data channels from the computer to the display drive
(10 bits), and do not represent the resolution available from the sonar
system itself.

The actual display area was chosen to encompass all the

echo patterns obtained during the run, hence the sometimes non-ra.tional
choice of values for X" and Y " •
mln
mln

In figure 5.2(b), (display 1),

the echo pattern due to the monostatic channel is Sh01\T.!1 with the
reference display adjusted for optimum matching of the two, ho,·lever,
normally the appearance would be with the reference displaced to allow
the ensemble of echoes to be seen without being confused by the target
reference contour.
After matching with the reference display to remove side-lobes
and any other spurious responses the appearance of display 1 is as per
figure 5. 2( c) where it can be seen that the number of point"s displayed.
has been reduced from 82 to

49; a 40 percent reduction. Note

particularly, that the side-lobe echoes with co-ordinates 930X, 383Y,
have been completely removed from the d.ispla.y.
Figures 5.2(d) and (e) ShO"T a similar situation for display 3, nOl., iTith
only channel 3 of the

syste~

in the active receive mode.

Again in

figure 5.2(e) side-lobes have been removed and the number of echo
co-ordinates reduced by about 60 percent.

With reference to

fi5~re

5.2(d), it can be seen that the echoes corresponding to the prOjection
at about X

= 920,

appear to be uns:IIIJ.metrical ili th respect to

the corner from which they originate.

This was because the side-lobe

echoes at X,Y co-ordinates 880, 393, caused a 'prccessor busy' condition
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to lock out echoes which would have occurred to correct this unsymmetrical
aspect of the display.
A similar procedure was follovled for the other data sets for this run.
For brevity, only the real-time combined display, and the simulated
combined displa.y are shown here

to illustrate the detrimental effects

on the echo patterns caused by the limited data processing speed of the
computer system.

Figure 5.2(f) shows the processed version of display

4,

obtained vlhen all three charmels were receiving simultaneously, and
should be compared with figure 5.2(g) which shm'fS the processed and
simulated version of display

4.

This limitation prompted a change in experimental procedures, where
appropriate, from the situation where the receiver channels were
switched on accumulatively, ie charmel 1, then charmel 1 + channel 2,
then charmel 1 + charmel 2 + charmel 3, to the situation "There the
charmels' were operated selectively, ie channel 1, then charmel 2, then
charme~

3, then channel 1 + charmel 2 + charmel.

This procedure was

followed where initial results for the run indicated that overloading
of the oomputer was occurring; the penalty being a greatly increased
time

to oomplete a run.

re~~ired

runs in Trihich this procedure

~fas

In order to utilise results from some

not followed

however, corrections "lere

applied to the data Ifhich i'[ere based on an estimate of the percent2.ge
of data rejected by the computer.

This aspect is discussed further in

CHAPTER VI.

The above set of display figures constituted a selection of the
experimental

~esults

obtained for this particular run, and were presented

in rm.. and processed form to shm.. the options available with the off-line
processing program.

In the results vIhich follotf, only the echo patterns

obtained after the comparison process are presented, mainly in the
interests of brevity, tout also because the results discussed in
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CHAPTER VI "l'lere obtained exclusively from the processed echo patterns,
and not the raw echo patterns.
5.3

Selected PPI display results for target 1
A selection of the echo patterns obtained from the target designated

as number 1 and shovm in figure 4.2 in CHAPTER IV are presented first.
This was considered the most important set of results because this I-ms
the most convoluted target shape, the other two targets used being
simple linear geometric shapes.

This target provided the opportunity to

observe and compare the performance of the multistatic and monostatic,
systems under conditions of varying target contours including specularly
reflecting surfaces, corners and target contour boundaries.
It ,-ms the opinion of the author that an equally representative set
of results could be obtained by using a complex target contour, as would
be obtained by using a succession' of basic geometrical shapes.
Particularly since it was the average performance improvemen.l,; for
various target orientations and positions in the surveillru1ce area

~hich

was being studied and measured.
In general three aspects were used:(a)

Zero degrees relative to the receiver plane (see figure

5.4(a) for run 214).
(b)

90 degrees relative to the receiver plane (see fi~~e

5.8(a) for run 218).
and

(c)

approximately 40-50 degrees relative to the receiver

plane (see fig~e 5.3(a) for run 209).
Thus, in sonar parlance, a set of results at beam, bow and quarter
aspects T:lere obtained for a nUInber of positions along the receiver plane,
with the object of observing the effects of X position and aspect

.

relative to the receiver nlane on the number of echo co-ordinates
,

produced and the ta:'get sh""pe portrayal performance of the system.
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The f5.rst of these results shoHs the ppi displays for run 209,
which was a 30 degree, quarter aspect run with respect to the transmitter.
In addition, for this chronologically early run, the angular accuracy

pare.meter for the computer program was changed from the default value
of 0.1 degrees to 0.5 degrees azimuth.

This vIas still better than the

nominal transmitter bearrnvidth by a factor of three, but it meant that
only 180 bearing

bins were available to store echo co-ordinates.

The

problems to do vlith co-ordinate over,vrite in the display stores mentioned
in CHAPTER III, meant that some echoes were lost for this reason and
later runs were performed with 901 bearing bins covering the 90 degree
sector. The results were nevertheless included in the aJ1alysis in the
next chapter by making appropriate changes in the value of fdisplay
magnification'

m, used in the calculations.

The insonified area included' most of the front C'Ll.rved portion of the
target in addition to the two prOjections nearest the receiver plane.
However, the flat surface joining these prOjections
shadow zone.

"laS

in an acoustic

It should be noted also that although the upper curved

front portion of

~he

-target was insonified, it still, present ed a -,;ery

shallovl angle of incidence to the projector and was snielded from the
bistatic receivers by the other i'nsonified area.s.

?igLlre 5.3(b) sno"tJS

the echo pat-'ceY'n -5,11e to the monostatic system and echoes car.. be seen
correspondL~g

to the specular region on the curved front portion

~~d

from disccntinuities at the prOjections and from the corner reflector
nearest the source.

Figure 5.3(c) shows the echo pattern obtained with

the bistatic receiver at location

572, andfigtITe 5.3(d) shows that

obtained ,vith the bistatic receiver at location 1028.

In both cases

the speculaI' echoes from surfaces tangential to the constant path
length ellipses of

~he

bistatic channels were detected, and corner

ana

discontinuity 8choe3 c~~ be seen in fi~~re 5.3(d) and fi~~e 5.3(~),
respectively.

?igure 5.3(e) sho,,;s the echo pattern obtained when all
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chamlels were outputting data simultaneously, and the absence of echoes
from some regions where echoes were detected with the

i~dividual

receivers ,.:as due to the overloading of the system computer program.
It was stated in CHAPTER III that measurements ivi th the real-time display

program indicated a response time of approximately 180 jIs, i1hich meant
that echoes closer together than about 13 cms in time
.

displayed.

coul~

not both be

)

Only the first echo would be processed, the second would be

rejected by a 'system busy' condition.

Side-lobes of the main trans-

mission did occasionally cause false echoes io occur prior to the
reception of the true echoes on a particular bearing, &'1d the resulting
system busy condition meant that these echoes ivere lost.
Finally figure 5.3(f) shows the echo pattern by combining figures
5.3(b) and (d) in the malmer described a.bove.
with figure
ment.

~?e

Comparison of this display

5. 3(b) ShO'\>18 the improvement due to the mul tistatic envircncurvature of the front of the target can nmv be seen

together with the discontinuity echoes due to the projections on the
target contour.
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For run 214, the target \vas orientated and located along the
X axis aB shol'm in figure 5.4(a).

In this and subsequent runs, the

angular accuracy parameter in the display program ''-1as set to 0.1 degrees.
This meant that all 901 separate bearing bins \"lere available in the X-Y
co-ordinate store, in

con~rast

only 181 were available.

with the previous run presented in ';lhich

It was found that an apparently more complete

picture of the target contour was obtained as a result, although the
bearing accuracy then exceeded that available at the transmitter in terms
of its beam pattern.
transmission rate.

Thi s \"las an averaging effect due to the high
There was more than one ping \"li thin the azim:uth

resolution defined by the beam patterns, and consequently as the
transmitter beam was scanned, each returning echo was stored in a
slightly different bearing bin, thus reducing the problem of
of previous echoes and presenting a more

detail~d

over,;~iting

echo pattern.

Figure

5.4(b) shows the display obtained \"lith the rnonostatic system only.
Echoes were obtained from the area at the front of the target which
provided a specular surface normal to the insonifying beam and also .fr'cm
the internal corner reflector.

Additional echoes

cc~

be seen from the

corners formed by the projections on the target and from the internal
corner reflector which is insonified at the rear of the target.

Figure

5.4(c) shows the echo pattern obtained from the receiver located at
X co-ordinate 572 L~ fi~~e 5.4(a) and more of the front curved zurface
of the target is now displayed together with echoes arising due to the
finite detection arc at the corners of the projections.

Fi~~e 5.4(d)

shows the echo pattern obtained with the receiver at X co-orclinate 1028.
This echo pattern ocrresponds to the speculaI' echoes received from the
flat surface interconnecting the

tV10

projections on the target.

I-t

:V2.S

expected that two other traces ;;vould be obtained from the two parallel
flat surfaces .of the projections, cut no such '2choes were detected.
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The author made a mental note at the time to return to this configuration and conduct an investigation of why

these~hoes we~e

missing, but

for various reasons this HaG never done.

However, on reconsidering

possibilities the most likely explanation

'l"laS

that the method of data

storage in the computer again caused overwriting of echoes from these
positions, which were on nearly equal azimuth bearings.

Figure 5.4(e)

shows the echo patterns obtained when all three channels were active
simultaneously and illustrates the degree to which the software and
hardware limitations of the system degraded the performance.

For this

reason figure 5.4 ( e) should be compared with figure 5.4 (f) 1-1hi ch shmV's
the combined output of figures 5.4(b), (c) and (d).

A comparison of the

number of points displayed shows that the display loss is about 4 dB
using the definition in equation 2.3 of CHAPTER II.

Figure 5.4(f) shows

the improvement in target shape portrayal obtamed with the mUltistatic
environment and should be compared t'1ith figure 5.4(b).

A recognisable

outline is emerging at this stage, conforming to the inzonified

are~s

of the target except for the upper portion of the curved front and the
missing echoes from the projections mentioned above.
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For run 215, the target was rotated by 40 degrees to present a bmv
Th~

quarter-aspect to the receiver plane as shown in figure. 5.5(a).

predicted line-of-sight insonified area shown on this figure highlights
the inadequate coverage of the target obtained at this aspect.

The

bistatic coverage is even more restricted in that the upper portions of
the insonified area are not acoustically visible at the bistatic
positions.

The expectation was therefore that the improvement in target

shape portrayal by the multistatic system would be minimal, with a small
number of additional points being displayed by each hydrophone.
Consequently, in order to save time the procedure adopted for this run
was to switch on the receivers successively, rather than each one
individually.

Figure 5.5(b) shows the monostatic echo pattern,

displaying two speculaI' echoes from the normal incidence surfaces of the
projections, and the discontinuitl echo from the front of the target.
Figure 5.5(c) shows the accumulative display including the output of the
hydrophone at X co-ordinate 512 in figure 5.5(a).

Tt can be seen that

no speculaI' echo trace from the curved portion has been added to the echo
pattern.

Figure 5.5(d) shows the cumulative display from all thre~

receivers and the curvature of the target is now more

evident.~he

combined display shown in figure 5.5(e) was obtained by summing "the
outputs of figures 5.5(b), (c) ~~d Cd) ~1d showed that even in the case
of a predicted small degree of improvement in shape portrayal, system
overloading still occurred to the level of about 3 dB equivalent display
loss.
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For

nUl

220 the target was moved to a new X position further away

from the projector as shown in figure 5.6(a).

The insonified area and

geometry for this run can be compared w-ith that shown in figure 5.4(a),
run 214.

The receiver at position 516 in run 220 will receive backscat"t-

ereel echoes whilst that at X position 1016 will receive fortvard scattered
echoes.

In run 214, however, both receivers v18re in the forward

scatter- zone with respect to echoes from the target, the point being
that the receiver at position 516 in run 214 had moved through a
subtended angle of about 80 degrees vd th respect to the target and t1aS
now in a position where it would be detecting echoes propagating in the
general direction of the monostatic receiver.

The angular separation

between the monostatic and bistat~c receiver was approximately 25
degrees and the geometry was approaching a configuration in vlhich echoes
from contour boundaries (wide an~lar scattering) would probably be
detected simulta..Yleously by both monostatic and bistatic receivers.
Figure 5. 6(b) shows the mono static display obtained Hi th the target in
this new position.

As expected, it did not differ greatly from that

obtai.."l.ed i.."l. run 214 (shm1U in figure 5.4('0)).

Figure 5.6(c) shows ths

output of the receiver at X co-ordinate 576, ~d fi~lre 5.6(d) that of
the receiver at X co-ordinate 1016.

The combined output of all three re-

ceivers is ::;hOvID in figure 5.6(e) and can be compared with figure 5.4(f)
which shm-led the combined output of run 214 which was performed wi ih the
target at the same orientation, Qut with a smaller X co-ordi.."l.ate.

The

difference cei'.-men these t,vo echo patterns was that in run 214 :nore of
the contcur oet"leen the projections was detected, whereas in run 220
more of the 8urvature of the front of the target was detected.
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Run 219 was performed Vlith the target rotated to present a quarter
.
.
boVl aspect to the X axis. The geometry is shown in figure 5.7(a), and it
can be seen that the insonified region of the contour only included the
front curvature and projections.

The upper part of this region

vlaS

in

shado1"1 when viewed from the bistatic receivers and only a small nu..llber
of additional co-ordinates were

expe~ted

under these conditions.

Figure 5.7(b) shows the monostatic echo pattern with specular echoes
from the front curvature normal to the incident beam, and also from the
flat surfaces of the projections.

An echo ,..as also detected from the

rear projection which was first insonified at this orientation.

Figures

5.7(c) and (d) show the contribution from the bistatic channels
individually, and in particular figure 5.7(c) shows that no nm"l
co-ordinates were detected by this receiver.

Figure 5.7(e) is the echo

pattern obtained by combining figqres 5.7(b), (c) and '(d).

Only a

fragmented representation of the target contour can be seen due partly
to the restricted region of insonification and partly to the additional
shadoVling at the bistutic positions, with the result that only a small
contribution was mc.de to the target shape portrayal by the bistatic
receivers.
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Run 218

viaS

performed with the target rotated 90 degrees with

respect to the X-axis, presenting a frontal aspect to the receiver plane.
The geometry for this run is ShOvffi in figure 5.8(a).

Note that the.

insonified region has increased from the previous run, but the region
visible from the receiver at X co-ordinate 1024 is still restricted.
Figure 5.8(b) shows the monostatic echo pattern and echoes were
detected from the normally incident surface at the front and from the
internal corner reflectors formed by the projections.

A non-specular

echo from the external corner on the front projection was also detected.
The echo pattern from the receiver at X co-ordinate 568 is shOl'ill in
figure 5.8(c).

This was not expected to be ver,Y different from the

monostatic picture because the change in relative aspect of the target
at this receiver was small \vith respect to the monostatie position.
IIowever, it can be seen that additional co-ordinates corresponding to a
differen~

specular region of the frontal curvature were detected.

Figure 5.8(d) sh01.vs the output of the receiver X co-ordinate 1024 and
only the specular echo from the

corresponding region of the contour was

added to the echo pattern as independent data.
Finally, figure 5.8(e) shOlvs the combined outputs from all ~hree
receivers produced by the display program.

The contribution from the

bistatic receivers can be seen by comparing figures 5.8(b):md 5.8(e).
The

contributio~

,

in this case amounts to filling in more of the contour

I

corresponding to the curved insonifi8d region.
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A typical

results for

----

targe~

set of displays obtained with this target are shown in

figures 5.9(a) to (e).

The system geometry is depicted in figure 5.9(a)

and shows the target at approx 40 degrees orientation relative to the
X-axis at a position midway between the monostatic receiver and bistatic
receiver at X co-ordinate 588.

Figure 5.9(b) shows the output of the

monostatic recevier and the characteristic discontinuity echoes can be
clearly seen at the corresponding discontinuities in the contour formed
at the target boundaries and the right angle formed by the intersection
of the two planes.
Figure 5.9(c) shows the output frcm the bistatic receiver at
X co-ordinate 588.

The discontinuity echo from the right angle has been

detected at this receiver because of the large angular distribution of the
sound reflected from this position.
similarcondi tions

vlaS

An example of echo formation under

discussed in CHAPTER 11.

An echo ,vas also

detected from the bistatically visible contour boundary, but the reduced
sensitivity of the bistatic channels compared ,vith the monostatic

ch2....,.,~'1.el

was thought to be the cause of the reduced number of echo cO-Jrdinates
displayed.

.~

described in

experiment designed to measure these differences was

CR~PTER

Tv and suggested that on average about

display loss difference could be attributed to this cause.

3.4 dB of
?igu:::,e 5.9(.::::.)

shows the echo Ipattern obtained with the receiver at X co-ordinate 1036.
,
I

Only the specular echo from the flat area with respect to the bi:3tatic
I

i

receiver position was detected, again this was thought to be the result
of different 3ensitivities in the bistatic and monostatic chan.l1els.
The combined display corresponding to all three channels operating
is shovffi in figure 5. 9( e), and no significant improvement over figu::,e
5.9(b) is evident.

This .was because only one cha..'1.TIel at X co-ordinace

1036 contributed any new co-ordinates to the echo pattern.
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This particula.r target and the echo patterns it produced did highlight.the extremely specular nature of the echoes and pointed to the
fact that even more bistatic channels "muld be required to adequately
define the shape of the target contour.

Nevertheless the performance

curve shown in the next c?apter for this particular target indicated
that from a display loss viewpoint the echo patterns ,.,ere equivalent to
those obtained for target 1, but the·fact that the value of!display
magnification I m, for this target vias less than for target 1, meant that
poorer target shape portrayal was obtained.
In conclusion however, it NaG felt that notwithstanding the
different results obtained with target 2, the concept of the multistatic
system had been adequately demonstrated and validated by the sum total
of the results, and that sufficient data was available for an analysis
of performance to be obtained.

Further interpretation of these results

in terms of an evalu8,tion of the display loss as a function of position
and the number of receivers is dealt with in the next chapter.
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CHAPTER VI
ANALYSIS OF THE RESULTS OBTAINED

6.1

The effect of system errors on the results
Before undertaking a more quantitative assessment of the

experimental results presented in the previous chapter, it is useful to
first re-consider the likely type and magnitude of errors ,,,hich occurred
during the experiments.

The intention being to apply such corrections

as are necessary to the data during the analysis of the results.
The factors which affected the results can be discussed under the
general headings which were first mentioned in CHAPTER III.
(a)

These vTere,

the rejection of echoes due to the limited system throughput

rate,
and

(b)

the errors introduced into the echo co-ordinates by the

fini t e accuracy of the hardware and soft,,,are.
Regarding the first of these headings, the finite response time of
the system from receiving a data input clock pulse to the output of the
corresponding echo co-ordinates was observed to degrade the performance
by causing less than the actual number of echoes detected at the
receivers to be displayed.

This problem was most acute when all three
~Jl

receiver channels were simultaneously inputting data to the cpu.

average figure relating to this loss ,,,as estimated by comparing -the
real-time combined displays. with the simulated combined displays,
obtained by combining the outputs from each separate receiver.

The

number of echoes detected on-line when all three channels ",rere receiving
and outputting data simultaneously was expressed as a fraction of the sum
total of all echoes produced by the system when each channel was
operating alone.

Thus,

data loss due to
system response time

1:

echoes for real-time combined display)

Z (echoes for all channels 3epara~ely)
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By using this definition, and appropriate runs in which both the
individual channel outputs and the combined outputs were recorded, a
figure for this data rejection was calculated.

Table

5.1

lists these

runs and an average loss of 3.2 dB was obtained from them.

In other

words,in those runs where. only the real-time combined display was
recorded, on average only

52

percent of the total number of detected

echoes were displayed.
Therefore, in calculating the display loss factor for each run,
if the display was cumulative and not presented on an individual channel
basis, 3.2 dB was added to the resulting calculated display loss factor
to account for this data defficiency.
The accuracy of the system software program was discussed in
CHAPTER Ill, and ,,,as summarised by specifying a mean error in the X,Y
directions, plus standard deviations about these means.
These resulted in an error figure of
and + 1 cell in the Y direction.

±

1.3 cells in the X direction

Of greater importar:ce were the hard . . rare

produced errors, including errors in the measurement of the three
variables necessary to compute the echo co-ordinates.

~~

analysis of

the sensitivity of the range equations was performed anQ the results of
this discussed in CHAPTER III, where it

',laS

Sh01ffl that in general errors

in the azimuth bearing would produce relatively large errors in the echo
co-ordinates.

To a lesser degree errors in the measured separation of

transmitter and receiver transducers were also shown to proQuce errors
in the X and Y co-ordinates.
It can be seen from observation of the run geometry Qiagrams
presented with each set of display figures shown above,

~hat

the nominal

position of the hlO bistatic hydrophones, 3.S measure-d by the system,
varied from run to run.

This was despite careful calibration before each

run and the fact that the probes were carefully repositioned before each
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TABLE 6.1: CALCULA'llION OF AVERAGE DATA LOSS
DUE TO

SYSTE:\.~

BANDWIDTH LIMITATIONS

Number of XY Pairs Produced
Run

Loss

No

%
Channel 1

Channel 2

Channel 3

Chs 1+2+3
Total

12

20

56.5

98

113

45.1

48

88

121

44.7

57

32

55

85

40.9

83

62

54

..I)

Q~

52.2

209

17

17

214

75

33

218.

83

219
220

,

I

Average

Loss = 48~b

= 3.2 dEs
Standard Deviation = 0.063
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run.

The differonces were attributed in part to tlrift in the analogue

circuitn used to measure this parameter, and noise pickup on the long
data transmission path bet'l':een the sonar and the computer.

Time did

not permit a more detailed examination of this source of error and the
conclusion Ifas that such.errors as were attributable to this source
could not be properly compensated for.
This necessitated the introduction of a. tolerance or area of
uncertainty which Has included in the correlation of the echo patterns
with the reference display, . and the details have already been mentionerl
in the previous chapter.
Although not strictly under the heading of hardware and software
accuracy, another correction was applied to the results Ivhich arose due
to the nature of the divergent sound beam from the transmitter.

It was

observed that as the target Ivas m,oved along parallel to the receiver
plane, the

nlli~ber

of echo co-ordinates produced by the same target with

constant receiver threshold settings varied.

This was due to the

increase in width of the resolution cells as the range to the target
increased, ilhich in turn meant that the target vIas overlayed by fevler
resolution cells.

This

likely to affect the results of the

w~s

because a constant value for m, thetdisplay magnification'

~iaS

~~alysis

assumed

for each target i irrespective of its range from ';;he transmitter.
In order to, correct for this effect an experiment

~as

performed

I

with target 3 (see table 4.1) to evaluate the change in display loss in
;

dBs as the target X position

i'laS

increased.

Two separate orientations

were evaluated with other factors such as receiver threshold kept
constant.

The results of thi.J measurement are shown in figure 6.1 in

6 is shown for various target positions

which the display loss for

ill =

along the receiver plane.

The figure shoHs the individual ::le?.surer:l€!l-CS

and the best fit linear regTession line which resulted.
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figure the result s of the analysis of system performrulce ,"wre corrected
for relative X co-ordinate differences by reading off the change in
display loss resulting from any particular position \-Jith respect to .the
origin at X == O.

For instance, in comparing hro display outputs for a

target at X = 200 and X

=400 say,

expected due to this effect.

then a chrulge of 1 dB could be

Applying this correction meant that the

results at each position were normalised to the same value of display
loss maximum given by + 10 log

(m).

In addition, any improvements in

system performance in terms of display loss as the target position
changed in the scanned area would not be obscured by this particular
effect.
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6.2 Performance curves obtained from the results
In order to make comparisons l)etween the actual results obtained, and
the simulated results of the performance of a multistatic system
discussed in CHAPTER 11, the echo patterns were analysed in terms of the
display loss factor defined in CHAPTER II.
performance were made.

The first

viaS

Tlr[O separate evaluations of

to relate the position of the

surveillance area with respect to its position along the receiver plane,
to the display loss factor for both monostatic and multistatic operation.
The second was an evaluation of the loss factor at each position of the
target along the receiver plane, and averaged with respect to orientation,
to obtain data for extrapolation of the results.
For the first of these evaluations figure 6.2 shows a scatter plot
of the actual numbers of echo co-ordinates produced at each position
along the X axis for both monostatic a'1d rnultistatic systems.

These

results have been averaged over the different orientations used and thus
represent the mean performa.."lce at each posi.tion.

Imere necessary the

results have been adjusted -ay the 3.2 dB correction calculated to
compensate for the loss of echo cc-ordinates due -tc -t!le limited ba."lc.,·;idth
of the system.

?:'gure 6.3 "..as derived from this data and shows the

results plotted on a norma.lised display 1033 o2.sis as per CHAF'l'ili II
and with the maximum display

ta.~en

as + 27 dB.

~~o

sets of curves are

shown corresponding to the monostatic and multistatic systems.
set is in turn
the figure.

sho~m

in corrected and lllcorrected form

~s

::;ach

labelled in

In -the case of the corrected curves, figure 6.1 t-ras used as

explained above +'0 correct :::or movement of -:he target3 parallel tJ the
X axis.

With reference to these corrected curves, the mOl1osiatie 3ystem

shows an almost flat display level to within 0.5 dB throughou+' -:he range
with the mea..ll level a.t + 7.4 dB.

The
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correspo~ding

curve for -t:119

FIG 6·2
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multi static system shows a mean level of + 3.1 dB \-lUh a standard
deviation of 0.65 dB.

This corresponds to a mean improvement of 4.3 dB

for the multistatic system.
X

:0:

The best improvement occurred at about

480 units with the difference being 5 dB and the minimum improvement

occurred at X

==

850 units and

vlaS

3.5 dB.

This particular graph demonstrates that, when properly corrected
for changes in the resolution cell size with range, (due to beam
divergence), the loss factor for both monostatic and multistatic systems
is independent of the position of the surveillance area.

The results

at each position of the surveillance area can therefore be grouped
together into one data set representing the
a

perform~~ce

of the system as

whole.
Before grouping the data in this Hay hOv18ver, the individual results

obtained at each position are shmm in figures 6.4 to 6.7.
the

disp~ay

These shoH

loss in dB as a function of the number of receivers used,

for targets 1 and 2.

To produce these graphs the display loss ';'las

calculated for each orientation and each receiver combination.
point on the graphs

,'laS

A data

obtained. by averaging the results for that

receiver combination with respect to orientation.
a 10vIer limiting value of display loss labelled

t

All the plots ShOlf
insonified. area Hmi t' ,

which represents the theoretical best performance in that configuration.
It was calculated by assuming a fixed value for m for the target, then
averaging the number of cells calculated. to be detected by the line-afsight vector mentioned. in CHAPTER V, with respect to orientation again.
In this sense it is an average performanoe, but nevertheless, the actual
measUl'ed loss values must be assymptotic to this limit as the number of
receivers is increaseci.
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Figure

6.4 shm'1s the result for tareet 1 in the first position nea.rest

the transmitter and it can be seen that almost maximum performance 'l"ms
obtained when three receivers were employed to detect echoes.

Figllre

6.5

shmvs the result when the target was repositioned along the receiver
plane away from the projector and it can be seen by comparison vlith the
other figures that this was the best improvement obtained with the
multistatic system.

The performance with three receivers approached the

limiting value to within 1 dB and this graph corresponds to the maximum
improvement situation referred to previously in figure 6.3.
result with this target is shohn in figure

6.6.

The final

In this case it can be

seen that the performance 'does not approach the insonified area limit
closer than 4 dB, and the improvement obtained with the 3 chatmel
multistatic system is also at a minimum in this position.
Figure

6.7 shov-rs the performance curve for target 2

closest to the transmitter.

in a position

In this case the total target contour '\-Tas

insonified, hence the 0 dB insonified area limit.

It can also be seen

that the three receiver system was still approximately

4.5

dB above this

and a simple lineE'.r extrapolation of this data indicated that about fi78
receivers would be necessary

~o

improve the performance to within a dB

or so of this limit.
A particulhr feature of the above figures

6.4 to 6.7, was

t~at

uncorrected data :.,as taken directly from the display results to calculate
i

the data

poi.."lts~

occurs which
transmitter.

i

~V'as

but it ;V'as shown above that a change in the display loss
a function of the ran.ge of the targei: relative

-:0 (;he

When corrections, taken from figure 6. 'I, were applied

":;0

the curves to compensaoe for this effect, a more cUliform pioture of
system performa.."lce emerged,
uncorrected results.

?igure

~-ii th

les3 spread tha.:"l. the individual

6.8 is a plot of all the results after

oorrections 1.V'ere applied a.nd 2hows that the data points all lie ·Ni thin
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±.

1 dB of the power lav; regression line fitted to the data.

A pov:er

lavl regression line was chosen because an intu itive approach to
extrapolation of the data suggested a 3 dB doubling lmv.

The actual

least squares fit was,

..........

Display loss in dB
where N

= 1,

2, 3 ••

6.1

, ie an integer representing the num-ber

of receivers in the system.
A difficulty arose in adding an insonified area limit to this
graph.

Simply averaging the limits shmm on figures 6.4 to 6.7 results

in an estimate for this constant which tvould be exceeded when N" Has
about 2.5.

This is not possible by definition, and the difficulty in

resolved if the insonified area limits are corrected by the
as the actual data points.

s~~e

amounts

This is reasonable since the insonified area

limit was calculated in each case based on a fixed number of

approxim~tely

square resolution cells overlaying the reference contour C , and took r-o
t
account of the change
transmit beams.

L~

width of cells due to the divergent nature of the

The insonified area limit shmm ilas therefore calculc::ec.

by averaging the corrected limits obtained from figures
can be seen that the regression
this estimate and this bodes

l~:e

~ell

6.4 to

".

o.

~

j.

fit is approximately assymptctic

that this is a sensible estimate of

performance limit in this situation.
Equation

6i 1

therefore emerges as a qua..1'lti tati Ve measure or'

performance for:this system and as the basis for the design of
multistatic sonar with similar parameters and a

terms of target definition en the

fL~al
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display.

3.

simila~ ~e~Qi~ement

i~

~c

~------------------------

6 .. 3 CornQari.:::.on of the results vIi tll the simulation d; scussed in CHAFfER IT

In CHAPTER II the performance. of. the sonar system as a target'
shape portrayal device ,-vas linked to the amount of information on the
binary output display.

This meant that performance could be shown

graphically and independently of the oh3ervcr.

It VIas also shmm via a

simple example that the echo excess which existed at the receiver partly
determined the degree of improvement possible with multistatic operation.
A trade-off between this dynamic range and the monostatic system
performance existed which could be compensated by multistatic operation.
In the results obtained a particular set of parameters prevailed i-lhich

included a fixed dynamic range for the'monostatic system.

As a

consequence only one curve showing performance as'afunction of the
number of receivers was obtained,' in contrast to the family of such
curves shown in figure 2.7 of CHAPTER II.

Nevertheless, the results

demonstrate that a relationship of the form shown in
the performa..."1ce of the system.

Ca~PTER

IT describes

Difficulties to do with modelling a.

complex target shape in the simulation prevented a more exa.ct
correspondence bet,-leen the simulated and a.ctual results, but -there is
reason to doubt -that a similar frullil:r of curves exists for the

!lO.

s:l3~e:n

I
I

used here.
An important difference between the simulated performance a..."1d ine

measured results was the assumption of equal directivity indices, and

i

overall sen3itivities for all receivers made in the simulation.

This

was not the case in the experimental system, and the mono static receiver
differed in both directivity L"1dex and sensitivity with respect to the
other

hIO

receivers.
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In

ClIApr]J~R

IV, a set of measurements Has presented from \-lhich a correction

figure of 3.4 dB

V!aS

derived l.,hich represented the change in display loss

between the monostatic and bistatic charll1e1s to account for this
difference in overall sensitivity.

vlhen this final correction 'VIaS

applied to the data by reducing the contribution from the monostatic
receiver by a corresponding amount -, a different average performance
curve for the system resulted and is shoml in figure

6.9.

By !noting

that the ppi displays using the monostatic receiver showed the first
side-lobes of the transmit beam (see figure 5.2(b», and \.,ith reference
to the trrulsmitter beam pattern sho'Vm in the appendix, it can be seen
that for the mono static system about 25 dB of echo excess existed.

This

assumed that the side-lobes on the display from the transmit-receive
product beam were about 25 dB down on the main lobe.

2.7,

has therefore been extracted and plotted in figure

Curve

4

6.9

for

in figure
co~parison

since this corresponded to a 30 dB echo excess in the example of
CHAPTER 11.

At the monostatic position tne curves differ by about 2 dB,

which ca.'1 be attributed to the fact that more discontinuity echoes ",ere
receiveli from -the experimental targets than from "the .simple linear
target used in CHAPTER II.

This tended to improve the measured

monostatic perfcrm:mce, and this improvement increases to about 3 dB fl'om
the 2 receiver pcint onward.s.

But apart from a mean offset behleen tIle

cur'ves of about 2.5 dD, the overall trend is the same.
Sq'.lares fit for the measured data
Display loss in dE
~~lere

=

now,

11.45 (N)-O·73,

the terms are as per

Wr.e~her

~.,as

e~.lation

the correction applied

The least

h~re

•

•

a

•

•

•

•

6.2

6.1.
is valid because it reduces

the directivity index 1-{hich is already available in -the common ·~ra.nsmi·~/
recei ve iroJ:12ducer is open to cri iicisl'J, but i t is justified Tt/hen the
objed is to remove all possible variables
multis-catic sonar concept.
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excep~

those connected

TNi -th

tlle

FIG 6.9

PERFORMRNCE CURVE FOR TARGETS 1 RND 2 USING
RECEIVER SENSITIVITY CORRECTED DRTA
I

.

~

2

8

~

5

6

NUMBER OF RECEIVERS

FIG 6.9 SYSTEM PERFORMANCE CURVE SHOWN IN FIG
6.8 AFTER CORRECTIONS TO ACCOUNT FOR
THE DIFFERENCE IN SENSITIVITY OF THE
BISTATIC AND MONOSTATIC RECEIVERS.
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In any event, the overall conclusion was that the performance of
the multistatic system did follot-v the trends described in CBAprllER 11
with regard to the display loss plots, even when a more complex target
shape was examined.
Using equation 6.1, -the predicted performance for the system was
that a maximum of four bistatic receivers in addition to the monostatic
channel represented the useful upper limit on performance with the
particular targets and value of m chosen.

Beyond this number, a state

of diminishing returns is to be expected as the curve is assymptotic
to the limit set by the insonified area.
~1

attempt to incorporate these findings into a set of

guidelines is made in the next chapter.
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desi~1

CF.APTER VII
CONCLUSIONS AIiJD SUGGESTIONS FOR F. . JTURE HORK

7.1

General conclusions
The work described in this thesis addressed the problem of improving

target shape portrayal in high resolution sonar systems.

The results

shown in previous chapters, in the form of echo pattern displays and in
graphical form, shmved that shape portrayal was improved when the target
was placed in a multistatic environment. Such an environment proved to be a.n
efficient means of utilising the angular distribution of energy reflected
by the target.

In this sense a multistatic sonar does not provide something

for nothing because the energy already exists due to simply tpinging' at the
target, a fact VJhich seems to have been neglected in the past.
A difficulty which vms met at the outset in dealing with this topic
however, concerned the qualitative and subjective nature of the problem
as briefly outlined in CHAPTER I.

This necessitated the introduction of

a quantitative measuring technique designed specifically to cope l'Tith the
binary type of display used here.

This

~'TaS

developed in CHAPTER 11 and

related the information on the display to the para.meters of the system,
including the detection arc or reflected echoes determined by the echo
excess at each receiver.
ant aspect.

The concept of the detection arc

~us

an

impor~

:ts 3.11gular exten-tdetermined the number of cells detected

by a reCeiver vwrking with

3..

particular echo excess, and also a minimum

desirable wgular separation beh:een receivers, which if violateti 1 reduced
the effectiveness of the receiver3 in the system.·
'rhe mea.S1a"e of perfOrlii.2...'1Ce menticned above was called the display
loss and vmz defined in.

ec;:u?~icn

2.1.

It vT2-S a useful, normalised,

performance i:'ldex Tt/hich enacled curves to be constructed. showing the
degree of improvement as the nu:nber of receivers in the 3ystem was
increased.

It also

~eant

that in addition to a visual compariscn of ppi
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echo pattern displays, a quantitative comparison could also be made.
The amount of improvement possible, measured in dBs,. depended on the
intrinsic display loss level for the monostatic system before the
addition of any bistatic receivers.

This

minim~~

point on the

performance curve, corresponding to the monostatic system alone,
depended on the echo excess and the number of discontinuity and specular
echoes detected by the monostatic receiver.

A family of curves could

be drawn, each representing a different echo excess, and the existence
of such a family enabled an important trade-off between the number of
receivers and the available echo excess, if so desired.

For example,

this meant that a constant performance level could be maintained if the
echo excess was reduced, by increasing the number of receivers and
moving along the performance curve for the new echo excess.
The worth of this property of multistatic systems relates to a
problem HUh high resolution systems mentioned in CHAPTER 1.

Namely,

that when employing a monostatic system alone, a large dynamic ra.l1ge of
about 80-100 dE is required in the receiver sub-system.

This is a

consequence of the narrowband nature of the reflected angular spectrun

FRCS),

and the fact that only under certain conditions is the ma.~imum

respon=e directed towards the receiver.

Expressed in the terminology

I

used here, this is equivalent to saying that an echo excess of 80-100 i3
is required in the system; it is tacitly assumed that detection of this
\

range of echoes ,occurs, which in turn means that the maximum response
echoes, ie specular, are about 80-100 dB above the minimum detectable
level.
tr~smit

This seems a stringent requirement, and means that most of the
beam side-lobes will appear as false echoes on the display

~~

situations where the target str<=::ngth approaches the target strength or' a
normally incident, specularly reflecting resolution cell.
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The multistatic system provides the means to attack both of these
difficulties at once.

Firstly, by employing the trade-off di scussed

above, the requirement to be able to detect a large dynamic range of
echoes is removed

at least drastically reduced.

01'

in hand with thi s benefi t

~

Secondly, and hand

as a result of reducing the dynamic range the

side-lobe problem is also reduced by a corresponding amount.

The system

can in theory be adjusted to operate within the dynamic range of the first
side-lobes of the transmit beam, thereby removing them altogether from
the display.

With reference to figures 5.2(b) and (d), which show

unprocessed results, only the first side-lobes are visible and these
echo patterns were wholly representative of the results obtained.
system

"laS

The

therefore operating with a dynamic range of only about 25 dB,

yet still producing recognisable target outlines.
The performance curves showu'in CHAPTER II, indicated that a less
than 3 dB improvement in the display loss
receivers was to be expected.

pe~

doubling of the nlunber of

The exception to this rule was a special

limiting case ,--[hen the monostatic performance level coincided with the
upper

maximl~

value of display loss, which by definition was given by,
Lmax

= 10 10g10 (m),

lihere m .vas the chosen value of 'display magnification'.
This special situation was unlikely to occur

L~

practice since it

corresponded to the absolute minimum value of echo excess required to
just detect a spc8ular echo at the mono static receiver, ie zero dB.
The

expe~iffiental

performance curves derived from the results

ShOi~'l:l

in CHAPTE..'q V, also snoued a less th2...."'1 3 dB law in the case of the
averaged results of figu.res 6.8 and 6.9.
both fitted curves had

m~itudes

Remember that the exponents of

les3 than unity: which corresponded to

the situation in the simulation described in
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CF~.PTER

II.

Eecause only

curves at one value of echo excess were obtained experimentally,
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verification of the expected changes with different echo excesses 't'las
obtained, hm'wver, there seemed no reason to doubt that a similar fru:ui1y
of curves would be obtained as per the examples in CHAPTER II.

In the

author's opinion, the experimental results sufficiently confirm the
prediction methods discussed in

CHAP~~

II, to enable them to be used in

the design of a multistatic system.
The multistatic sonar is conceptually simple, a factor \-Ihich augurs
well for any proposed improved system.

But a closer and more detailed

examination reveals that the improvements possible are dependent upon a
number of system parameters, and a law of diminishing returns eventually
prevails.

The system described here was the simplest configuration, but

was still considerably more-complex than its monostatic ccunterpart and
.~ • •

ti

•

needed the services of a pOVferful,computer to operate successfully.

These

factors must be taken into account when considering the improvements

L~

system performance obtainable.

Nevertheless real improvements can be

obtained, and the results presented here show only a 'first cut t attempt
at the proper

utilisa~ion

of the concept.

During the course of the study, a number of questions emerged
remain unresolved.

~vhich

One of these concerned the subjective nature of

~he

definition level! on the display chosen to enable recongi tion of different
targets.

This manifested as the initial choice for m, the 'display

magnification', which ':'las decided on a..~ empirical basis.

Figure 1.1

showed this choice in displ~ definition terms relative to some releva..~t
previous st1A.dies.
portr~yed,

Having chosen

ID

for the likely target contours

";;0

ce

the problem studied here could be succinctly put as that of

maximising the value of b in equation' 2.1.

The

m should ce chosen to maximise the chances of

~~resolved

a..~

aspect is how

oo::;er'/er correctly

recognising and classifying a target contour, and at the same time to
choese the minimum

val~e ~o

that the system is not overspecified.
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Relating this problem more closely to the display loss curves presented
in the results, it remains an objective to be able to quantitatively
,specify the display loss level at 1vhich a line parallel to the X axis is
drawn and labelled 'target recognition level'.

The system could then be

designed to reach this level of display loss in the most economical way.
In a similar vein concerning the' subjective aspects of any echo

pattern studies, it can be argued that echo co-ordinates 'painted' on
the display do not all convey the same or equal information to the
observer,and that some echoes in a fragmented display might be more
significant than others.

Whether this is the case or not will depend on

the a priori knowledge of the observer.

In this work all echo co-ordinates

were given equal weighting in constructing the display loss curve3.
Since subjective studies were outside the aims and scope of this work,
this was the only approach which made sense.
What the display loss curves did not show or infer was the actual
geometrical

arr~~gement

of the system.

Taken in isolation they only

indicated the amount of improvement as a function of the

nlli~ber

of

receivers in the system, and they were derived from a fixed geometrical
relationship between the transmitter and receivers called the
plane.

This particular
geometry
,
'

troS

re~eiver

merely a convenience from the yoint

of view of both implementing t.he experimental system and simulating the
1

performance.

Other geometrical arrangements of the receiver pla.~e are
;

possible, but their effect on performance would only be to further

redu~e

the variability in respcnse which necessitated averaging a number of
target orieniations in the experimental phase described.

Two

si~ila=

alternative geometries can be proposed, ceing either two receiver nlanes
at right angles, with the transmitter at the intersection of the

t~,o

or a

semicircular or quadrant arrangement of receivers T,u ih the transmitter
again in the centre of arc.

During the course of -the experiments _"
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~V2:::

apparent that reduced coverage of the target was occurring due to
shadowing of areas of contour from both the transmitter and bistatic
receiver points of vim·1.

:£t'or these situations additional receivers

pn

a

receiver plane at right angles to the existing one would c'ontri bute echo
co-ordinates which would tend to compensate for the display loss due to
shadowing at the other plane.

This arrangement would smooth out

fluctuations in the system performance even more than observed here, and
in the author's opinion provide almost constant target shape portrayal
performance independent of orientation.
For example, consider the multistatic display shovm in figure 5.8(e)
which depicts the target at 90 degrees relative to the receiver plane.
The contribution to improved target

po~trayal

from the bistatic receivers

was minimal in this case because only a small part of the insonified
" - .

target contour was also acoustically visible at the bistatic receivers.
With reference to the run geometry shown in figure 5.8(a) it can be seen
that most of the bistatic echoes were being deflected towards the Y

~cis

and not the X axis.

~(is

A similar receiver plane orientated along this

would have produced a response similar to that of figure 5.4(f) and
combined output from 5 receivers would then have more closely

~~e

approac~ed

the insonified area limit for the -target.
The maximum receiver density limit, which arose as a consequence

er

the idea of a finite detection arc for the echo, was never approached

~n

this work.

In all likelihood the limit on performance caused by the

insonified area limit will be reached before this in most

case~,

Cut

~he

system designer ought to,be aware that such a limit exists, if only to
ensure that in all geometrical configurations, no two bistatic recei7ers
subtend an angle at the target less than this limit.

7.2

Ste£s in designing

Cl.

rnultistatic system

In order to further highlight the findings of this work ,and to

illustrate some of the points made, a sequence of stages
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describi~g

7,ne

design of a hypothetical system is set out below.

Each case of target

portrayal has specific problems due in part to the variability of the
sonar environment and the description given is therefore in qualitative
terms only.

Nevertheless, a systematic approach along these lines will,

in the author's opinion, result in a semsible 'Horking solution to the
target shape

port~ayal

problems studied here despite the discussion being

unavoidably vague about certain aspects.
(a)

Given a particular target shape or class, of targets to be

.portrayed with maximum classification potential and minimum
display loss, then the first step would be to carefully
consider the value of ?display magnification'
necessary.

m, which was

The circumstances of this choice have been

briefly discussed above.

No generally accepted method exists

to the author's knowledge to help in making this choice and it
will be currently based on the judgement of the observer who
decides that the target can be classified with a particular
definition.

The final correct choice for

ill ~rith

respect to

the target shapes to be portrayed is probably 50 percent of
the problem of pattern
(b)

reco~ition

which is implied here.

Having made this initial choice, "hen l.;ith some a priori

kno\'lledge of the target contour a resolution cell size ce.n be
estimated using this value for m and making some assumptions
about the likely range from the transmitter to the
surveillance arcs..
of the syste::n

C2.n

In this way the two most basi0 parameters

::'e calculated, ie the angular ;ridth or

resolution of the scanning sound beam wd the bandwidth or
range !'ssoluticn required.
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(c)

Using -these resolution cell para!lleters, the range, and

corresponding propagation losses, a suitable working frequency
band

C~l

(d)

With some knowledge of the target contour and resolution

be chosen using well

kno~m

methods.

cell size, the dimensions of the reflecting aperture in
wavelengths can be determined.

Note that provided the

ba~dwidth

required for a particular range resolution is small enough,
and the system Q factor greater than 10, then it was shown in
CHAPTER 11 that changes in aperture size due to changes in
wavelengths at each end of the frequency band can

be neglected.

The estimated aperture size then determines the reflected
angular spectrum bandwidth under conditions of straightforward
reflection from the target; there being no complex phase shading
or amplitude tapers at the target - medium interface.
poi~t

At this

the effects of scanning across target boundaries and

discontinuities can be investigated by using a Fourier transform
relationship as described in CHAPTER 11.

Tne purpose of this

investigation would be to obtain data on the expected angula"r
spread of reflection.

This can be presented in the form of

3-

polar diagram or S-plane response so that the effect of
different echo excesses on the detection arc can be 5e8n.
In most cases only a limi ted

~ource

level

~'fill

be

available finally and the extent of the detection arc at
discontinuities can be estimated for different source levels.
The angular extent of the detection arc will also fix an upper
limit on receiver density which can be borne in mind

a~d

related

later to performance predictions, if necessary.
(e)

The next importa~t stage concerns the estimation of the

average number of

di~continuity

by the monostatic receiver.

and speculaI' echoes detectable

In this sense discontinuity echoes
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includes those originating on target boundaries where aperture
limiting effects occur 1-lith a consequently wide angular spectrum;
specular echoes occur from normally incident surfaces in this
context.

For this purpose it is suggested that a minimum of

three separate orientations of the target are considered with
the object of obtaining an average prediction.

This stage will

be the most difficult and the validity of the subsequent
performance predictions will depend upon a sensible estimate
being made here.

In making this estimate the existence of the

previously determined detection arc for a particular echo excess
must bo taken into account in deciding how many resolution cells
either side of a normally incident specula.rly reflecting cell
"rill be detected by the monostatic receiver.

The final result

will then be a realistic estimate of the display loss in dB's
for the monostatic system working with a particular echo excess.
The first point on the performance curve can now be dra'h'!l
representing the upper limit from which the prediction starts.
Information regarding the levler limit of the display loss
due to the insonified area can also be estimated at each of the
orientations considered above.
sight vector to the target

"JaS

In this work a simple line ef
used.

This is valid provided no

significant diffraction occurs at the target to cause insonification of shadow zones.

Since the perfor:nance prediction is

itself an average obtained from all the orientations of the target
used, the Imfer limit due tc -;;he insonified area can also be
averaged to give a 'tIorking lO'l'ler li!:1i t to Ttlhich the preciiction
curve will be appro.:dm.ately asymptotic.

flhen this levier limit

is approached to 'In. -thin a specified. tolerance; optimum system
performance has oe8n .reached..
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(f)

------------

'11he penultimate stage requires that a performance curVG is

superimposed on the display loss graph such that it intersects the
upper limit estimated previously for the monostatic system.

It

was shown in the previous chapter that a power law fitted the observed
data well and i t is proposed that equution 6.1 is used with the
appropriate constanto

Adjustment up or down the Y axis can then

be made to intersect the monostatic point and the resulting curve
will then represent current knowledge as recorded by this work.
The resulting graph is now an estimate of system performance for
one echo excess, and a family of curves can be built up by
recalculating the detection arc for each new echo excess.

The

final picture will then depict how echo excess can be traded
with the number of receivers to maintain the same performance
level for example.

Alternat~vely,

if the initial objective \"as

the. best target shape portrayal, as was the case here, then a
sensible choice can be made regarding the number of receivers
required for optimum performance with due regard to the lower
limits set by the insonification of the target.

In this way a

multistatic sonar can be built ,ri tn a prior.i knowledge of the
likely performance of the system

~rith

The above description of events

the chosen class of targets.

viaS

necessarily qu.alitative

because there remain areas where the right course of action is
unclear and knowledge is incomplete.

nevertheless, it has been

shown in previous chapters how most of the above steps in the
design can be undertaken or approached.
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7.3 Postdble uses of the present system
In its present form, the system described really requires a fixed
scenario for both target a.'1d sonar system, but this does not preclude
applications where a fixed geometrical relationship of the required sort
is not available.

For example, where improved shape portrayal of fixed

underl"later structures is required for, surveying or maintenance purposes,
then a fixed arrangement of transmitter and receivers could be manoeuvred
into position.

The transmitter and associated bistatic receivers 1-.Tould

remain in a fixed geometrical relationship to each other by virtue of
their being mounted rigidly to a receiver plane.

It is, of course,

possible to determine the positions of each receiver by using an echo
loca,tion technique as a prelude to multistatic operation, but this would
complicate the setting up procedure and might not
results were required.

be' justified if rapid

Some interesting possibilities e:::ist in the

medical ultrasonic scanning field for an improved diagnostic tool 1-.Thich
does not require repositioning and rescannL'1g after each
achieve total subject cover.

trans~ission

For this type of application a

to

~ore

conformal receiver plane might -be a better choice and ';-.Tould not presen-;;

any difficulties regard.ing range computation provided suitable provision
..,;as made in the display formatting soft,vare -:;0 allow for the different,
I

i

but fixed, angular offsets of each receiver with respect to the trane:mi t"t8!'.
I

With regard!, to the anti-submarine warfare (A.S.1fl.) field of activity,
,

then a fundamental difference exists with respect to the work discussed.
\

The number of resolution cells covering the surveillance area and

-~arge-;;,

and the likely range to the target, differ greatly from those used in the
experiments conducted here.

Even

tho~gh

modern sonar::; -working in the kEz

range of frequencies employ very narro\V' beams, the requireme!1t fur i.."1i ti2.1

detection at long ranges 'always means that the target is overlayed
or at most a fe;'l resolution cells.
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oy

cne

3ecause of this often ma!'ginal mcrJ.8

of operation the emphasis changes from improved target shape portrayal
to v[hether improved initial detection can be obtained with mul tistatic
operation.
If it is assumed that the ASH sonar 1-lorks in a surface reverberation
limited environment with submarine

target~

at moderate depths, and if it

is further assumed that the backscattered sound comprising this
reverberation is distributed uniformly in a spatial sense, then each
bistatic receiver should intercept approximately the same reverberation
energy.

In general, even targets overlayed by a few resolution cells

tend to have complex polar reflection diagrams with usually beam-aspect
being the strongest return.

Changes in the target strength do occur with

target aspect chrulges, but it has been .shown that multistatic operation
tends to smooth out such fluctuations by providing many more data samples
as the aspect of the target changes.

If the reverberation energy at each

receiver .. is approximately the same and if equal signal energy is received
at each bistatic station, then a

maxim~m

3 dB doubling in signal to noise

ratio oould be expected for each doubling in the number of receivers.
Thus .vi th four stations, including the monostatic one, a 6 dB improvem€n"t
in signal to noise ratio, and consequently the initial detection
performance, should be !)o3sible using a ri thin cell integratio.a method.
I

This would be achieved without any increase in source level or
directivity,

an~

transmi~te~

is a worthwhile improvement.

Of course only a principle has been outlined here and the ar~ment
II
pays no attention to either the logistics of multi-ship ~lOrking
arrangements or to the likely cost of such a scheme.
typical separations between transmitter

a~d

Bearing in mind

~he

receivers, which must be of

the same order as the target range, then such a

2che~e

would not be

without tecn..."lical problem.s regarding navigation and the determination of
receiver locations etc.

However such considerations are outside the scope

of this vlork.
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7.4

Improvements to the experimental sonar system
The digital nature of both the display output and formatting and the

actual range computation provided all the advantages associated with the
use of a digital computer as opposed to special purpose dedicated hardware.

These included the ease of modifying the software and program

functions together with the ease, of data storage ru1d retrieval.

This work

could not have progressed along these lines without such facilities, or
,if alternative equivalent analogue computations had been employed.

The

use of a digital computer introduced new possibilities for display
processing vlhich were not possible with more conventional equipment
employing long persistence phosphor tubes for instance.
step is therefore to replace the remaining

~~alogue

The next logical

circuitry in the

system with an all digital design along the lines suggested below, so
that improved compatibility ,vith the computer is achieved.

This would

mean that the interface between the cpu and the sonar was in a digital
form and many of the problems concerning the accuracy of the data
generated by the analogue circuits would then be removed.
The range measuring r:::.mp 'imveform which provided the voltage
proportional to elapsed time after transmission was an obvious candidate
for replacement by a digital range counter.

The magnitude of the count

and the number of bits used would determine the number of range
possible during a sweep.

incremen~s

For example, a 10 bit counter wculd provided a

thousand range increments. In a similar

m~~er,

the measurement of

relative bearing of the transmission can be performed using a digital
bearing encoder.

A third digital word. would be required to encode the

location and distance of the particular receiver outputting data at :::.ny
particular instant.
The parE'1Ileters required to localise the detected echoes ivould
be encoded into the three digital words in a precise
known fixed precisions.

mar~er

nC'tl

and with

The use of these digital ,;vords in place of the
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previous. analogue data would enable a direct memory access (Dr-it\) method
to be 'employed to deposit the data directly into the cpu. memory.
Inputting data in this. v:ay vlOuld be controlled by the threshold detectors
in the receivers as before, which would cause latching and sequential
gating of the digital data instead of initiating a sample and hold process.
The advantage of DMA is that it can be made to operate completely
independently of the cpu and therefore represents a considerable time
saving in terms of computer operations.
restructured to

The sofhvare must of course be

advantage of this by processing data on an interrupt

t~~e

or queue basis in an asynchronous fashion.

This would greatly ease the

data loss problem .vi th the system due to the processor being busy when
new data was available, and which adversely affected the results.

The

only real limitation \'lOuld then be the size of the stack or queue allovJed
in the computer to store

unproces~ed

data.

Although the actual display

output would lag behind the real time scan during periods of high data
. input rates, catching up would occur at the ends of the scan vJhen little
or no echoes were being detected.

The interrupt polling

~~d Dl~

facilities

needed for this mode of operation were not available on the 'cpu used in
the experiments, but they are nmv common features of most mini-computers
suitable for this work.
The method of storing the echo co-ordinates in the computer ,'Jas
~~Gteful

of memory,

~~d

the binary nature of the final display means

a more efficient data storage scheme can be proposed.

th~t

In this more

efficient scheme each resolution cell in the surveillance area has an
associated unique 'bit' of storage.

For example, a 512 x 512 cell

surveillance area, considered adequate for this work, comprises 262, 144
cells, or 'bits' using this ne.'! scheme.

11'

a word is 16 bits long :hen

each 512 bit line of the surveillance area requires 32 vlOrds of storage.
The total
(K

requi~ement

is therefore 512 x 32 words, and occupies 1cK ,;vords

= 1024) of 16 cH ;nemory,

3.

:igure ,-lell ~t.rithin the capacity ':If most
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modern computer::;.

The advantage of this different method of storing

the data for display is that there is nm"l no possibility of data being
overwritten by echoes occurring on the same bearing but at a later time,
as was the case here.

The disadvantage with this method in that

increased complexity is required in both the software and hardware
necessary to transfer the data to and from the bit map format and encode
and decode it into X,Y co-ordinates.
The final choice in this matter would probably depend on the si?e and
access speed of any mass storage device available.

If a rotating disc

store were used, then a 512 x 512 surveillru1ce area would use up 512K
words of data per scan if stored in the X, Y co-ordinate pair format used
here.

The average disk memory provides about one million words of 16 'bit

word storage, bu.t vTi th an access time of typically 10

fS

per word.

A

refresh display would be vlOrking with a 5 second cycle time, ,"lhich might
be unacceptable.

Eventually a compromise must be chosen which suits the

requirements of the display and the system.
Figure 7.1 sho"\"JS a schematic diagram of an improved experimenta.l
system""lhich embodies 0.11 of the changes discussed above, and. it 1.s
recommended that improvements along these

line~

form the starting point

of any future experimental Hcrk.
The other area where SOJ:le improvement to the system used here 'i[Cul,d
be desirable is

i~1

the design of transducer beam patterns.

In this Hork

a high frequency transmission was used, and the transducers presented
their

ol-m

special problems concerning beam pattern design due to,their

extremely small size.

HOl'rever teclmiques do exist for tailoring beam

patterns in small transducers, and S. Ying [20] describes one :mch method
which utilises collimators to shape the main lobe response and reduce the
side looes to about 40 dB below

~xial
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response.
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In particular the design of the bistatic hydrophones meant that

their receive beam patterns were omnidirectional in the horizontal plane
and in the vertical plane covered a wider arc than was necessary to
encompass the target.

It would be more sensible to confine their

horizontal directional response to the region corresponding to the
surveillance area.

This would help to offset the differences in overall

sensitivity which existed between the monostatic and bistatic receivers.
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7.5

~ggestions

7.5.1

for future work

Computer modelling
Having implemented the changes which were considered the

immediate priorities regarding the overall system, further studies
in what the author feels is an interesting research area might
begin with an extension of the work done to model the system.
Only the basic concepts concerne'd with describing the reflection
process for a resolution cell were investigated and modelled in
this work.

A more complete model 1ihich encompassed a..."ld enabled

all aspects of the multistatic scenario to be studied Nould be of
great value, since such a system model

wou~d

allow rapid assess-

ment of many schemes involving changes in the number and location
of the receive sensors, and changes in other important system
parameters such as echo

exce~s,

for example.

One possible approach to the problem of implementing such a
model is suggested by an extension of the method discussed in
CHAPTER 11, which was used to describe the echo formation process
in the resolution cell.

The ccmplete environment, including the surveillance area and
the projector and receiver area, can be described L"l terms of a
set of resolution cells mapped out on an X-Y plffile for convenience.
The actual surveillance area is now a subset of the total number of
cells, and the target outline contour C , is represented by a
t
finely quantised set of co-ordinates \vithin this area.

Within

each resolution cell which overlays the contour C. a straight
1;

line approximation to the contour at that point can be developed.
The position of the projector can be defined by its location in
particular resolution cell at some range from the target.

~

The

scanning beam would be represented by discreet changes L"l the bearing
and at each change the position of the insonified resoluti,]u cell
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overlaying the contour C can be found by ray geometry.
t

Shadm-l

zones created by the beam could also be approximated by this
means, at least initially.

The straight line approximation for

the contour C within this insonified cell would be retrieved
t
and an amplitude and phase aperture function calculated from
the beam pattern and the slope of the line relative to the beam.
Arbitrary beam patterns can be specified for the projector and
incorporated into the aperture function at this point in the
simulation.
An angular spectrum can nOvl be computed for the insonified

cell as described in CHAPTER II, and the far field response in
those resolu.tion cells specified as containing receive sensors
computed by using the equations given in CHAPTER II which describe
the far field response.
When the response is thus computed and checked for possible
shadowing of the receiver by simple ray theory, the output of the
receiver can be simulated by specifying a sensitivity in the
direction of the incoming ray.

A detection would be mane if the

signal vector, plus any noise term if desired, exceeded some
realistic preset amplitude.
Incorporating specific signal types other

th~~

CW is not easily done in such a model, although the

simple pulsed
~~gular

spectrum

can be computed for individual components of the signal frequency
spectrum and recombined at the far field point as outlined in
CHAPTER II.

In any case, if the resolution cell size is specified

in terms of a range and bearing ambiguity diagram then signal
b~~dwidth

at least, is implicit in the
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r~~ge

resolution.

A display of the detect eo. signals, in a binary format as
us eo. in this work, and some interactive features and control such
as the nu.:nber and position of sensors and the specification of the
target contour C , l,,"ould be desirable and vfOuld complete the
t
computer model.

But - it should be noted that although such an

extension to the existing model is conceptually

straight forward t

the changes suggested constituted an ambitious project in its mm
right in the author's opinion.

This was partly vlhy only a

limi ted system model 'l-1aS developed here.
As pointed out at the start of this chapter, the present
system provided a biased, one-sided look at the target.

The field

of insonification was limited by shadow zones >-:hich allowed only
one

~ide

of the target to be displayed.

The fact that increased'system complexity would be needed
prevented experiments from being performed with alternative
arrangements of receivers.
improvement which

c~~

There is ffil upper bound to the

be expected of course, which was described

in CHAPTER II 3Jld confirmed in CHAPTER V, but this ,....a.s ce:;:-tainly'
not reached in this project, and i t ,..;ould seem

3.

worth,lhile exercise

to prove that this limit exists for a given resolution cell :3i::e
and known target contour.
There are a number of possible arrangements of projector ffi'J.d
receiver stations which will increase the field of view of the
target.

One such arrangement,

consisting of -t't'10 receiver planes

at right angles has already been mentioned, but it must be borne
in mind that the gecmetrical relationships between receivers .3.."ld
projector affects the number of independent resolution cells
containing detecte'i echoes.

In this thesis an attempt has been

made to quantify tnese interactions arld it is hoped that the results
obtained

20

:ar :'lill provide a guide for a 'first out' look at least.
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No progress to1tlards determining either some principles or
ground rules for the choice of the 'display magnification'

m

has been made because it was considered outside the scope of the
work at the outset.

Further work in this respect is needed, and

vfOuld be useful if a proper framevlOrk can be decided for such a
study,which was not itself of a subjective nature.
Since the target has been described here by its twodimensional contour C , it would seem sensible to consider
t
employing a two-dimensional version of the sampling theorem in
some way, so as to relate the value of m to target definition.
Picture transforms using a two-dimensional version of the well
known Fast Fourier transform algorithm could be performed, with
the object of defining a two-dimensional bandwidth for a given
set of targets which was,the analogue of the familiar Nyquist
rate definition in the frequency domain.

With the target

contours in an equivalent transform space, changes in the target
aspect may become more easily recognisable, although it should
be remembered that no new information would be presented,
merely the same information in a different form.

If a high

speed computer was utilised in the system then the echo da.ta
will already be in memory and a transform coule perhaps be
performed in real-time.

However, irrespective of such

sophisticated display processing, if a two-dimensional 'oand\'/idth
can be defined for the class of target contours to be displayed,
then a calculation in terms of sampling rate can be made \-lhich
will determine the number of cells and the value of m required.

7.5.2 Coherent processing of the receiver outnuts
The signals received at each receiver due to reflections
from the target were processed independently and incoherently in
the sense that each receiver '/Jas essentially a simple energy
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detector.

What are the likely gains which might be achieved

by coherent processing of the receiver outputs?

By this is

meant the recording of relative phase with respect to a
reference at each receiver in addition to the signal amplitude.
In simple terms the use of signal phase introduces another
degree of freedom into the system, but it is not immediately
obvious how this extra dimension would be used.

Two cases can

be considered,
(a)

\'1hen more than one receiver detects an echo from

the same cell,
and

(b) \1hen only one echo is detected per resolution
cell by one receiver.
In the first case, by utilising the property of range

resolution to localise the signals to a particular resolution
-cell, what is achieved is a sampling of the far field response
of a particular resolution cell.

In other words, depending

on how many receivers are simultaneously detecting the echo
field, a nunlber of discrete samples of the reflecting

apert~e

beam pattern is obtained.
The aperture to far field transforwation described in
CHAPTER II is of course invertable and the aperture function
can be synthesised from sufficient samples of the far field
response.

If only the amplitude is available in the far field,

only the autocorrelation function of the aperture can be
obtained, but if phase is included in the inverse transform
then, theoretically, a reconstruction

c~~

take place.

In the

expe!'imental environment of this 1,olOrk the phase coherence

OT

the medium and propagation effects appeared to be very good
and the implication is that provided sufficient samples a.re
available, and can properly be localised to one range cell,
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l
Dome form of vlithin cell bandlimitcd reconstruction of the
reflecting aperture might be envisaged.

The object of this

would be to try to improve the definition at discontinuities
and regions where wide angular spectrum reflection takes
place, this condition being a pre-requisite for multiple
detection from the same resolution cell.
Although this within cell reconstruction seems attractive,
there are a number of obvious problems.

Firstly the assumption

of·completely coherent transmission through the medium may not
be true in other environments and multipath propagation for
instance would destroy this necessary property.

Secondly,

only a very few samples would be obtained unless large numbers
of receivers were employed and consequently only a very bandlimited estimate of the aperture obtained.
For the second case where only one echo per cell is
detected, the best use of signal phase is even less obvious.
However, one line of approach is to consider all the samples
of the target contour obtained during one scan as the target
response.

Instead of an attempt to reconstruct

th~

aperture

within a resolution cell, the ape!'ture is now given the wide!'
meaning of covering the whole target.

Again the int!'oduction

of phase would result in a set of vectors representing the
target response which would be transformed into the twodimensional angular frequency space mentioned before.

In this

different form possible effects of small aspect changes which
can dramatically change the ppi echo pattern (\vhich cannot
implicitly display phase) might be more recognisable as such.
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The phase simply introduces another degree of freedom
again and the transform is suggested only as a way of
incorporatinG that phase into an information format which
might be more easily presented, for example in the form of a
quasi-t~'ee-dimensional display.

Little more can be said on this approach and the brief
discussion above is no more than the collected thoughts of the
author on the subject after many interesting discussions with
colleagues

~vorking

in the field of acoustic holography, where

of course phase is of paramount importance.

7.5.3 Acoustic holography and 9cho ranging
The final comments on future studies are concerned with the
field of acoustic holography and its aspirations to target shape
portrayal as per this project.

The objectives of both spheres

of activity come under the general heading of acoustic imaging,
and both seek to present a recognisable image to the obser7er.
If coherence is somehow introduced into the processing of signals
obtained vIi th a mul ti3tatic type of sonar then the gap beb/cen
the two otherwise separate acti7ities seems to narrO\V.

Perhaps

techniques and processes from the two disciplines could be
usefully combined, for example the inclusion of echo ranging
techniques into the hologram or, (even more speculatively) th9
replacement of bistatic receivers with holographic imaging
devices.
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7.6 Summary of the \'Iork
Past studies of echo pattern formation from underwater acoustic
targets have been mainly concerned with the formulation of models
which relate the image formed on a display by a monostatic system,
to the target.

A feature of such studies is the large variability of

the echoes received from the target.

How can a display designed to

present the pattern of echoes from the target convey this variability
of 100 dB or so in echo strength when it only possesses 10-12 dB of
dynamic range itself?

Dynamic range compressjon is one answer, but

is the observer able to comprehend the no\'l subtle changes in the echo
patterns and relate them to features on the target?

It seems to the

author that until the human observer is able to 'see' acoustically in
the manner of say a dolphin, and has the kind of pattern recognition
, equipments' which these animals possess, the task \'lhich he must
perf~~m

is very difficult even for a highly informed observer.

In this project, a different approach was made to the problem of
displaying echo patterns.

An attempt was made to add more

infor~ation

to the display in terms of the outline and s"truc"tura of the echo
patterns, and the subtlety of amplitude variation was deliberately
removed.

It was believed that this was more in keeping ..... ith the

the observer does well, ie recognising outlines and structu.re.

tas~s

A2.1

echoes were given equal significance on the binary display and
emphasis was placed on the geometrical aspects of the echo patterns.
This approach resulted in some new insight concerning the
general problem area, and in particular a more objective measurexent
of the performance of the sonar was formulated.

However, it 'lIould be

wrong to Gri ticise methods of display ar..El.lysis which used hUmaJl
observers to make value judgements.

After all, the system is

designed to interface with an observer in the final instance.
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It \-Jas simply that in order to put the problem into a framework which
could be more easily studied and understood, a move towards the
objective end of the scale was considered desirable and therefore
attempted.

Complete objectivity was not achieved, but it is the

opinion of the author that the technique of display evaluation used
here provides a useful tool for further work in this area of research.
The computer model described briefly in CHAPTER II was founded
on the assumption that since this work used high frequencies and
relatively large, smooth surfaced, specular reflectors, the analogy
was with the 'physical optics' region.

This meant that reflection

mechanisms could be assumed to be well behaved and not subject to
complications such as surface roughness causing shadow zones
a resolution cell for example.

1rli thin

This was a valid assumption as far as

it went, and the results confirmed this mode of behaviour.

It also

meant-that a manageable computer model could be developed, but this
was not 1rlithout its limitations.

For example, i t was only possible

to study simple linear target contours \..i th the model, and an
extension of this part of the work to cover a more comprehensive
situation has been

suggeste~.

The design of the experimental sonar 9resented problems.
Probably the most severe of these was the restricted bandwidth of the
digital processor which was sometimes insufficient to handle the data
input rate from the sonar.

However, all of the problems encountered

can be overcome and ways to do this have been suggested in this and
other chapters.

These difficulties are not considered as any kind of

stumbling block to an improved system's proper operation.
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Setting up the syBtem before a data run occupied a considerable
amount of time as a result of some of these shortcomings in the
equipment.

Nevertheless a comprehensive set of results was obtained,

from which a high degree of confidence in the validity of both the
simulation and the basic concept was gained.

The ppi displays shown

in CHAPTER V were representative of the performance of the system and
showed improvements in shape portrayal to the point where a
recognisable outline of the target was emerging.

This subjective

assessment was confirmed on further analysis of the results in terms
of the display loss and measurable improvement was obtained.

The

correspondence between the simulated performance curves and the
measured results, with regard to the shape of the curves and the
degree of improvement, gave confidence in the empirical relationship
derived from the results.

This was used to predict the performance

of the system beyond the three receiver limit imposed by the
experimental system constructed.
Returning to an earlier point about the large

dyn~~ic

range of

echo strengths observed during such studies, an important aspeGt of
multistatic system operation was the much reduced overall dynamic
range required in the system to achieve comparable or

im~roved

performance compared with the monostatic counterpart.

Some control

over this dynamic range requirement was available through a trade-off
between the number of receivers in the system

and the echo excess

required to achieve a Particular level of display loss.
considered a valuable property which could be used to
dealing with display

a~biguities

'This was

adv~~tage

when

due to side-lobes for example.

A number of things remain outstanding in the authors opinion.
There is a need to formulate ?rocedures for determining the display
definition required to classify different target shapes.
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In

otr.~r

words, the system designer must firstly decide what type of targets
are likely to be encountered in a particular scenario·.

Then, a method

of deciding how many resolution cells need to overlay the target
shapes to make them distinguishable from one another must be available.
On this subject, which'at the moment involves subjective judgements
by the designer, some suggestions have been made here

based on an

extension of one-dimensional sampling theory to the two-dimensional
spatial sampling used in this work.
the best way to tackle this problem.

The author believes that this is
A need to explore different

system geometries and in particular to extend the number of receivers
in the sys tern also remains.

Initially, it \'1ould be d<)sirable to do

this \Jork with the improved system model suggested, in the belief that
this is the easiest way.
In conclusion, encouraging results were obtained and the author
believes that an avenue of investigation vlhich is largely unexplored
has been highlighted.

In the author's opinion, there is no logical

reason to confine investigations in this area to monostatic systems,
despite the increased complexity and cost of multistatics.
sonar oystems seem to offer new possibilities

~or

Multistatic

enhancing the

target shape portrayal performance of high resolution systems.
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APPENDIX A
ANAlOGUE SONAR CIRCUIT DIAGRAHS AND
TRANSMITTER BEAM

PATTEP~

In this section, the detailed circuit diagrams of the various
fu.nctional parts of the analog sonar \lIhich \-Jas described briefly in
CHAPTER III are given.

A brief explanation of the design criteria Dnd

operation of each circuit is also given for completeness, the purpose
being to indicate how the various functions were implemented in this
particular case.

Figure A13 showing the measured transmitter beam

pattern is also included for reference purposes.
A1.1

The master timing oscillator
The operation of the sonar was controlled by the

rr~ster

oscillator "'/hich generated a pericdic square '.jlave signal.

timing

This timing;

waveform was used to initiate the sequence of events starting with the
trans~ission of a C.W. pulse of sound into the water, and ending a

fixed time interval later ;.!hen all echoes of interest h...ad been
received.
The final design was based on a temoerature compensated Sch.'nitt
trigger type SN7413N, and is 8hOY111 in figure A1.

An RC feedback

network was used to cause the de'iice to oscillate between the logic
zero and one states, and by adjusting the value of C a control range
for the period of this oscillation of approximately 0.5-5
obtained.

IT,S

wa.s

Assuming that when power was applied, the output was at

logic one, this voltage was fed back via the resistor (430 ohms) and
charged up the capacitor cormected to the input.

l,olhen the voltage

across the capacitor reached the upper trigger level the output changed
to logic zero.

This in turr. allowed the cs.paci tor to discharge through

the output stage of the de-.rice u..'1til the' lO'f!er trigger point
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reached and the cycle repeated.

A hysteresis of about 800 mV was

built into the device and therefore caused the voltage at the input
to follow an exponential charge and discharge curve whose time
constant \-/as controlled by the Rand C values in the feedback loop.
The upper and lower trigger voltages were quoted as 1.7V and o.8v,
respectively for the device and using this information, a calculation
could be made to determine the values of capacitance needed for a
particular frequency of oscillation.

With no additional components,

the circuit was made to oscillate with an approximately equal markspace ratio and with a stability adequate for this purpose.

A bias

voltage was applied to the input via a variable resistance as shown,
and this had the effect of causing the capacitor to charge more slowly
to the upper trigger point and to discharge quickly through the lower
impedance formed by the parallel combination of feedback and bias
resistors and by this means the mark-space ratio could be adjusted to
ensure that the correct sweep time was obtained.
approximately, 1 range cell

= 1.1

A calibration of

millimetres, was used.in the results

obtained, which with a sweep voltage of 5V meant a sweep time of about
O.75ms.
The output of this oscillator controlled the sweep generator and
also triggered the pulse envelope control shown.

This pulse envelope

control was 'simply a gating circuit whose output was used to enable
and disable the 2.5 MHz transmitter oscillator.

This gating circuit

was based on an SN74121 monostable multivibrator used as a pulse
stretcher to give an output variable between approximately 1 us to
/

20 ms.

This range was achieved by using two switched capacitors in

the circuit.

Fine control of the pulse width was obtained via a

variable resistor as shown.
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A1.2

The transmitter oscillator
The traIllmitter oscillator generated a square \oJave tone burst at

a fixed frequency of 2.5 MHz which \."as used to drive ·the class A
transmitter pO\oJer amplifier.

The duration of the tone burst \oJas

controlled by the pulse length generator described above.

In order

to produce controlled oscillations, one of the four logic AND function
inputs of the SN7413 was fed by an inverter as shown (itself the
other half of the dual Schmitt trigger device) to obtain the correct
polari ty of signal.

Oscillations were only possible "Jhen this input

was in the logic zero state and the duration at logic zero
determined the length of the tone burst and resu.lting transmitted
signal.

The output of the oscillator was fed via an impedance

matching transformer to the pouer amplifier.

This transformer employed

a small toroidal core type FERALEX MH 263 '<lhich was wound in a 2: 1
ratio.

The input impedance of the class A transmitter \"as approximately

30 ohms, comprised of 6 ohms base s}Jreading resistance, and 25 ohms
forward biased emitter junction resistance.
of the SN7413 device 'was about 120 ohms so

The output impedance
th~t

a 2: 1 ratio effecti vel.y

transformed the 30 ohms input impedance into 120 ohms, and improved
performance was obtained with the more optimum loading of

th~

Schmitt

trigger.
A1.3

The 2.5 HHz class A transmitter
The requirements for the transmitter '.,rere that it should be

capable of driving the piezoelectric
load.

trar~ducer

and co-axial cable

At resonance the type of transducer used presented an approxi-

mate equivalent load of about 100 ohms in parallel witl: about 1000 pt'
capacitanc~.

This presented a total impedance of about 50 ohms at the

resonant frequency of 2.5 HHz.

A simple class A amplifier 'flas

designed to drive this load, and is shown in figure ii.3.
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adequate for the purpose, if not the most efficient design, and was
capable of about 8 watts peak power into 50 ohms at 2.5 MHz..

A

voltage gain of approximately 33 dB was obtained with this circuit
and the .source level was varied when necessary by inserting a 50 ohms
attenuator into the feed cable to the transducer.

Note that no tuning

of the tran.sducer \"as attempted to. neutralise the capacitance load.
A1.4

The linear sweep generator path length (PL)
An analogue voltage proportional to the elapsed time after

transmission was provided by the sweep generator.

At the instant

\."he11 an echo vIas detected, this voltage was sampled and passed to the
digital computer to enable a calculation of echo range to be performed.
Because this signal was input to the AOC peripheral attached to the
computer, the sweep characteristics were designed to be compatible
\~ith

the AOC char3.cteristics given in Table 3.1 of CHAPTER Ill.

A maximum s,::ee-p C:l.Inplitude of 5V was provided, with a duration
controlled by the master timing oscillator of approximately 0.75
A sweep error of

l.ess

than 5 m'! ',."as required, to be cornpa ti ble

least significant bit value of the ADC.

illS.

~"i th

the

This transla-ced into a

displacement error (defined as the maximum departure from a linear
sweep) of

O~1

per cent, and a transmission error (defined as the

maximum deviation from the design value of the sweep voltage at the
end of the s\veep) of 0.1 per cent ..
The sweep reset time ,vas not important because the PRF of
transmissions could be adjusted to suit.
Using these

par~~eters

a standard operational amplifier

integrator circuit was designed using the llOOse amplifier.

This

circuit was based on a similar design given in SGS,u~, Applications of
linear ICts, 1970 and is sholim in figure A40

A balanced FEr inlrtlt

stage vms employed. tG reduce offset currents :md the 81tveep erl'ors
a.ssociated 'rlith these.
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A ZTX302 transistor switch was employed to discharge the circuit back
to zero volts.
The cnveep \vas started when the correct polarity pulse was applied
to the ZTX502 input stage.

This open-circuited the ZTX302 switch

and allowed the capacitor to charge linearly from an equivalent
constant current source.

The reference voltage required by this

circuit \vas provided by a 3.6v zener diode as shown, and the sweep
output fed via a buffer amplifier to the sample and hold circuit
described below.

A1.5 The sweep sample and hold circuit
The specification for the ADC interface to the computer indicated
that the total time required to scan the four data input channels
under

progra~

control would be about 70JUse

Allowing for tolerances

and signal setting times a figUre of 80 )lS was taken as being
representative of the total time_

During this period the sweep output

described above could change by a maximum which was equivalent to
approximately 12 ems of range, and because of this unacceptable
situation a track and hold circuit was incorporated into the system.
The output of the s\veep generator

'tlas

therefore fed to the track and

hold circuit shown in figure A5.
The specification for the circuit required that during a hold time
of 80 ~s that the sampled voltage did not decay by more than 5 mV.
From this requirement, and a maximum holding voltage of 5V, a hold
capacitor of

0.1;UF was chosen. With this value ef capacitor, the

circuit reset time from the hold to track mode ioJas about 8 ;Us, which
effectively increased the latency in the data input
imately 90.r-

pr~se

to approx-

The output of the hold.ing capacitor ,vas input

..t.

,,0

a

,

impedance, non-inverting, L.'1709C buffer amplifier -,vhich also
incorporated voltage offset control which was used to null the small
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positive offset voltage associated with the sweep generator.

Note

that this buffer amplifier is not shown.

A1.6 The pulse amplitude modulator (data base DB)
The function of this circuit was to generate a set of amplitude
"Ieighted pulses of 80

IS

duration whose amplitudes were proportional

to the separation between the transmitter and the particular receiver
which triggered the channel selector.

The duration of each pulse was

fixed by the channel selector monostables and corresponded to the
track and hold circuit specification.
The circuit is shown in figure A6, and consisted of an operational
''leighting network using an LM709C amplifier.

The inputs to this

circuit were the logic pulse outputs of the channel selector circuit.
These pulses were amplitude scaled by the preset potentiometers shown
to correspond to the separation of each receiver, and this adjustment'
forme~

part of the calibration procedure described in CHAPTER IV.

Independence of each adjustment was ensured by using the LH709C to
form a virtual earth point at the junction of all the potentiometer
outputs and in addition offset and gain controls were provided to
enable the output to be properly scaled with 'respect to the ADC
interface in the computer.

The actual output of the circuit was

first fed to a unity gain power amplifier described below, which
provided sufficient power to transmit the signal down the data link
cable to the remote computer suite.

The accuracy of the amplitude

scaling of each pulse was better than 5 mV in accordance with the
requirement of the ADC least significant bit value.

A1.7 The channel selector circuit
The channel selector logic is shown in figure A7, and the
circuit was designed to provide four output pulses as follows:-
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(BOARD 2) CHANNEL SELECTOR
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(a)

The clock pulse used to drive the sample and hold

circuit described above,
and

(b)

A unique logic pulse, one for each of three receivers.

The pulses were all of 80 ;as duration, controlled by the monostables incorporated in each input stage, and were generated whenever
the input signals from the receiver outputs exceeded the upper trigger
level of the Schmitt trigger circuits in the inputs.
pulse was the logical tORt of the other pulses.

The clock

Feedback to pin 5

of the monostables (SN74121) ensured that if anyone channel was
triggered by a received echo, then for a period of 80 ;as thereafter
no other output pulse could occur until the original monostable had
reset.

Since these pulses were input directly to the pulse amplitude

modulator, this ensured that no ambiguities concerning which
receiver had detected the echo could result.
The Schmitt trigger circuits which formed the input stage of the
circuit received the bandpass filtered and dc biased signals from the
receiver circuits and the consistency of the detection process therefore relied upon the constancy of the temperature controlled Schmitt
trigger level.
A1.8 The azimuthal

bearin~ ~easure~ent ~nd scalin~

circui;s

The mechanical scanner ~~s driven at approximately 14 revs/miri
by the 50 Hz ac supply used.

This meant that for a 90 degree sector

scan, the time for a complete sweep was about 1.08 seconds.
The data input scan at the ADC interface took 80 ;as, and this
corresponded to a bearing change of approximately 0.64.10-2 degrees
at the scanner.

Since the bearing voltage was also the first signal

digitised, this further reduced the bearing change during digitisation
and no sample and hold was neces3ary to
instant of echo detection.
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preser~e

the bearing at the

The <:wtual bearing was generated by a linear poten-r.iometor drivell
by the scan..'rler and fed from a +5 volts stabilised zupply.

Provided.

the potentiometer wiper was not loaded, then a voltage d.irectly
proportional to angle w·ould be obtained at this point.

The lviper

output was conseq:uently connected to the buffer circuit sh01VTI in
. figure A8(a), ~vhich consisted of an FET front end to ensure minime.l
loading of the potentiometer, and an LM709C amplifier to provide offs;:;d;
and scale adjustments.

For a 0-90 degree sector scan, the output HaG

adjusted to a voltage range of 0-4.5 volts, which in turn gave a 0.1
degree a.ccuracy after digitisation.

The output of the operational

amplifier vIaS connected -to a unity gain pmver amplifier de8cribed. bel. (;';-1 ,
and the output of this cOlmected on to the data link to the conpu-ter.
Calibration of the system consisted of a check that the scanner
lJaS

traversing a 90 degrees sector, then a gain adjustment to ensn:-6 a

corresponding 0-4.5 volt m'1eep and an offset adjustment to cmsure that
the Sl<1eep started at 0 volts.

Fig A8(b) shov.rs the result of a

calibration in which the circuit output was
an X'f recor-der.

co~~~ected

It can be seen that linearity

to the Y axis of

w~s ~~intained

t..

out the range and consistent re:::ults obtained for this highly
sensitive

~easurement.

T'ne outputs of each reGei'ler transducer ';iere input to the
corresponding receivers

sho~m

in figure A9.

The function of each

receiver vms to bandpass filter and amplify the echoes reGeived, and
then add the resulting ac TtJaveform to a variable de bias.
resulting signal was then input to the Schmitt
selector circuits described above.

trigge~

The

Gnar.L'rlel

The bias voltage "I"as .:;cIi-;rolled.

by a potentiometer on the front panel of each receiver, and allo'{.Jeu
the echo excess (above the backsrcu.:nu) needed to trigger t!12 cha:cmel

selector to be varied.
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Each stage of the t"TO stage receiver was a simple class A tuned
amplifier

v~hich

used an U(703L RF amplifier as the aC?tive device.

The tUl1ed circuits 'I'lere designed with a Q-factor of approximately 10
at 2.5 MHz and the voltage gain of the complete receiver was
approximately 30 dB.

.The output of the final tuned stage was

buffered with an emitter-follower to provide isolation from the bias
network.

The addition of a dc bias to the output was achieved by

using another emitter-follower stage 1trith a variable base resistor to
adjust the quiescent current through the emitter resistor.
Precautions were necessary 'I'lith the receiver circuits regarding
decoupling of each stage, and Land C components were included in the
power supply to prevent feedback via this path.

It 'vas also found

initially that because of the close proximity of each receiver- board,
cross coupling betlveen the circuits was occurring.

This necessitated

the mounting of screening cans around each board.
A1.10

fhe hydro'Ohone 'Ore-amplifiers
The hydrophone amplifier

show~

in figure A10 was used in each of

the bistatic receivers to provide an initial voltage gain of
approximately 14 dB.

The requirement was for a high input impedance

so that minimal loading of -the capacitive source w'ould occur, and a
low output impedance to drive the long co-axial cable link to the
receivers described above.

The design used employed an

l".l:,'l'

input stage

to provide a high input impedance, and was followed by a single stage
amplifier and finally an emitter follo1tTer output stage.

The

frequency response of the circuit is shown in figure A10 and was
rolled off at about 3 MHz by the RC filter in the emitter circuit of
the voltage amplifier stage.
,

A1.11

Scanner drive moi;or control:H.
The controller show"TI in figure A11 changed the di rection of

rotation in the appropriate sense at the ends of -the 90 degree
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sector scan.

This was achieved by using a bistable circuit to control

the motor relay shown.

The bistable circuit was set and reset by the

limit switches attached to the mechanical scanner shown in figure 3.2
of CHAPTER Ill.

These limit svli tches ..lere spaced 90 degrees apart and

were operated by a cam fixed to the scanner shaft.
The output of the bistable was used to change the state (off to
on) of the MJE 3055 pOlier transistor, "Ihich in turn, energised and
de-energised the relay.

The relay was connected up in such a Kay that

operation of the contacts changed the direction of rotation of the
stator field in the SLO-SYN type SS50 stepping motor
employed to drive the scanner.

~rllich

was

Reversing ihe stator field caused

reversal of the rotor and the transmitter-receiver transducer was thus
scanned through a 90 degrees sector.
Because the cable linking the controller to the limit switches
was long, a simple RC filter arrangement

vTaS

used at the input to the

bistable to prevent spurious noise spikes from triggering the bistable.
A1.12 Data li:r...k: DOi.;er ar.mlifier
The analogue sonar equipment and ihe

re~ote

digital· compuier

required a daia link comprising approxirnaiely 300 feet of
telephone cable.

The main difficulty,

signals down! this cable

~..n. thoui

conce~ed

with

~ulticored

~ransmitting

attenuation and distortion, was

providing sufficieni drive curreni to charge and discharge the cable
capacitance., It was found that each signal had to be buffered
a power

ampl~fier

before transmission do",'Il the cable.

t~rough

This pOvler

!

booster was incorporated inside the feedback loop of the operational
amplifier circuii, and the design Shovffi in figure A12 was based on a
'published design in SGS UK, Applications of Linear IC~s, Vollli~e I,
1970.

This circuit was capable of giving:!:. 100 mA into a 100 ohms

load and i-ras adequate for -the purpose.

The frequency response is sn:;-,;r..

inset in figure A12 and was flat up to 100 kHz.
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